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Characterizations of regular varieties 
By B. CSÁKÁNY in Szeged 
To Professor L. Rédei on his 70th birthday 
Following A . I . MALCEV [5], an algebra A is called regular if every congruence 
on A is determined by anyone of its classes. A variety is regular if it contains only 
regular algebras. We shall prove that regular varieties may be characterized by 
means of identities as well as conditional identities. Similar results were obtained for 
varieties of algebras with distributive congruence lattices by B . JÓNSSON and for 
varieties with ideals by K. FICHTNER (see [4], resp. [2]). Our result was suggested by 
that of Fichtner. 
Our terminology and notation are essentially those of [1]. We suppose that the 
algebras under consideration possess the same set of basic operations, which there-
fore will be suppressed in notation. The basic operations and the unit operators 
<5® will be regarded as derived operations ([1], pp. 126, 145). 
For any a, b£ A, where A is an arbitrary algebra, let 0a b denote the minimal 
congruence on A for which a and b are congruent. If cp is any homomorphism of A, 
then denotes the natural congruence on A corresponding to <p. We shall write 
A = {M} to mean that M is a system of generators of A. 
The following well-known facts will be needed in the sequel: 
(1) Let A = {a, b, c}. For any d£A there exists a derived ternary operation 
/< for which d=abcj.i holds. 
(2) Let A = {a, b, c}. For any translation x of A there exists a derived quaternary 
operation v such that dx = dabcv for all ddA. 
(3) Suppose a, by{y^r), c, d are given elements of A. In order that the relation 
c = d( U da b ) hold it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a natural number k, 
nr .' v 
and, for i = l, 2, ..., k, elements cL£A (with c0 = c, ck = d), indices y^T and trans-
lations r, of A, such that either the relations c ^ —a%i and ci=byixi or the relations 
c,_x =bytxi and c. = ari are satisfied (see MALCEV [5]). 
The element a £ A will be called regular if every congruence on A is determined 
by the class containing a. Then obviously we have: 
(4) Any algebra A is regular if and only if all elements of A are regular. 
1 A 
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The following important fact was first observed by J . HASHIMOTO ([3], Lemma 
2. 1): 
(5) The element a£A is regular if and only if for each pair of different elements 
c, d£ A there exists a finite set B(^A) such that 0, d= U 0a b. b£B ' 
Now we are going to give the above-mentioned characterizations of regular 
varieties. 
Theorem. For any variety 21 the following three propositions are equivalent: 
I. 2i is regular. 
II. In 21 there exist derived ternary operations fil, n„ and derived 2n + 3-ary 
operations A1} ..., Xk Such that the following identities are satisfied: 
(6) xxzfii = z (/ = 1, ...,«), 
(7) x = (xyzfi,)... (xyzfin)z... zxyz). y, 
(8) z. . .z ixyzp.j) . . . (xyzf in)xyzZj_j = (xyzfi,)• • • (xyzfin)z...zxyz)-.j ( j = 2, ..., k), 
(9) z. ..zixyzfiy).. ,(xyzfin)xyzlk =y. 
III. In 21 there exist derived ternary operations fiy, fi„ such that the iden-
tities (6) and the conditional identity 
(10) xyz[i1 = z A...Axyzn„ = z x=y 
hold. 
Proof . (I-»II) Denote by F the 2I-free algebra freely generated by x, y, z.. 
Since F is regular, there exists, on account of (4) and (5), wt , ..., wn£F such that 
(11) dx,y = lieZiWt. >•=1 
By virtue of (1), there exist derived ternary operations ni in 21 satisfying wi = xyz^ii 
(i= 1, ...,n). First we show that the ¡it fulfil (6). Indeed, let (p the endomorphism 
of F defined by equations xcp=yq> = x, zcp = z. For i = 1, ..., n we have 0{p S 0x y S 02> W|. 
Thus xxzni = (xyzfil)(p = wicp = z(p—z; hence (6) is an identity in 21. 
n 
Furthermore, from (11) it follows x=y( U 0Z W() and thus on the basis of (2) 
and (3) there exist x0 = x, xt, ..., xk=y£F, derived quaternary operations vl; ..., vk 
in 21, and elements wt] = xyz/itj<EF (1 ̂ tj^n; j= 1, ..., k) satisfying for any j 
either 
(12) = zxyzVj, xj = (xyznt)xyzvj 
or 
(13) xj-1=(xyzLit)xyzvj, Xj = zxyzVj. 
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Now define the derived operations Л,, ..., Xk in the following way: Let 
X1...X2n+3^j = xl---Xn + tj-l(.Xn + tjX2n+ lX2n+2X2n+3vj)Xn + tj+l---X2n^2"n+tj^ 
if (12) holds for j, and let 
xl •••X2n+3^j = • • 'Xtj— 1 (.XtjX2n+ 1 X2n+ 2 X2n+ 3 ^j)xtj+ 1 • • ,x2n^2n^ 
if (13) holds for j. Then one can immediately verify that x, y, F satisfy (7)—(9), 
whence it follows that (7)—(9) are identities in 21. 
(II-•III) It is sufficient to show that the derived operations ..., in 
II fulfil (10). Substituting z for xyzfii (i—l,...,n) in (7)—(9), we obtain 
x = z...zxyzA1 = z...zxyzk2 =... = z...zxyzXk=y. Hence the implication (10) is 
identically true in ЗД. 
(Ill—I) Let and a, c,d£A. Taking into account (4) and (5) it is enough 
to prove the existence of a finite set £(QA) satisfying 0 .=. U 9 a b . Let ьев ' 
B = {cdani\i= 1,..., n). For all l^i^n we have cdan- = ссац^а (0cd), whence 
0a cdam — 8c,d an<^ s o U 0a,b = Qc,<!- T o prove that here actually equality holds let b£B 
us consider the factor algebra A=A/\JOab. For any и 6 A, let и denote that element ьев • _ _ 
of A which contains u. For all 1 = iSn we have a = cda\.ii = cdanv Since AdlI, 
we can apply (10) which implies c = 3. This means that c = d( U 6a b), that is Qc<i = b£B 
Ш U 0a b, completing the proof. ыв ' 
From this theorem it follows easily that varieties of groups, rings, modules, 
quasigroups, and Boolean algebras, are regular. For these familiar varieties we have 
always n = 1; e.g., for groups xyzy. — xy~lz, for quasigroups xyzfi = x/(z\y), and 
for Boolean algebras хугц = xyz + xyz + xyz + xyz. 
. Added in proof. Recently, some other characterizations of regular varieties have 
been given by G . GRATZER ( J . Comb. Theory, 8 (1970) , 3 3 4 — 3 4 2 ) and R. WILLE 
(Kongruenzklassengeometrien, Springer Lecture Notes, 113 (1970) , p. 71 . ) 
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On certain classes of ^-structures 
By F. GECSEG in Winnipeg (Canada)*) 
To Prof. L. Redei on his 70 th birthday 
1. The class of all groups can be given as the class of all structures with an 
associative binary operation (multiplication) and constant 1 satisfying the sentence 
4> = (x)(3y)(xy=yx = 1). On every such group © define an additional unary oper-
ation (invertation), and denote by © the resulted structure. It is clear that the cor-
respondence ©-«-(5 as well as its inverse preserves substructures, homomorphism, 
and free structures. 
Let I be a set of sentences in a first order language L{z). One can raise the 
following question: Under what conditions can additional operations f£F— F 
be defined on every Z-structure 21 = (A; F, R) such that the correspondence 
21 = (A; F, R)-~ $l = (A; F, R) and its inverse have the three preserving properties 
above? As it was shown by G . GRATZER in [1], such additional operations can be 
defined if and only if I has the Inverse Preserving Property, ^(co) exists and 
is strong. (The definitions are listed below.) 
It is well known that {S>|©6<£*} is a universal class. In this paper we show 
that, under the conditions given by Gratzer, every class {SlSlgi*} is universal. 
This answers the Problem 86 of GRATZER raised in his book [1]. 
2. For the sake of completeness we recall some definitions from Chapter 8 of [1]. 
Let be of the following form: 
(*o) • • • (*• o-1)0>"o)(*J • • • (*„,-1)(3j>i) • • • (3>>*)(xj ...(X„_,) 
lj/(x0, ... , Xno_l,y0J xno,... , X„1_1,y1, ... ,yk, x„k, ... , XN_ i), 
where n r " —nk — nl 0 = «o means that no universal quantifier precedes 
3 n o = n i means that there is no universal quantifier between 3y 0 and 3yk, 
¡¡/ contains no quantifiers. Set e(<P) = k+ 1. The concepts of inverse and <t>-l 
*) Postdoctorate Fellow of the National Research Council. (On leave f rom the University 
of Szeged.) 
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sequence are defined for all 0 b y induction on /. Let 21 be a I-structure, 
a0,at, ... and b0, blt ... 
(i) b0 is a $-0 inverse of a0, ..., a„o_l in 2i if 
(* J • • • - i)O^i) • • • (3yk)(x„k) •••(*— i) 
\l/(a0, ..., a„0_ [, b0, x„o, ..., xni_! ,y1, ..., yk, x„k, ..., xn_,) 
holds in 21; in this case, a0, ..., a„0_¡, b0 is a 4>-0 sequence; 
(ii) bt is a <£-/ inverse of a0, ..., a„t_i in 91 if there exists a <£-(/— 1) sequence 
1 , . I such that 
(*«,) • • • (*,„ + i-i)Oy,+ i).-. (3A-) •••(^n-i) 
> an0- 1 > > • • • ! f l n | . , - l l t>l- 1 > ani-l ! ••• > an,~ 1 > bl, 
xn, > • •• > -̂ ni + i—l > 1 > • ' yk > -^«t' ••• > l) 
holds in "it. Then, o0 ) ..., a„0.l, b0, ..,, a«, . , -! , V i > a„,-i , is a 
<P-/ sequence. 
inverse means 0-1 inverse for some /<e(<P) and Z-inverse means «^-inverse 
for some $ 6 £. 
Let 21 be a 1-structure and let 23 be a subtructure of 21. Then 23 is a I-sub-
structure of 21 if whenever a0, ..., b£A and b is a ^-inverse of a0, ...,a, 
in 2i, then b£B. 
Let n be a positive integer. The set />„(Z) of n-ar.y I-polynomial symbols is 
defined by rules (i)—(iv) below. 
(i) XiePn(Z),i = 0,...,n-l; 
(ii) if P0, ..., P „ Y _ 1 6P n {Z) then fy(P0,...,Pny_y)ZPn(X) for y < 0 o ( T ) ; 
(iii) if <P£Z, l<e(<P), nl universal quantifiers precede 3y, and P0, ..., P„,~i 6 
€P„(I), then 
(iv) P„{£) is the smallest set satisfying, (i)—(iii). 
Let P 6 P„(2), let 21 be a ^-structure, and let a0,..., a„_i £A. Then P^(a0, ...,*/„_!)• 
(or simply P(a0, ..., an_i)) is a subset of A defined as follows: 
(i) if P = x j ; then P(a 0 , ...,«„_!) = {af}; 
(ii) if P=fy(P0,P„Y-1), then P(a0, ..., an.l) = {a\a=fy(b0, ..., ¿>„v_,) for 
some b^Pfao, ..., a„_i), i = 0, ..., n y - l } ; 
(iii) if P=${l\P0, 1), then P(a 0 , ...,«„_!) = {a|a is a 4>-l inverse of 
some b0,...,b„l-1 with b^P^a fir«.!), / =0 , ..., n,-1}. 
Pj, is called a I-polynomial over 2f. 
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Let 21 and © be ¿-structures and let q> be a mapping of A into B. Then q> is 
called a I-homomorphism if 9 is a homomorphism, and if for any positive integer n, 
P£P„(Z) and a0, ..., an_^A we have • 
P(a0, ..., a^Jy^Piciocp, ..., a^^cp). 
Let © be a ¿"-substructure of theT-stucture 91. Then © is said to be a slender 
¿-substructure if for any positive integer n, P£P„(Z) and a0, ..., an-1£B we have 
that ¿ya , , , •••,an-l)^PiB(a0, ..„a«-!). 
Let a be an ordinal, ^ ( a ) is the free I-structure with a generators, if the follow-
ing conditions are satisfied: 
(i) #¡(a) is a ¿-structure, 
(ii) a) is ¿-generated by the elements x0 , ..., xy, ... (y <a ) ; 
(iii) if 91 is a i-structure and a0, ..., ay, ... £A for y<a, then the mapping 
<p: xy^ay, y < a can be extended to a ¿-homomorphism (p of into 2Í. 
A set X of sentences is said to have the Inverse Preserving Property (IP) if 
every ¿-substructure is slender. 
Moreover, a free I-structure is called strong if the mapping <p given in the 
definition of the free I-stucture is always unique. 
We note that if the free I-structure exists and is strong, then all free 
J-structures exist and all are strong (see Theorem 54.2 in [1]). 
In addition to these definitions we introduce some notations. 
3. Let K denote the equational class generated by the free structure ^ ( c 0 ) 
of Theorem 54.3 in [1] and let IK be the set of all equations which hold in K. 
We introduce the notation ¿R for the set . of all sentences 
( x 0 ] ) . . . (x0J ... (x m _ 1 ,) . . . ( x m _ i„)'"(.Po(;*:Oi > ••• > *0„), ••• >Pm- 1 (Xm- 1, , ••• > xm- 1„)) 
which hold in ^¡.(c0), where r£R and p0, ...,pm_l are polynomial symbols over F. 
As in Theorem 54.3 of [1] for every ¿-polynomial symbol P( (iP„(X)) we define 
kp n-ary operations /<f, •••,fkPp_l as follows: 
Take with the ¿-generators x0, ...,x„-,; define f?(x0, .. , x„_j), i~=kP 
such that 
P(x0, ...,x„_1) = {fip(x0, .:., xn_ j) I i < kP}; 
let 2t be an arbitrary ¿-structure, a0, ...,an_1£A and (p a ¿-homomorphism of 
into 21 with x0(p — a0, ..., xn-1(p = a„_1. Let 
J?{a0,...,an_i)=fip(x0,...,xn_])(p (i = 0, ...,kP-\). 
Let P£P„(E). Then there exists a formula rp(x0, ..., x„_1; j ) in L(x) such that 
if 21 is a ¿-structure and a0, ..., b£A, then b£P(a0, ...,«„_!) if and only if 
rP(a0, ..., Í7„_, , b) (see [1], Lemma 49.6). 
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Now we define for every P£Pn(Z) a sentence <Pp in the following manner: 
= (*o) • • • ( * „ - , ) ( y ) [rP{x o , . . . ' , X„_ ! ,/<f(x0 , ... , *„_]) ) A ... 
... A rP(x0, ...,xn_i,f^p_1{x o, ...,*„_!)) A {rP(x o, ...,x„_i,y) -
•*(y =/o(*o. i)V...Vj» = f f p - i ( x 0 , j»)). 
Let Z0 = {(pp\ P is a ^-polynomial symbol}. 
Moreover, denote by Zu the set of all universal sentences from Z. 
Now we are ready to prove the following 
Theorem. If I has the Inverse Preserving Property and J^eo) exists and is 
strong then I*} is a universal class. 
Proof . The class K is closed with respect to substructures (see [1], Theorem 
54.3). We shall prove that K is a universal class by showing that 
K= (ZK U U ̂ o U Zv)*, 
i.e. K is an axiomatic class; see [1], Corollary to Theorem 43.3 for this characteriza-
tion of universal classes. 
First we show that S € (ZK U Z R UZ 0 U Zv)* if 21 <E I*. 
is a free structure in K of Theorem 54.3 of [1] so is a homomorphic 
image of J^(a) for some a, i.e. ZK and ZR hold in 2l. 
Let P£P„(Z) be a I-polynomial symbol and t a k e ' ^ ( n ) with the generators 
x0, ..., . Let y£P(x0,..., x„_ j) be arbitrary. By the definition of the operations 
f f ( x 0 , ..., x„_j) (i<kp) and the formulas rp(x0, ..., x„_ 1, y) it can easily be seen 
that rp(x0, ...,x„-i,f[(xo, ..., x„_!)) holds and there exists a j ( < k p ) such that 
y = f j ( x 0 , ..., x„-i). Now take arbitrary a0, ..., an_y £A. Then the mapping 
x0q> = a0, ..., x„-1(p — a„_1 can be extended to a homomorphism q> of SFj^ri) into 
31 such that <p is a Z-homomorphism of into 91. So, by the definition of the 
I-homomorphism and operations / .p (i<kP), rP (a0, ..., a„_, , f f ( a 0 , ..., a„_ ¡j) 
also holds. It can be shown in the same way that if rp(a0, ..., a„^1, b) holds, i.e. 
b£P(a0, ...,firn_j), then there exists a j(< kP) such that b=ff(a0, ..., a„_1). But 
P and a0,..., b£A are arbitrary, so Z0 holds in 2i. 
51 is obviously valid. 
Conversely, let $S = (B; F, R)£(ZKU ZRU Z0iJ Zv)*. We have to show that 
&€{§l|2l€2;*}. Denote by 93 the (F, JR)-reduct of 
® implies that for every t>o, ..., &„_i€2» and P€P„(Z), rP(b0, . . . , t „ 
fi(b0,...,b„-i)) (i<kP) holds, i.e. \P (b0, ..., 6„_ j)| S 1 which means that every 
<P£Z having at least one existential quantifier holds in 33. Since fedZy thus every 
universal sentence also holds in 23. Therefore, © is a ^-structure. 
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Take an arbitrary generating system {b0, ..., by, ..., >y<ct of Because J^Ca) 
is free in K and $ £ ¿ 1 , every mapping q>: xy-*by {y < a ) can be extended to an 
algebra-homomorphism <p of onto (A mapping ^ : 21 = ; F,R)-~ 21' = 
= (A';F,R) is said to be an algebra-homomorphism if f(a0, ..., a„_1)i/' = 
=f{a<$, ...,an.1\l/) for every / 6 F and a0, ..., £A.) 
Furthermore, if 
r(Po(.XOt> •••>xoJ> Pm-l(xm-li> •••>xm~ 1„)) 
holds in then 
because every mapping of the generating system of J ^ a ) into can be extended 
to a homomorphism of #V(oc) into Wz{(6). But £ £ 1% so <p is a homomorphism of 
onto S . 
It remains to prove that <p is a ¿-homomorphism of ^ ( a ) onto 9?. For this, 
by the definition of ¿-homomorphism, it is enough to show that 
P(xyo, = P(xyo<p, ... ,x7n_1^)(=P(b10, ...,iy„.1)) 
for every PePn(Z) and y0, ..., y„_, <a . Take y£P{xyo, ..., x ^ ) . Then there 
exists an f f i i ^ k p ) such that y=fiP(x./0, ..., xyn^). So yy=fiP{xyr(p, ..., 
But t hus ..., x . , ^ , fiP(xyo(p, ..., x ^ / p ) ) ^ holds, i.e. 
€P(x w cp, ...,xyn_<p). Conversely, take b€P(xyoip, ..., xyn_t<p), i.e. rp(xyocp, ... 
..., xyn_x(p,b) holds. Because $£¿¡5, thus there exists an f f ( J < ! c p ) such that 
fjP(xyo<p, ..., xyn_icp) = b. It is clear / / ( * „ , ..., xynJ(p = b and f f ( x y o , ..., *,„_,)€ 
£P(xyo, ...,xyn_). These prove that P(xyo, ..., xyn_)cp = P(xya(p, ..., x^^cp). 
It is clear, by Theorem 54.3 of [1], that taking the correspondence S given 
in Theorem 54.3 of [1], we have S = This ends the proof of the Theorem. 
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Über reguläre Mannigfaltigkeiten 
Von E. T. SCHMIDT in Budapest 
Professor L. Redei zu seinem 70. Geburtstag 
1. Eine universelle Algebra 91 heißt regulär1), falls verschiedene Kongruenzen 
von keine gemeinsame Kongruenzklassen besitzen. Dementsprechend wollen 
wir eine Manningfaltigkeit (primitive Klasse) Jf regulär nennen, wenn jede Algebra 
9i aus ,/f regulär ist. Die Algebra 91 wird normal1) genannt, wenn je zwei Kongruenzen 
von 9t vertauschbar sind. Eine Mannigfaltigkeit deren Elemente normale Algebren 
sind, heißt ebenfalls normal. In dieser Note werden wir den folgenden Satz beweisen: 
Satz. Es existiert eine reguläre, nicht normale Mannigfaltigkeit.2) 
2. Zum Beweis dieses Satzes werden wir zuerst eine reguläre, aber nicht normale 
universelle Algebra 2t = (A ; F) konstruieren. 
Betrachten wir zuerst den Verband L, der mit dem folgenden Diagramm 
definiert ist: 
7 
') Dieser Begriff wurde von A . 1. MALCEV eingeführt [1] . 
2) Dieser Satz beantwortet ein von THURSTON gestelltes Problem [2]. 
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L ist das direkte Produkt des Booleschen Verbandes 22 mit einer dreielementigen 
Kette. Das Hauptideal (H] von L ist ein Boolescher Verband, d.h. jedes Element 
hat ein Komplement u' in (h]. Ähnlicherweise bildet das duale Hauptideal 
[ä) einen Booleschen Verband, wo wir das Komplement von z ( z ä a ) mit z* be-
zeichnen werden. 
Wir definieren die Algebra 21 = (A; F). Die Trägermenge A soll mit der Träger-
menge des Verbandes L übereinstimmen. Die Elemente von F, d.h. die Operationen 
von 2t seien die folgenden: 
1° Die Vereinigungsoperation U von L; 
2°. Die Durchschnittsoperation f] von L; 
Die unären Operationen H1,...,Q2, OJ„ (U£A) definiert durch: 
3°. n1(x) = (xi]hy 
4°. /.i2(x) = (x U a)*; 
xö j, wenn x s / , 
[x sonst; 
wenn xäA, 
4°' v2(,) = L . r ; s o n s t ; = i
x U / ' 
[ x U a 
{ xC\b, wenn xgrf , x sonst; 
{ xC\d, wenn x^j, xH h sonst; 
7°. (ou{x) = u. . 
3. Wir werden zeigen, daß die Algebra 21 regulär und nicht normal ist. Dazu 
benötigen wir eine Übersicht über die Kongruenzen von 21. 
91 hat zwei nichttriviale Kongruenzen 0 und <P. Die 0-Klassen sind die fol-
genden : 
{1, h h, g}, { j , f , e, a), {(i, c} und {b, 0}. 
Die ^-Klassen sind: 
{1, j}, {',/}, {h,e,b,d\ und {g, a, 0, c}. 
Dass 0 und </> Kongruenzen von 21 sind, zeigt eine triviale Rechnung. Wir 
müssen noch zeigen, daß 2t keine andere nichttriviale Kongruenz besitzt. 21 bildet 
aber bezüglich der Operationen H und U den Verband L, und in einem beliebigen 
endlichen Verband ist jede Kongruenz die Vereinigung minimaler Kongruenzen 
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0xy, wo x und y Nachbarelemente sind. Berücksichtigen wir noch, daß (/?] bzw. 
[Ö) Boolesche Verbände sind, so müssen wir nur die folgenden minimalen Kongruenzen 
untersuchen: 
@a,f,®a,e,®a,g U n d 0h<d. 
Aus a=f(0aJ folgt a = v1(a) = v 1 ( / ) = / U 7 =jißa,f), d.h. es gilt 6 = 6a,f. 
Ähnlicherweise folgt aus a=e(0ae) a = v2(a)=v2(e)=j, und so muß 0ae mit 
0 übereinstimmen. 
Aus a =g(0a,g) ergibt sich e=eUa=eUg= h(0ag) und so b = Q2(e) = Q2(h) = 
= h(ßat0), d.h. & a i S=$- Schließlich aus h = d(0hJ folgt h = gl(h) = Q1(d) = 
= b(0htd), d.h. es gilt <i> = 0 M . 
Da ©und $ keine gemeinsame Kongruenzklasse besitzen, und alle vorkommen-
den Kongruenzklassen mehr als einelementig sind, ist 9t offenbar regulär. Es gilt 
0 = a(<P) und a = / ( 0 ) , aber für kein u£A ist 0 = w(0) und u~f{<P) richtig, d.h. 
91 kann nicht normal sein. 
4. Es sei JF die durch 21 erzeugte Mannigfaltigkeit. Wir werden zeigen, daß 
diese Mannigfaltigkeit unserem Satz entspricht. Da 21 nicht normal ist, muß dasselbe 
auch für J f gelten. 
Es sei Jt eine beliebige abstrakte Klasse ähnlicher Algebren. HJi soll die 
Klasse sämtlicher homomorpher Bilder, SJt die Klasse aller Unteralgebren der 
Algebren aus Jl bezeichnen. PJl ist die Klasse aller Algebren, die als direktes 
Produkt von Algebren aus Jl entstehen. Es ist bekannt, daß die durch si erzeugte 
Mannigfaltigkeit sich in der Form 
Jir = HSP(9L) 
darstellen läßt. 
Das homomorphe Bild einer regulären Algebra ist wieder regulär, und so 
— um die Regularität von C/C zu zeigen — müssen wir nur die Regularität der 
Elemente von SJP(2I) beweisen. Es sei nun aus ST(21). ä? ist dann eine Unter-
algebra eines direkten Produktes, d.h. die Elemente von SU lassen sich in der Form 
(ajxiI schreiben, wo aa£A gilt. Wenn für jedes a 6/al le ax mit demselben Element 
u£A übereinstimmen, so bezeichnen wir (ßa)a€J auch mit (w) und werden es ein 
Diagonalelement nennen. 
Es sei Nach Anwendung von cou(x) bekommt man (u) = a>u((aa)) = 
= ((0u(aJ) £ 3S, d.h. die Diagonalelemente sind alle in 38 enthalten. 
Wir wollen die Kongruenzen von SS untersuchen. Dazu brauchen wir zuerst 
das folgende 
Lemma. Sind ( x j a e i und ( j a ) a e / Elemente von SS, so daß xx ^yxfur jedes tx£l 
gilt, und ist 0 eine Kongruenz von 3S, so folgt aus den Kongruenzen (xa) 0 (h) = 
= (ya) 0 (h) (0) und (x.) U (a) = (ya) U (a) (0) die Kongruenz ( x j = (y x) (0). 
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Beweis. Ist ( x jU(a ) = (ya)U(a) (0), so bilden wir den Durchschnitt beider 
Seiten mit (xj: (xj = ( x j fl [ (xj U («)] = ( x j fl [(ya) U (Ö)] = (x°) (0). Ähnlicher-
weise erhalten wir ( y j = ( y j U [(>„) D (h)] = (ya) U [(xa) fl (h)} = (xx) fl [(yx) U (/?)] = 
— (©)• (Da haben wir die Distributivität des Verbandes L benutzt.) Wegen 
h > a gilt und so mit Hilfe der Transitivität von 0 erhalten 
wir ( x j = (ya) (0). Damit ist das Lemma bewiesen. 
Bezüglich der Operationen U und fl bildet 3§ einen Verband, und so können 
wir die folgenden Bezeichnungen einführen: 
ßj =[(¿0) = {OJ; x x S a für jedes a}, 
ß2 = ((/,)] = {(xj; für jedes a}, 
C = B1f\B2 (mengentheoretischer Durchschnitt). 
Es seien weiter U, fl), @2 = {B2\ U, f l ) und & = (C; U, D). 
Da die Unteralgebra 36 in bezug auf n, und ¡i2 abgeschlossen ist, sind äSt, 3t2 und 
Boolesche Verbände. Wir werden zunächst zeigen, daß die Kongruenzen von 
(bzw. ^ 2 ) durch die Kongruenzen von eindeütig bestimmt sind. 
Jede minimale Kongruenz von läßt sich in der Form & ( ß U s c h r e i b e n . 
Ist 0 eine beliebige Kongruenz von mit (a) = (xj (0) so folgt (a) = v,((ö)) = 
= v,((xa)) (©); und damit (a) = (a) D (h) = v ^ x j ) Pl (h) = (xa) (0). Es gilt dann 
(xa) € C. Gilt (a) = (xj (0), so bekommen wir nach einer Anwendung der Operation v2 
(a) = v2((a)) = v2((xj)(0). 
Ist x x ^ h für ein a, so gilt Vj(xJ = xa, d.h. v 2 ( x j ^ x a . Wenn x ^ h ist, so 
können wir v2(xa) = v ^ v ^ x j C\h) = v2((xa U./) C\h)= v2((xa D h) U e)=(xa DA) Ue U / = 
= xx{Jj^xlz feststellen, d.h. es gilt v2((xj)^(xj, d.h. es muß auch (a) = (a)n 
H ( x j = v2((xj) fl (xa) = ( x j (0) gelten. 
Für eine beliebige Kongruenz 0 von SS und x £ B bezeichne [x]0 die x enthal-
tende 0-Klasse. Die Regularität von HS bedeutet, daß für je zwei Kongruenzen 
0 ! , 0 2 von J1 mit 0 j < 0 2 stets [x]Qy c [x ]0 2 gilt. 
Wenn 0 j , 0 2 Kongruenzen von 38 sind und 0 i < 0 2 gilt, so existiert bestimmt 
ein x mit [ x ]0 t c [x ]0 2 . Wegen des Lemmas können wir dann annehmen, daß 
x£Bx\/ B2 (mengentheoretische Vereinigung) gilt. 33 L und 3S2 sind aber Boolesche 
Algebren und ihre Kongruenzen sind durch die Kongruenzen von (€ eindeutig 
bestimmt, d.h. es muß dann für jedes y£B1\fB2 [y]©\ c [ j ] 0 2 gelten. 
Es sei schließlich y$BlyB2. Wir müssen noch [y]0t (z[y]02 zeigen. Bezeichne 
y* das Element [y U («)] fl (h) = [yi) (h)] U (a). Offensichtlich gilt y* £ C. Jede Kongru-
enz <f> von induziert auf dem Ideal (>>*] eine Kongruenz und auf dem dualen 
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Hauptideal [y) eine Kongruenz Ф". Ф ist dann durch das Paar (Ф\ Ф") eindeutig 
bestimmt. Da 0t und 02 verschiedene Kongruenzen von 38 sind, muß entweder 
0 \ ^ 0 \ oder sein. Nehmen wir an, daß z.B. в [ < 0 2 gilt. Das Intervall 
[ ( a ) j U ( a ) ] enthält (j>*] und so sind auch die das Element у U(a) enthaltenden 
Kongruenzklassen verschieden, [(а), у U (a)] und [j> П (a), y] sind aber transponiert,, 
d.h. es muß [у]01^[у]02 gelten. Damit ist der Satz bewiesen. 
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Über Gruppoid-Verbände. I 
Von O. STEINFELD in Budapest 
Meinem verehrten Lehrer, Herrn Professor László Rédei zum 70. Geburtstag gewidmet 
1. Einleitung 
Ein teilweise geordnetes Gruppoid L nennen wir kurz einen Gruppoid-Verband, 
wenn L bezüglich seiner teilweise Ordnung einen vollständigen Verband bildet, 
außerdem die Bedingungen 
( i 2 S ű , 0 -e = e-0 = 0 (a£L; O^a^e) 
erfüllt sind, wobei 0 und e das kleinste bzw. größte Element von L bezeichnen. 
Aus den in § 3 erwähnten Beispielen sieht man, daß alle Untergruppen einer Gruppe, 
alle Unterringe eines assoziativen Ringes und alle Unterhalbgruppen mit Nullelement 
einer Halbgruppe mit Nullelement je einen Gruppoid-Verband bilden. 
In § 2 definieren wir die Absorbenten, die Links-, Rechts-, und Quasiabsorbenten 
eines Elementes a des Gruppoid-Verbands1) L. Diese Begriffe sind Verallgemeine-
rungen der Ideale, der Links-, Rechts- und Quasiideale eines Ringes (einer Halb-
gruppe). 
Voraussetzend gewisse bedingte Assoziativitäts- und Distributivitätsregeln 
beweisen wir einige Ergebnisse bezüglich der erwähnten Begriffe. In Behauptung 2. 3 
charakterisieren wir das Divisionselement, welches eine gemeinsame Verallgemeine-
rung des Schiefkörpers und der Gruppe mit Nullelement ist. Verallgemeinernd 
einige Ergebnisse über die regulären Ringe und Halbgruppen charakterisieren wir 
im Satz 4.1 die regulären Elemente mit Hilfe der Links-, Rechts- und Quasiabsorben-
ten. In § 5 beweisen wir einen Satz über die Menge aller Absorbenten eines Elementes 
des Gruppoid-Verbands L, der eine Verallgemeinerung eines bekannten Satzes 
über die Menge aller Ideale eines Ringes (einer Halbgruppe) ist (siehe Satz 5. 2). 
Da der Begriff des Absorbenten eine gemeinsame Verallgemeinerung des Ideals 
*) In [11] und [12] beschäftigten wir uns mit diesen Begriffen für gewisse teilweise geordnete 
Halbgruppen. 
2 A 
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eines Ringes (einer Halbgruppe) und des Normalteilers einer Gruppe ist, dadurch 
kann man eine neuere Analogie zwischen diesen „analogen" Begriffen ausbauen. 
(Siehe Behauptung 3.1, Satz 3. 2 und Beispiel 5.4.) 
Die Begriffe und einige Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit werden wir in dem zweiten 
Teil für die Zerlegungssätze bezüglich des größten Elementes e von L anwenden. 
2. Grundbegriffe 
Unter einem teilweise geordneten Gruppoid verstehen wir eine nichtleere Menge /7, 
welche die folgenden Bedingungen erfüllt: 
Bj: H ist ein Gruppoid bezüglich einer (binären) Multiplikation; 
B2: H ist eine teilweise geordnete Menge; 
B3: Aus a^b folgt ac^bc und ca^cb für jedes c£H. 
Es bezeichne (L; s ) ein teilweise geordnetes Gruppoid mit den folgenden 
Eigenschaften: 
B4: a2 S a für jedes a£L; ^ 
B5: L ist ein vollständiger Verband bezüglich der partiellen Ordnung ^ (die 
Verbandsoperationen werden durch A und V bezeichnet); 
B6: ist 0 das kleinste und e das größte Element des vollständigen Verbands L, 
so gilt 0-e = e-0 = 0. 
Ein teilweise geordnetes Gruppoid L mit den Eigenschaften B4, B5 und B6 
wird ein Gruppoid-Verband genannt. Mit L bezeichnen wir immer einen Gruppoid-
Verband. Ist.X eine teilweise geordnete Halbgruppe, in der die Bedingungen B4, B5 
und B6 erfüllt sind, so heißt L ein Halbgruppe-Verband. 
Aus B3 und B6 folgt unmittelbar 
(2.1) 0-a — a-0 = 0 für jedes a6L. 
\ 
Bezeichnet ay (7 € r) ein beliebiges Elementensystem des Gruppoid-Verbands L, 
so gelten infolge B3 
(2. 2) b{ A ay) § f\bay, ( /\ ay)b S A °yk (b£L), 
rer r<=r rer . ygr 
und 
(2. 3) b( V f l , ) s V bay, ( V ay)b s V ayb (b£L). 
y er yer ygr 
Die erwähnten Eigenschaften der Gruppoid-Verbände zeigen, daß dieser 
Begriff eine Verallgemeinerung der in den Arbeiten [11], [12] definierten Zf-Halb-
gruppen ist. Man wird sehen, daß viele Ergebnisse aus [11] und [12] sich für die 
Gruppoid-Verbände verallgemeinern lassen. 
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Wir sagen, daß das Element b(£L) ein Absorbent eines Elementes a(£L) 
ist, wenn 
(2.4) b ^ a 
und 
(2.5) ab^b, ba^b 
bestehen, ¿ heißt ein Linksabsorbent (Rechtsabsorbent) von a, wenn (2.4) und 
(2. 5j) [(2. 4) und (2. 52)] gelten. 
Ein Element к von L heißt ein Quasiabsorbent des Elementes a von L, wenn 
(2.6) кШа und kahak S к 
bestehen. 
Der Durchschnitt rhl eines Rechtsabsorbenten r und eines Linksabsorbenten 
l von a(£L) ist wegen 
(2. 7) (rAl)aAa(rAl) == raAal rAl 
ein Quasiabsorbent von a. 
Aus (2. 1) sieht man, daß das Element 0 ein Absorbent jedes Elementes von 
L ist. Wegen B4 ist jedes Element ein Absorbent von sich selbst. Den Absorbenten 
(Links-, Rechts-, Quasiabsorbenten) b des Elementes a von L nennen wir trivial, 
wenn ¿ = 0 oder b = a gilt. 
Behaup tung 2. 1. Sind die Elemente bx{X(LA) von L Absorbenten (Links-, 
Rechts-, . Quasiabsorbenten) des Elementes a von L, so ist der Durchschnitt. Д bx 
Я € Л 
ein Absorbent (Links-, Rechts-, Quasiabsorbent) von a. 
Wir zeigen die Behauptung nur für die Quasiabsorbenten, da der Beweis in 
den anderen Fällen noch leichter ist. Infolge (2. 2) und (2. 6) gilt 
( Д bk)aha{ Д bx) ё Д (abxAbxa) ё Д b,. лел Л£Л . ЛёЛ 
Behaup tung 2. 2. Ist r ein Rechtsabsorbent, l ein Linksabsorbent des Elementes 
a(£L), so besteht гШгМ. 
Beweis. Da г / ^ a / S / und г Ш г а ^ г gelten, ist unsere Behauptung richtig. 
Von jetzt an schreiben wir einige „bedingte" Assoziativitäts- und Distri-
butivitätsregeln vor, die zu den verschiedenen Untersuchungen nötig sind. 
Vorausse tzung (A^. Ist / bzw. r ein Linksabsorbent bzw. ein Rechtsabsorbent 
des Elementes a von L, so sei für jedes Element x( ё a) Ix bzw. xr ein Links- bzw. 
Rechtsabsorbent von a. 
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Behaup tung 2. 3. Gilt die Voraussetzung (Ax) für das Element a des Gruppoid-
Verbandes L, so sind die folgenden Bedingungen äquivalent: 
(I) a besitzt nur triviale Quasiabsorbenten, und a2 ^ 0; 
(II) a besitzt nur triviale Rechts- und Linksabsorbenten, und a2 ¿¿0; 
(III) für jedes Element O ^ x ^ a ) gilt ax = xa = a; 
(IV) jeder Rechts- und Linksabsorbent von a ist idempotent, und für die von 
Null verschiedenen Rechtsabsorbenten r, ri, r2 von a gilt die Implikation rr1 = rr2 => 
=>ri =r2, für die von Null verschiedenen Linksabsorbenten l, , l2 von a gilt die 
Implikation l j = l2l=>ly = l2. 
Beweis. (I)=>-(II): trivial. 
(II) =>-(111): Infolge der Voraussetzung (AJ ist ax für jedes Element 
von L ein Linksabsorbent von a. Wegen (II) gilt entweder öx = 0 oder ax = a. 
Der Fall ax = 0 ist unmöglich. Das Element x ( ^ 0 ) wäre nämlich in diesem Fall 
ein Linksabsorbent von a, und infolge (II) bestände x — a, was der Bedingung 
a2 ^ 0 widerspricht. Ähnlich kann man die Gültigkeit von xa = a einsehen. 
(III)=>(I): Bezeichne k(^ö) einen Quasiabsorbenten des Elementes a. Wegen 
(III) und (2. 6) gilt a - akhka S k also k-a. 
(II)=>(IV): trivial. 
(IV)=>(II): Ist / ( ^ 0 ) ein Linksabsorbent von a, so gilt wegen l2=l und 
l2^al^l die Gleichung II=al, woraus l — a folgt. Dasselbe gilt für jeden Rechts-
absorbenten 0) von a. Damit ist der Beweis beendet. 
Das Element a von L heißt ein Divisionselement, wenn für a die Voraussetzung 
(A t) und eine der Bedingungen (I)—(IV) gelten. 
Vorausse tzung (A2): Sind kl,k2,k3 Quasiabsorbenten des Elementes 
a(£L), so sei (k 1 k 2 ) k 3 =k 1 ( k 2 k 3 ) . 
Aus der Voraussetzung (A2) und aus B4 bekommt man, daß es für jeden Quasi-
absorbenten k des Elementes a von L 
a(ak) = (a2)k^ak und (ka)a = k(a2)Ska 
gilt. Dies bedeutet, daß ak bzw. ka ein Linksabsorbent bzw. ein Rechtsabsorbent 
von a ist. 
Der Rechtsabsorbent 0) des Elementes a(£L), heißt minimal, wenn a 
keinen Rechtsabsorbenten r mit 0 < / - ' < r besitzt. Ähnlich definiert man die mini-
malen Links- und Quasiabsorbenten. 
Behaup tung 2. 4. Wird (A,) oder (A2) für ein Element a von L vorausgesetzt, 
so ist der Durchschnitt eines minimalen Linksabsorbenten l und eines minimalen 
Rechtsabsorbenten r des Elementes a entweder 0 oder ein minimaler Quasiabsorbent 
von a. 
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Beweis. Es sei /•A/ = /cTi0. Nach (2. 7) ist k ein Quasiabsorbent von a. Wir 
setzen voraus, daß es — im Widerspruch zu unserer Behauptung — einen Quasi-
absorbenten k' von a mit 0<k'-^k gibt. Infolge der Voraussetzung (AJ oder (A2) 
ist ak' ein Linksabsorbent von a mit der Eigenschaft 0 S Ä ' S / . Wegen der Mini-
malität von 1 gilt entweder ak' = 0 oder ak' — l. Im Fall ak' = 0 wäre k' ein Links-
absorbent von a m i t - 0 w a s aber wegen der Definition von 1 unmöglich 
ist. Folglich ist ak' = 1. Ebenso folgt k'a = r. Daraus ergibt sich k = lhr = ak'Ak'a ä k', 
was der Bedingung k'-<k widerspricht. Damit ist Behauptung 2.4 bewiesen. 
Ein Element a von L mit der Voraussetzung (A2) nennen wir radikalfrei, wenn 
a weder nilpotente Linksabsorbenten (V0), noch nilpotente Rechtsabsorbenten 
0 0 ) besitzt. 
Im radikalfreien Fall gilt die Umkehrung der Behauptung 2. 4. 
B e h a u p t u n g 2. 5. Ist a (<zL) ein radikalfreies Element, so ist jeder minimale 
Quasiabsorbent k von a der Durchschnitt eines geeigneten minimalen Linksabsorbenten 
und eines geeigneten minimalen Rechtsabsorbenten von a. 
Beweis. Wegen der Voraussetzung (A2) ist ak bzw. ka ein Links- bzw. Rechts-
absorbent von a. Da nach (2. 7) der Durchschnitt akhka (^k) ein Quasiabsorbent 
von a ist, sind wegen der Minimalität von k nur die folgenden zwei Fälle möglich: 
akhka = 
Es sei zuerst akA ka = 0. Gilt außerdem ak = 0, so ist k ( ^ 0) ein nilpotenter 
Linksabsorbent von a, was unmöglich ist. Im Falle ak^O betrachten wir das Produkt 
k(ak). Infolge der Voraussetzung (A2) gilt k(ak) ~ (ka)k ^ ak!\ka = 0, woraus 
(ak)(ak) = 0 folgt. Dies widerspricht wegen ak^O der Radikalfreiheit von a. 
Es sei dann akhka = k. Wir behaupten, daß ak bzw. ka ein minimaler Links-
bzw. ein minimaler Rechtsabsorbent von a ist. Es genügt die Behauptung für ak 
zu beweisen. Ist ak nicht minimal, so hat a einen Linksabsorbenten l mit der Eigen-
schaft 
(2.8) 0 
Da der Durschnitt alhka ein Quasiabsorbent von a ist, muß wegen der Voraus-
setzungen 
(2. 9) entweder alhka = 0 oder alhka = k 
bestehen. Im Falle alhka — 0 gilt wegen kl ^ alhka = 0 auch kl—0. Dies impli-
ziert infolge der Voraussetzung (A2), daß (ak)l=a{kl) = 0, woraus wegen (2.8) l2 = 0, 
¡¿¿0 folgt, was unmöglich ist. Im Fall alhka = k gilt wegen k^al^l auch ak^S. 
= a(al) sal^l, was der Annahme (2. 8) widerspricht. Damit ist der Beweis beendet. 
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3. Beispiele 
Wir geben jetzt einige Beispiele für die oben erwähnten Begriffe, Voraussetzungen 
und Ergebnisse. 
Beispiel 3. 1. Es sei C0 ein Gruppoid mit Nullelement 0. Es bezeichne Lx 
die Menge aller Untergruppoide mit Nullelement 0 von C0. Definiert man das Produkt 
A-B von A,B^Li als das durch alle Elemente ab(a£A; b£B) erzeugtes Unter-
gruppoid von CQ , so bildet einen Gruppoid-Verband bezüglich dieser Multipli-
kation und des mengentheoretischen Enthaltenseins. 0 bzw. C0 ist das kleinste 
bzw. das größte Element des vollständigen Verbandes Lt. Die Links-, Rechts-
absorbenten usw. des Elementes C0 von Ll entsprechen den Links-, Rechtsidealen 
usw. des Gruppoids C0 . 
Beispiel 3.2. Es sei H0 eine Halbgruppe mit Nullelement 0. Ähnlich zum 
Beispiel 3. 1 bilden alle Unterhalbgruppen mit 0 von H0 einen Gruppoid-Verband L2. 
Es ist zu bemerken, daß L2 im allgemeinen keine Halbgruppe ist. Sind nämlich 
A, B, C drei Unterhalbgruppen mit Nullelement von H 0 , so gilt für die Elemente 
ai,a2iA,bi,b2^B und c£C: d = {ayb^a^b^c d(A-B)-C, aber im allgemeinen 
d$A-(B-C). 
Die Links-, Rechtsideale usw. von H0 werden in L2 die Links-, Rechtsabsorben-
ten usw. des Elementes H0 von L2. Es ist nicht schwer zu zeigen, daß die Voraus-
setzungen (Aj) und (A2) für jedes Element von L2 gelten. 
Beispiel 3. 3. Es bezeichne L3 die Menge aller Untergruppen einer Gruppe G. 
Es ist bekannt, daß i 3 ein vollständiger Verband bezüglich des mengentheoretischen 
Enthaltenseins Q ist, und AOB(A, B£L3) den mengen theoretischen Durchschnitt, 
A U B die durch A, B erzeugte Untergruppe von G bezeichnen. Wird das „Produkt" 
von A, B£L3 als der Kommutator [A, B] von A und B definiert, so bildet L3 einen 
Gruppoid-Verband bezüglich dieser Multiplikation und der Relation Q. Offenbar 
ist L3 ein kommutatives Gruppoid, da [A, B] = [B, A] für alle A,B£L3 gilt. Das 
kleinste Element von L3 ist das Einselement der Gruppe G, und selbst G ist das 
größte Element von L3. Es ist nicht schwer die folgende Behauptung zu beweisen, 
welche eine Aufklärung über die Beziehung der Normalteiler und Absorbenten gibt. 
B e h a u p t u n g 3.1. Für zwei Untergruppen A, B der Gruppe G, d.h. für 
A, B£L3 ist A dann und nur dann ein Normalteiler von B, wenn A ein Absorbent 
von B ist, d.h. wenn 
(3.1) AQB und [A,B] = [B,A]^A 
gelten. 
Ein ähnliches Ergebnis wurde von STELLECKII [14] bewiesen. 
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Da die „Multiplikation" [A, B] (A, B£L3) kommutativ ist, stimmen die Begriffe: 
Absorbent, Links-, Rechts- und Quasiabsorbent in L3 überein. Für die Normal-
teiler A, B, C einer beliebigen Gruppe G gilt [[A, B], C] = [A, [B, C]] im allgemeinen 
nicht, also ist die Voraussetzung (A2) in L3 im allgemeinen nicht gültig. 
Man nennt eine Gruppe G metaabelsch, wenn jeder Kommutator [x, y] (x, y£G) 
im Zentrum von G liegt. In [13] haben wir u.a. folgendes Resultat bewiesen: 
Satz 3. 2. ([13] Satz 5. 4) Ist G eine metaabelsche Gruppe, so gelten die Aussagen: 
(A) Für die Untergruppen A, B, C von G bestehen 
(3.2) [[A,B], C] = [A,[B,C]] 
(3. 3) [A U [A, G], B] = [A, B] U [[A, G], B]; 
(B) Der durch die Untergruppe A erzeugte Normalteiler2) von G ist A U [A, G]-
Beispiel 3. 4. Ähnlich zum Beispiel 3. 2 kann man einsehen, daß die Menge 
LA aller Unterringe eines assoziativen Ringes R einen Gruppoid-Verband bildet, 
wenn die folgenden Operationen in L4 definiert sind: 
a) AHB ist der mengentheoretische Durchschnitt der Unterringe A, B(£L4); 
b) AÖB bezeichnet den durch A und B erzeugten Unterring von R; 
c) das Produkt A'B bezeichnet den durch alle Elemente ab(a£A, b£B) 
erzeugten Unterring von R. 
Die Ideale, Links-, Rechts- und Quasiideale des Ringes R entsprechen den 
Absorbenten, Links-, Rechts- und Quasiabsorbenten des Elementes R von L4. 
Die Multiplikation A'B(A, B£L4) ist im allgemeinen nicht assoziativ3), aber 
die Voraussetzungen (AT) und (A2) gelten für jedes Element von L4 . 
Beispiel 3. 5. Unter einem Halbring S0 mit Nullelement 0 verstehen wir 
eine nichtleere Menge S0 mit den folgenden Eigenschaften. In S0 sind eine assoziative, 
kommutative Addition und eine assoziative Multiplikation definiert, für welche 
die Distributivitätsregel 
a(b + c) = ab + ac, (a + b)c = ac + bc (a, b, c € Sq) 
gilt. Ferner besitzt S0 ein Element 0 mit 
0 + x = x + 0 = x und 0-x = x-0 = 0 (x£S0). 
Man kann zeigen, daß die Menge Lb aller Unterhalbringe mit Nullelement 
0 von S0 ähnlich zum Beispiel 3.4 einen Gruppoid-Verband bildet. 
2) Herr Dr. G Y Ö R G Y POLLÄK machte mich darauf aufmerksam, daß diese Tatsache auch für 
jede Gruppe G gilt. 
3) Nach dem obigen Beispiel haben wir in [11] und [12] (ohne Beweis) falsch behauptet, daß die 
Multiplikation in Ls und L t assoziativ sei. 
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Die Ideale, Rechtsideale usw. von S0 lassen sich ähnlich wie im Ringe delinieren, 
und diese Begriffe entsprechen den Absorbenten, Rechtsabsorbenten usw. in Ls. 
Die Voraussetzungen (Ax) und (A2) gelten auch für jedes Element von Ls. 
Wenn die von Null verschiedenen Elemente von S0 bezüglich der Multiplikation 
eine Gruppe bilden, so heißt S0 ein Divisionshalbring. 
Beispiel 3. 6. Wir betrachten wieder einen assoziativen Ring R. Da die Vor-
aussetzung (A t) für das Element R von LA gültig ist, impliziert die Behauptung 
' 2. 3 das folgende 
K o r o l l a r 3. 3. Ein assoziativer Ring R ist dann (und nur dann) ein Schief-
körper, wenn für jeden Unterring JSf(^O) von R die Relation RX=XR = R gilt. 
Ähnlicherweise kann man eine notwendige und hinreichende Bedingung dafür 
angeben, daß eine Halbgruppe (ein Halbring) mit Nullelement eine Gruppe mit 
Nullelement (ein Divisionshalbring) sei. 
Das Divisionselement ist also eine gemeinsame Verallgemeinerung des Schief-
körpers, der Gruppe mit 0 und des Divisionshalbringes. 
Beispiel 3. 7. Die Behauptungen 2. 4 und 2. 5 verallgemeinern unsere Ergeb-
nisse über die Quasiideale von Ringen und Halbgruppen. (Siehe [8], [9], [10].) 
Die erwähnten Behauptungen lassen sich auch für die Quasiideale von Halb-
ringen mit Nullelement spezialisieren. (Vgl. ISEKI [3].) 
4. Über die regulären Elemente 
Ein assoziativer Ring (eine Halbgruppe) R heißt regulär, wenn für jedes Element 
a von R gilt: 
a £ aRa. 
Wir werden einige Ergebnisse über die regulären Ringe und Halbgruppen für die 
Elemente eines Gruppoid-Verbands verallgemeinern. Wir schicken eine Distribu-
tivitätsbedingung voraus. 
Voraussetzung (DC). Für das Element a eines Gruppoid-Verbands L seien 
die Distributivitätsregeln 
x{y\! ay) = xyVx(ay) und (y^-J ay)x = yxV (ay)x, 
x(y\/ya) ~ xy\/x{ya) und (y"\Jya)x = yx\/(ya)x 
mit allen Elementen x(^a) und y(^a) von L erfüllt. 
Wenn die Voraussetzungen (Aj) und (D„) für das Element.a von L gelten, 
so besteht a(xVax) = ax\/a(ax) = ax^xVax für jedes x(£L; x^a). Das Element 
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x\/ax ist also ein Linksabsorbent von a mit der Eigenschaft x ^ xV ax. Ist / ein 
Linksabsorbent von a mit /l=x, so gilt xVax S IV al ^ l. Dem entsprechend ist 
das Element xVax (xVxa) der durch x erzeugte Linksabsorbent (Rechtsabsorbent) 
von a. 
Bezeichne (D*) jener Spezialfall der Voraussetzung (DJ, wo die Elemente 
x, y (Sa ) nur beliebige Quasiabsorbenten von a sein können. 
. Setzen wir voraus, daß die Voraussetzungen (A2) und (D*) für das Element 
a von L gelten. Es sei 1 bzw. r ein Links- bzw. Rechtsabsorbent von a. Infolge (2. 5) 
gelten 
a(N la) = al\J a(la) = alV (al)a =i /V la, 
(4. i) (/V la)a = laSJ (la)a = laV la2 sü /V la, 
(r\/ ar)a ~ raM (ar)a = ra\J a(ra) S rV ar, 
a{r\/ar) = ar\J a(ar) = arV a2r^r\J ar. 
Die Elemente IM la und r\/ar sind also Absorbenten von a. Es gilt 
Satz 4. 1. Für das Element a des Gruppoid-Verbands L seien die Voraussetzungen 
(A2) und (D*) erfüllt. Die folgenden drei Bedingungen sind für a äquivalent: 
(i) für jeden Rechtsabsorbenten r und Linksabsorbenten l von a gilt 
(4. 2) rl = rAl; 
(ii) für jeden Rechtsabsorbenten r und Linksabsorbenten l von a gelten: a) r ist 
idempotent, d.h. r2=r; b) / ist idempotent; c) rl ist ein Quasiabsorbent von a; 
(iii) die Quasiabsorbenten von a bilden eine reguläre Unterhalbgruppe K von L. 
Beweis. (i)=Kii). Die Bedingung c) folgt aus (4. 2) und der Tatsache, daß 
rAl ein Quasiabsorbent von a ist. Wegen (4. 2) gilt ra = rAa = r, woraus infolge 
der Voraussetzungen (A2) und (D*) 
r = .rA(rVar) = r(r\/ar) = r2Vr(ar) = r2V(ra> = r2 
folgt, was die Bedingung a) impliziert. Ähnlich kann man die Gültigkeit von b) ein-
sehen. 
(ii)=Ki). Es sei k ein Quasiabsorbent von a. Wir zeigen zuerst 
(4. 3) k — kaAak. 
Wegen a) und der Voraussetzungen (A2) und (D*) gelten 
k kVka = (kVkaf = k2Wk2aMkakMkaka ^ ka. 
Ähnlich gilt kSak. Aus kS.ka, k^ak und (2. 6) folgt eben (4. 3). 
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Wegen (4. 3) und c) gilt 
(4.4) rl = (rl)aAa(rl), 
wo r ein Rechtsabsorbent, / ein Linksabsorbent von a ist. Aus (4. 3), (4. 4), der 
Voraussetzung (A2) und a), b) bekommt man 
rAl = k = kaf\ak — (kä)(ak)aAa(kä)(ak) = (ka)(ak) = kak s ral S rl, 
was wegen der Behauptung 2. 2 die Gültigkeit von (4. 2) sichert. 
(i)=>(iii). Wir zeigen zuerst, daß das Produkt der Quasiabsorbenten ky, k2 
von a ein Quasiabsorbent von a ist. Wegen (4. 2) und der Voraussetzung (A2) gilt 
a(k1k2)A(k1k2)a = kik2aak1k2 S ki• k2ak2 S k1(k2aAak2) S klk2. 
Somit bilden die Quasiabsorbenten von a infolge der Voraussetzung (A2) eine 
Unterhalbgruppe K von L. Weiterhin bekommt man wegen der Voraussetzungen 
(A2) und (D*) für einen beliebigen Quasiabsorbenten k von a 
k^(kVkd)A(kV ak). = (kV ka)(k\/ ak) = k2V kak ^kaAak = ka2k, 
woraus wegen ka2k — kaAak = k 
k = ka2k £ kKk, 
d.h. die Regularität der Halbgruppe K folgt. 
(iii)=>(i). Da der Durchschnitt rAl eines Rechtsabsorbenten r und eines Links-
absorbenten / von a ein Quasiabsorbent von a ist, existiert wegen (iii) und der 
Voraussetzung (A2) ein Quasiabsorbent x von a mit der Eigenschaft 
rAl = (rAl)x(rAl) S (rAl)a(rAl) ^ ral rl. 
Damit ist der Beweis beendet. 
Wir nennen das Element a des Gruppoid-Verbands L regulär, wenn die Voraus-
setzungen (A2) und (D*), ferner (mindestens) eine der Bedingungen (i), (ii) und (iii) 
für a erfüllt sind. 
Aus Behauptung 2. 3 und Satz 4. 1 bekommt man: 
Behaup tung 4.2. Jedes Divisionselement a von L ist ein reguläres Element. 
Beweis. Infolge der Behauptung 2. 3 besitzt a nur zwei Quasiabsorbenten 
0 und a. Nach (2. 1) und der Behauptung 2. 3 gelten 02 =0, a-0 = 0-a = 0, außerdem 
gilt xa = ax = a für alle x(£L) mit 0 < x = a. Daraus sieht man, daß die Voraus-
setzungen (A2) und (D*) für a erfüllt sind. Weiterhin impliziert Bedingung (II) der 
Behauptung 2. 3 die Bedingung (i) des Satzes 4. 1. 
Aus der Bedingung (iii) des Satzes 4. 1 folgt, daß für jeden Quasiabsorbenten 
k des regulären Elementes a von L gilt k2 = k2yk2 ^ k2ak2 — k • kak • k s k3 
Dies impliziert: 
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B e h a u p t u n g 4. 3. Ist a(£L) ein reguläres Element, so gilt k2 = k3 für jeden 
•Quasiabsorbenten k von a. 
Wir werden sofort sehen, daß k2 = k im allgemeinen falsch ist.4) 
K o r o l l a r 4. 4. Sind die Voraussetzungen (A2) und (D*) für das Element a von L 
erfüllt, so sind die folgenden zwei Bedingungen äquivalent: 
(1) für jeden Rechtsabsorbenten r und Linksabsorbenten l von a gilt rl = 
•= rM = Ir; 
(2) jeder Quasiabsorbent von a ist idempotent. 
Beweis. (1)=>(2). Gilt die Bedingung (1) für a, so gilt die Bedingung (i) des 
Satzes 4. 1 noch mehr. Wie wir im Beweis des Satzes 4. 1 gesehen haben, läßt sich 
jeder Quasiabsorbent k von a in der Form k = ka2k darstellen. Dies impliziert nach 
der Bedingung (1) k = ka-ak S ak-ka, woraus wegen a2 — aha — a und der Vor-
aussetzung (A2) die Relation 
k = kak = kak • a • kak = ka • kak • ak s ka • akka • ak — kak-kak — k2 
folgt. 
(2)=>(1). Es sei r ein Rechtsabsorbent, / ein Linksabsorbent von a. Da rAl 
ein Quasiabsorbent von a ist, so gilt nach (2) 
rAl = (rAl)2 3= rlAlr, 
woraus wegen rl S rAl die Behauptung (1) folgt. 
Beispiel 4. 1. Wieder betrachten wir den Gruppoid-Verband L4 aller Unter-
ringe eines assoziativen Ringes R. (Siehe Beispiel 3. 4.) Sind A und B zwei Unter-
ringe von R, so bezeichne A+B die Menge aller Elemente a + b mit a ZA und 
b£B. (A+B ist im allgemeinen kein Unterring von R.) Es ist klar, daß im Fall 
B — R-A bzw. B = A-R gilt: 
A + R-A = A\JR-A bzw. A+A-R = AU A-R. 
Hieraus folgt unschwer, daß die Voraussetzung (D„) für jedes Element von L4 
besteht. 
Beispiel 4. 2. Ähnlich kann man einsehen, daß die Voraussetzung (D„) auch 
für jedes Element von L2 und Ls gilt. (Siehe Beispiele 3. 2 und 3. 5.) 
Beispiel 4. 3. Zu den Bedingungen (i) und (ii) von Satz 4. 1 ähnliche Charak-
terisierungen der regulären Ringe und Halbgruppen sind in den Arbeiten von 
L. KOVÁCS [5], K . ISÉKI [4] und J. CALAIS [1] enthalten. 
4) Z. B. ist der volle Matrizenring K„ ( m 2 ) der «-reihigen quadratischen Matrizen über einem 
Schiefkörper K ein regulärer Ring, welcher auch nichtidempotente Quasiideale besitzt. 
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Die Äquivalenz der Bedingungen (i) und (iii) für Ringe und Halbgruppen ist 
im wesentlichen von S. LAJOS [6], J. LÜH [7] und O. STEINFELD [12] bewiesen. 
Behauptungen 4. 2 und 4. 3 lassen sich für Ringe und Halbgruppen spezialisieren. 
Ein zum Korollar 4. 4 ähnliches Ergebnis wurde im Satz 2 von L. KOVÁCS [5] 
über Ringe bewiesen. Es ist eine offene Frage, wie sich die übrigen äquivalenten 
Bedingungen dieses Satzes für die regulären Elemente eines Gruppoid-Verbandes 
verallgemeinern lassen. 
Beispiel 4. 4. Wieder betrachten wir den Gruppoid-Verband L3 aller Unter-
gruppen einer metaabelschen Gruppe G. Die Relation (3. 3) in Satz 3. 2 zeigt, daß 
die Voraussetzung (DJ für das Element G von L3 erfüllt ist. 
5. Über die Menge aller Äbsorbenten eines Elementes 
Es sei L ein Gruppoid-Verband mit der folgenden Eigenschaft: für alle a,b£L 
existiert ein Element a:b von L derart, daß 
(5.1) хШа-.Ъ (x£L) mit xb^a(x£L) äquivalent ist. 
Dann sagen wir, daß a :b der Linksquotient von a durch b, und L ein Gruppoid- Verband 
mit Linksquotienten ist. Der Rechtsquotient von a durch b wird ähnlich als ein Element 
a::b von L definiert, für welches 
(5.2) хШа::Ь (x£L) bxSa (x£L) 
gilt. Ein Gruppoid-Verband L, der sowohl Links- als auch Rechtsquotienten hat, 
heißt ein Gruppoid-Verband mit Quotienten5). 
Wenn die unendlichen Distributivitätsregeln 
(5. 3) V Ух) = V хул und ( V Ух)х = V УхХ (x, yx£L) 
лбл лел дел дел 
in einem Gruppoid-Verband L gelten, heißt L ein Gruppoid-Verband mit voll-
distributiver Multiplikation. 
Behaup tung 5. 1. (Vgl. FUCHS [2].) L ist dann und nur dann ein Gruppoid-
Verband mit Quotienten, wenn L ein Gruppoid- Verband mit volldistributiver Multipli-
kation ist. 
Beweis. Es sei L ein Gruppoid-Verband mit Quotienten, Für die Elemente 
x,yÄ(l £ Л) von L gilt offensichtlichxyx S x( V y j . Nun nehmen wir an, daß xyx 
5) Die Links- und Rechtsquotienten können in beliebigen teilweise geordneten Gruppoiden 
definiert werden. Siehe L. F U C H S [2], wo die umgekehrten Benennungen benützt sind. 
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für jedes X (£ A) gilt. Nach Definition (5. 2) besteht yx = z::x für jedes X, woraus 
V y,^z\:x folgt. Dies impliziert wieder nach (5. 2) 
Jlg/1 
x( V Ja) ^ z. 
XZA 
Damit ist gezeigt, daß x( V y ;) die kleinste obere Schranke der Elemente xy- (X € A) 
ist, d.h. die Aussage (5. 3 t) gilt. Ähnlich kann man (5. 32) beweisen. 
Umgekehrt, setzen wir woraus, daß (5. 3) in dem Gruppoid-Verband L gilt. 
Wir betrachten zwei beliebige Elemente a, b von L. Es bezeichne a :b die Vereinigung 
aller Elemente z6 (<5 6 J ) von L, für welche zsb^a besteht. Für das Element 
0 von L besteht nach (2.1) 0-b = 0^a, deshalb existiert das Element a:b= V z5 
stets. Infolge der Voraussetzung (5. 32) kann man leicht einsehen, daß a:b = 
•— V ZS (6£) die Bedingung (5.1) befriedigt. Das Element a:b= Vz ä ist also Ö£A S£A 
der Liriksabsorbent von a durch b, folglich ist L ein Gruppoid-Verband mit Links-
quotienten. Ähnlich kann man zeigen, daß L ein Gruppoid-Verband mit Rechts-
quotienten ist, w. z. b. w. 
Ein Gruppoid-Verband L heißt negativ geordnet, wenn für alle a, b(£L) die 
Bedingung gilt: 
(5.4) ab^ahb. 
Die folgende Voraussetzung ermöglicht, daß die Vereinigung beliebiger Links-. 
absorbenten (Rechtsäbsorbenten) eines Elementes a(£L) ein Linksabsorbent 
(Rechtsabsorbent) von a sei. 
Vorausse t zung ( D J . Sind mx{X£Ä) beliebige Linksabsorbenten (Rechts-
äbsorbenten) des Elementes a(£L) und ist x (^a) ein beliebiges Element von L, 
so sollen 
( V tn^)x = V tnxx u n d x( V mx) — V 
XZA X£A X£A X£A 
bestehen. 
Wenn die rx (X£ A) Rechtsäbsorbenten des Elementes a(£L) sind, so bekommt 
man aus (2. 52) und der Voraussetzung (DM) 
( V rx)a = V rxati V rx, X£A XiA XZA 
also ist V r, ein Rechtsabsorbent von a. Ähnlich ist die Vereinigung V lö der 
Linksabsorbenten la (<5 £ Ä) von a ein Linksabsorbent von a. 
Satz 5. 2. Gelten die Voraussetzungen (A2) und (D„,) für das Element a des 
Gruppoid-Verbands L, so bildet die Menge A aller Absorbenten von a einen negativ 
geordneten Unterhalbgruppen-Verband mit Quotienten von L. 
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Beweis. Betrachten wir zwei Absorbenten b, c des Elementes a. Nach der 
Voraussetzung (A2) bestehen 
a(bc) = (ab)c 'i bc und (bc)a = b(cä) bc, 
also ist das Element bc ein Absorbent von a. Diese Tatsache und die Voraussetzung; 
(A2) implizieren, daß die Menge A aller Absorbenten von a eine Unterhalbgruppe 
von L ist. Bezeichnen b (y 6 r ) beliebige Absorbenten von a, so ist A n a c h 
yer y 
(2. 2) und (2. 5) ein Absorbent von a. Infolge (2. 5) und der Voraussetzung (D„) 
bestehen 
( V by)a= V bya^ V by und a{M by) = V aby V by, y er rer ygr ygr vgr vgr 
also ist das Element V bv ein Absorbent von a. Damit ist bewiesen, daß A ein. 
ver S. 
Unterhalbgruppe-Verband von L ist. 
Nach der Behauptung 2. 2 besteht bc^bAc für alle Absorbenten b, c von a, 
also ist A negativ geordnet. 
Aus der Voraussetzung ( D J folgt, daß in A die Distributivitätsregeln (5. 3) 
gelten. Dies impliziert nach Behauptung 5. 1, daß A ein Unterhalbgruppe-Verband 
mit Quotienten ist. 
Damit ist Satz 5.2 bewiesen. 
Beispiel 5. 1. Wieder betrachten wir den Gruppoid-Verband LA aller Unter-
ringe eines assoziativen Ringes R. Bezeichnet Mx (A £ A) ein Linksidealsystem 
(Rechtsidealsystem) von R, so gilt offenbar U M, = 2 M,. Es ist nicht schwer 
JieA 
zu zeigen, daß für einen beliebigen Unterring X von R die distributiven Regeln 
( U Mx)-X= U Mx-X und X-({jMx)=\jX-Mx X£A AGA A£A A(A 
gelten. Dies bedeutet, daß für das Element R von Z,4 die Voraussetzung (D„) besteht. 
Satz 5. 2 ist eine Verallgemeinerung des bekannten Ergebnisses, daß die Menge 
aller Ideale eines assoziativen Ringes eine negativ und verbandsgeordnete Halb-
gruppe ist, in der die links- und rechtsseitigen Idealquotienten definiert sind. 
Beispiel 5.2. Die Gültigkeit der Voraussetzung (D„) kann man für einen 
Halbring S0 mit Nullelement ähnlich wie für einen Ring einsehen. Auch Satz 5. 2 
läßt sich für S0 spezialisieren. 
Beispiel 5. 3. Es bezeichne L2 wieder den Gruppoid-Verband aller Unter-
halbgruppen mit Nullelement 0 der Halbgruppe H0 mit Nullelement. Da die Operation 
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U in L2 für die Linksideale (Rechtsideale) von H0 mit der mengentheoretischen 
Vereinigung übereinstimmt, ist die Gültigkeit der Voraussetzung (D„) für das Element 
H0 ( € L2) offenbar erfüllt. 
Satz 5. 2 läßt sich auch für H0 anwenden. 
Beispiel 5.4.a) Wieder betrachten wir den Gruppoid-Verband L3 aller 
Untergruppen einer Gruppe G. Es bezeichne L3 die Menge aller Normalteiler von G. 
Bekanntlich bildet L3 ein Untergruppoid und einen vollständigen Teilverband 
von JL3; d.h. L3 ist ein Untergruppoid-Verband von L3. Sind A,B(£L3) zwei 
Normalteiler von G, so besteht 
[A,B]<gAC\B, 
L3 ist also negativ geordnet. Man kann in L3 auch die Quotienten A:B und A::B 
(A, B £ L3) definieren, die wegen der Kommutativität der Verknüpfung [X, 7] 
(X, Y£L3) miteinander übereinstimmen. Die Existenz von A:B ( = A::B) (A, B£L3) 
impliziert infolge der Behauptung 5.1, daß L3 ein Gruppoid-Verband mit voll-
distributiver Multiplikation ist. Die erwähnten Eigenschaften von L3 sind zu den 
Aussagen im Satz 5. 2 analog, obwohl die Voraussetzung (A2) für die Gruppe G 
im allgemeinen unerfüllt ist. 
b) Jetzt setzen wir voraus, daß G eine Gruppe ist, deren beliebige Normal-
teiler A, B die Eigenschaft 
(5.5) [A,B] = AC\B (A, B£L3) 
haben. Wegen der Behauptung .3. 1 und der Eigenschaften von L3 sind die Voraus-
setzungen (A2) und (D*), ferner die Bedingung (i) des Satzes 4. 1 für das Element 
G von L3 erfüllt. Dies bedeutet, daß eine Gruppe G mit der Eigenschaft (5. 5) ein 
Analogon der regulären Ringe (Halbgruppen) darstellt. 
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Noethersche Ringe, die artinsch sind 
Von A. KERTÉSZ in Debrecen 
Herrn L. Rédei anläßlich seines 70. Geburtstages in Verehrung und Zuneigung gewidmet 
Unter einem noetherschen Ring versteht man einen (nicht notwendig kommuta-
tiven) Ring,1) der bezüglich seiner Rechtsideale der Maximalbedingung genügt. 
Als artinsche Ringe werden diejenigen Ringe bezeichnet, welche bezüglich ihrer 
Rechtsideale der Minimalbedingung genügen. Nach einem Satz von F U C H S und 
SZELE [1] (siehe auch [3]) ist ein artinscher Ring R dann und nur dann noethersch, 
wenn die additive Gruppe von R keine Untergruppe vom Typ Z(^°°) besitzt. In 
dieser Arbeit fragen wir nach notwendigen und hinreichenden Bedingungen dafür, 
daß ein noetherscher Ring artinsch ist. Ein wohlbekanntes Ergebnis in dieser 
Richtung ist der Satz von A K I Z U K I (siehe etwa [4], S. 25 oder [5], Theorem 2, S. 203), 
nach welchem ein kommutativer noetherscher Ring mit Einselement genau dann, 
artinsch ist, wenn er die Eigenschaft besitzt, daß jedes seiner Primideale maximal ist. 
Wir wollen hier die folgende Verallgemeinerung dieses Satzes beweisen: 
Satz. Ein beliebiger noetherscher Ring R ist genau dann artinsch, wenn die 
folgenden Bedingungen erfüllt sind: 
(a) Jedes Primideal P (^R) von R ist maximal und der Faktorring R/P ist 
artinsch. 
(b) Der Linksannullator (0 :R')l jedes Faktorringes R' von R ist endlich. 
Zum Beweis2) dieses Satzes brauchen wir den 
Hi l f s sa tz . Jedes Ideal eines noetherschen Ringes R enthält ein Produkt von 
endlich vielen Primidealen (^ R). 
Beweis. Es sei 931 die Menge der Ideale von R, die kein Produkt von endlich 
vielen Primidealén von R enthalten, und 931 sei nicht leer. Dann besitzt die halb-
Ring bedeutet in dieser Arbeit stets einen assoziativen Ring. Was Bezeichnung und Ter-
minologie betrifft, halten wir'uns prinzipiell an diejenigen des Buches [3]. 
2) Die Grundidee des Beweises des Satzes geht zurück auf diejenige eines Satzes in [5] (S. 203, 
Theorem 2). 
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geordnete Menge (931, ein maximales Element, etwa M. Da M kein Primideal 
ist, gibt es Ideale A',B'(<gR) mit 
Ä%M, B'%M und A'B'^M: 
Wir setzen A = A' + M und B = B' + M. Dann folgt 
MczA, MdB und ABQM. 
Wegen der Maximalität von M in 931 gilt ^ SD? und B $931, folglich enthalten A 
und B und damit auch (ABQ) M ein Produkt von Primidealen. Dies steht im 
Widerspruch zur Voraussetzung, daß M ein Element von 931 ist. Folglich ist 931 
leer, und damit ist der Beweis des Hilfssatzes erbracht. 
Beweis des Satzes . Es sei R noethersch und artinsch, ferner sei P {^R) 
ein Primideal von R. Dann ist R/P ein artinscher Primring, folglich einfach (vgl. 
etwa [3] Satz 5. 15 und 7. 15). Also ist P ein maximales Ideal in R. — Ist R' ein 
beliebiger Faktorring von R, so ist R' ebenfalls noethersch und artinsch. Da 
jede (additive) Untergruppe von (0 :R')l ein Rechtsideal von R' ist, genügt (0:R'){ 
bezüglich der Untergruppen der Maximal- und Minimalbedingung. Folglich ist 
(0 :R'), endlich. 
Es sei jetzt R ein noetherscher Ring mit den Eigenschaften (a) und (b). Nach 
Hilfssatz ist insbesondere das Nullideal (0) das Produkt etwa der Primideale 
Pt (T^R; / = 1, ..., n) von R. Dabei können wir ohne Beschränkung der Allgemein-
heit voraussetzen, daß 
R = I , 0 3 P 1 D P 1 P 2 3 . . O ? 1 P 2 . . . P „ - ( 0 ) 
eine streng absteigende Kette ist. 
Wir setzen 
Fi = {P1...Pt„1)l(P1...Pd (i = 1,...,«). 
Fi läßt sich in natürlicher Weise als ein (rechtsseitiger) -R/i^-Modul auffassen. 
Nach (a) ist R/Pi ein einfacher artinscher Primring, folglich radikalfrei. Nach dem 
Satz von GOLDMAN [2] (siehe auch [3], Satz 9. 3) gibt es für den i?/P rModul Fi eine 
direkte Zerlegung 
Ft = /f»©*?1», 
wobei F^p vollständig reduzibel und Fj0) ein trivialer i?/P,-Modul ist. Dabei ist 
Ff1) die direkte Summe von endlich vielen einfachen i?-Moduln. (R/(P1...Pi) ist 
nämlich ein noetherscher i?-Modul. Als Untermodul von i?/(P1...Pi) ist F( eben-
falls noethersch. F.\ ist auch als i?/P,-Modul noethersch, da eine Untermenge H 
von Ft genau dann ein Ä-Untermodul von Ft ist, wenn H ein R/Pf-Untermodul 
von Fi ist.) Ferner gilt 
F^Q{0:RI(P1...Pi))l, 
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folglich ist F^ — nach (b) — endlich. F{ besitzt also als i?-Modul für jedes./ = 1, ..., n 
eine Kompositionsreihe. Daraus folgt, daß R als Ii-Modul ebenfalls eine Komposi-
tionsreihe besitzt, folglich ist R ein artinscher Ring, q.e.d. 
Weil ein artinscher Ring mit Rechtseinselement noethersch ist (siehe z. B. [3], 
Folgerung 10.12), ergeben sich von dem eben bewiesenen Satz 
Fo lge rung 1. Ein Ring mit Rechtseinselement ist genau dann artinsch, wenn 
er ein noetherscher Ring mit der. Eigenschaft (a) ist. 
Folge rung 2. (AKIZUKI) Ein kommutativer Ring mit Einselement ist dann 
und nur dann artinsch, wenn er noethersch und jedes seiner Primideale maximal ist. 
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Some characterizations of two-sided regular rings 
By S. LAJOS and F . SZASZ in Budapest 
To Professor L. Redei on his seventieth birthday 
Throughout this paper by a ring we mean a not necessarily commutative but 
associative ring and by the radical of the ring we mean the Jacobson radical [6]. 
Following J. VON NEUMANN [14] we shall say that the r i n g l i s regular if for every 
element a of A there exists an element x in A such that axa — a. It is well known 
that the class of regular rings plays a very important rőle in the abstract algebra, 
in the theory of Banach algebras (cf. C. E. RICKART [17]) and in the continuous 
geometry [15]. An interesting result is that the ring of all linear transformations 
of a vector space over a division ring is a regular ring. Some ideal-theoretical charac-
terizations of regular rings were obtained by L . KOVÁCS [8] and J. L U H [12]. The 
regularity criterion of KOVÁCS reads as follows. An associative ring A is regular 
if and only if the relation 
(1) RDL = RL 
holds for every left ideal L and for every right ideal R of A. 
Following E. HILLE [5] a ring A is called a two-sided ring if every one-sided 
(left or right) ideal of A is a two-sided ideal of A. Clearly every division ring is a 
two-sided ring, and so is every commutative ring. It is easy to see that there exists 
a two-sided ring which is neither commutative nor a division ring. Two-sided rings, 
called duo rings, were investigated by E. H. FELLER [3] and G. THIERRIN [22]. Thierrin 
proved, using the classical method of N . H. M C C O Y [13], that every two-sided ring 
can be represented as a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible two-sided rings. 
A . FORSYTHE and N . H . M C C O Y [4] proved the assertion that a nonzero regular 
ring A is a subdirect sum of division rings if and only if the ring A does not contain 
nonzero nilpotent elements. Their proof uses among others the following lemmas: (1) 
If a nonzero idempotent element e of a subdirectly irreducible ring A lies in the 
center of A, then e is the identity element of A. (2) If a nonzero subdirectly irreducible 
regular ring does not contain nonzero nilpotent elements, then it is a division ring. 
A ring A is called strongly regular (see R . F . ARENS and I . KAPLANSKY [2]) 
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if to every element a of A there exists at least one element x of A such that a = a2x. 
It can be seen that every strongly regular rings is regular (see T . KANDO [7]), and 
in a strongly regular ring a = a2x if and only if a — xa2. 
In a paper of the second author [18] it was proved that a ring with minimum 
condition on principal right ideals is a discrete direct sum of division rings if and 
only if the ring has no nonzero nilpotent elements. It is clear that this class of rings 
contains only regular two-sided rings. 
The first named author has recently obtained ideal-theoretical characterizations 
of two-sided regular rings which are analogous to his characterizations of semi-
lattices of groups [9], [10], [11]. His earlier criteria are also contained in the following 
result. 
Theorem. For an associative ring A the following conditions are mutually 
equivalent; 
(I) A is a two-sided regular ring. 
(II) LOR = LR for every left ideal L and for every right ideal R of A. 
(III) The intersection of any two left ideals is equal to their product and the 
same holds for right ideals too. 
(IV) LC\T — LI and Rf]I = IR for every left ideal L, for every right ideal 
R and, for every two-sided ideal I of A. 
(V) A is regular and a subdirect Sum of division rings. 
(VI) A is a regular ring with no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
(VII ) A is Strongly regular. 
(VIII) The intersection of any two left ideals coincides with their product. 
(IX) The intersection of any two right ideals coincides with their product. 
(X) LPiI = LI holds for every left ideal L and for every two-sided ideal I of A. 
(XI) RC\ I = IR holds for every right ideal R and for every two-sided ideal I of A. 
Proof. (I)=>(II). Let A be a two-sided regular rings. Then A satisfies the relation 
for every left ideal L and for every right ideal R of A by the regularity criterion 
of KOVÁCS. In case of two-sided rings this is equivalent to condition (II). 
(II)=>(I). Let A be an associative ring having the property (II). In the case 
of R = A the condition (II) implies 
(2) LDR ;= RL 
(3) AHL = LA, 
that is, every left ideal L of A is also a right ideal of A. Similarly in case L = A 
relation (II) implies 
(4) ADR = AR, 
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thus the right ideal R of A is a two-sided ideal of A. Therefore A is a two-sided 
ring. Finally (II) implies relation (2) which is equivalent to the regularity of A. 
(I)o(III). The proof is similar to the above proof of the equivalence (I)<=>(II). 
(I)=>(IV). The proof is analogous to that of (I)=>(II). 
(IV) =>(I). Let A be a ring with property (IV). In case I=A we have 
This means that any left ideal L of A is also a right ideal of A. Consequently the 
intersection of any two left ideals is equal to their product by (IV). Similarly it can be 
proved that every right ideal is a two-sided ideal of A and, the intersection of any 
two right ideals coincides with their product. Therefore (IV) implies (III), and we 
have already proved the implication (ill) =>•(!), thus (IV) implies (I). 
(I)=>(V). Let A - be an arbitrary regular two-sided ring. By the regularity of 
A the Jacobson radical J of A coincides with the ideal (0). Suppose that / ^ ( 0 ) . 
Then every nonzero principal right ideal of A contains a nonzero idempotent element 
e and the quasi-regularity condition 
(6) • e + x — ex = 0 
multiplied on the left by e yields 
which is a contradiction to the supposition e^O. Therefore we have /= (0 ) . Hence 
the intersection of all modular maximal right ideals Ia of A equals the ideal (0), 
that is 
Since A is a two-sided ring, every right ideal Ia is two-sided, hence the factor 
ring Ajla has no nontrivial right ideals. By the modularity of /a the factor ring A/Ia 
is a division ring and, the relation (8) implies the condition (V). 
(V)=>(VI). The proof is almost trivial, and we omit it. 
(VI)=>(VII). Let A be an arbitrary regular ring with no nonzero nilpotent 
elements. By the mentioned paper of FORSYTHE and M C C O Y every idempotent 
element of A belongs to the center of A. Suppose that a = axa for a£A, x£A. 
Then the idempotent element e = ax commutes with the element a£A, therefore 
a = a2x. Similarly the idempotent element f=xa also commutes with a consequently 
a = xa2, that is, A is strongly regular. 
(VII)=>(I). Let A be an arbitrary strongly regular ring. Then the relation 
a£a2A for every a£A implies the fact that A has no nonzero nilpotent elements 
because in case a" = 0 one can conclude 
(5) ADZ = LA. 
(7) 
(8) Î H = (0)-
a ta2 A g (a3)P Q a2 • a2 A (a5)r Q a6 A g ..., 
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We must yet prove that A is a two-sided ring. To this purpose it is enough 
to show that every principal right ideal of A is a two-sided ideal. By the regularity 
of A every principal right ideal of A can be generated by an idempotent element 
e of A. Let now a be an arbitrary element of the principal right ideal (e) generated 
by e. Then we have e2 = e and a = ea which imply 
(10) (ar — a)2 = 0. 
Since A has no nonzero nilpotent element, we have ae = a and hence a £ (e), which 
implies the inclusion (e)(g(e)r. The converse inclusion (e)tQ(e)r can be proved 
similarly; consequently {e)r = (e)h which means that A is indeed a two-sided regular 
ring. Therefore condition (I) holds. 
(VII)<=>(IX). This result was proved by V. A . ANDRUNAKIEVIC [1]. 
(VIII)<=>(IX). By a left-right duality and by the mentioned result of ANDRUNA-
KIEVIC it is sufficient to prove that the condition a£Aa2 for every element a£A 
is equivalent to one of a£Aa2 for every element a of A. It was proved in the part 
(VII) (I) that in the case a£a2A{\ja£A) the ring A has no nonzero nilpotent 
elements and, hence every idempotent element lies in the center of A by FORSYTHE 
and M C C O Y . Therefore a = a2x implies a — axa and a = xa2. The proof of the 
converse statement is similar. 
(I)=>(X). The proof is similar to that of (I)=^(II). 
(X) =>(!). First in case I=A condition (X) implies that every left ideal L of 
A is a two-sided ideal. Therefore assertion (X) implies (VIII), which is equivalent 
to (I). 
(I)=KXI). The proof is the same as in the case (I) =>(11). 
(XI) =>(1). The proof is similar to that of (X) =>(I). 
The proof of our Theorem is complete. 
R e m a r k 1. If the condition 
(11) 
a a 
holds for every right (and left) ideal R and for any system of two-sided ideals 7x 
of a ring A and A is a subdirect sum of division rings, then it can be proved by 
another method that A is a two-sided ring. Namely let us suppose that 
( 1 2 ) D 4 = (0 ) 
a 
holds for the two-sided ideals Ia of A, where the factor rings A!Ia are division rings. 
Then the images of the arbitrary right ideal R of A are two-sided ideals in the rings 
AIIa. Furthermore the complete inverse images R+Ix of R are two-sided ideals 
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in A by the first isomorphism theorem (see e.g. L. RÉDEI [16]) . Then the condition ( 1 1 ) 
together with (12) implies 
( 1 3 ) N - M I A 
a 




(15) Л = П(Л+Л) . 
a 
Here the intersection П № + is a two-sided ideal of A, and thus R is also a two-
a 
sided ideal. Therefore A is a two-sided regular ring. Condition (11) seems to be 
very similar to the modularity condition of a lattice (see G . SZÁSZ [21]) . 
R e m a r k 2. We mention a nontrivial example for a two-sided regular ring 
which is neither a commutative nor a division ring. Let A be the direct sum of two 
non-commutative division rings. Then A has obviously the wished properties. 
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Characterization of completely regular inverse semigroups 
By SÁNDOR LAJOS in Budapest 
To Professor L. Rédei on his seventieth birthday 
Let S be a semigroup1). Following E . S. LJAPIN we shall say that Sis a completely 
regular semigroup if to any element a in S there exists at least one element x in S 
such that axa = a and ax = xa. S is said to be an inverse semigroup (or generalized 
group) if to each element a of S there exists a unique element x£S so that axa = a 
and xax = x. (See V . V . VAGNER [8] and G. B. PRESTON [7].) Professors A. H. CLIFFORD 
and G. B. PRESTON write in their monograph: "Inverse semigroups constitute 
probably the most promising class of semigroups for study at the present time, 
since they are not too far away from groups." An important result due to VAGNER 
establishes that every inverse semigroup is isomorphic to a semigroup of one-to-one 
partial transformations. A complete description of inverse semigroups which are 
unions of groups is due to A. H. CLIFFORD [1]. It is also known that a semigroup 
S is completely regular if and only if it is a union of groups. In this note we shall 
give some ideal-theoretical characterizations of completely regular inverse semi-
groups. Our first criterion reads as follows. 
Theorem 1. A semigroup S is a completely regular inverse semigroup if and 
only if the equality 
(1) Lf]R = LR 
holds for any left ideal L and for any right ideal R of S. 
Proof . Necessity. Let S be a completely regular inverse semigroup. Then the 
relation 
(2) LCiR = RL 
holds for each left ideal L and for each right ideal R of S, because 5 is a regular 
semigroup. Now the exercise 4. 2. 2 in [2] implies that every one-sided (left or right) 
') For the notation and terminology we refer to [2]. 
I 
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ideal of S at the same time is a two-sided ideal. Therefore the equality (1) is a con-
sequence of (2). 
Sufficiency. Suppose that S is a semigroup satisfying the equation (1) for any 
left ideal L and for any right ideal R of S. Then (1) implies that 
(3) SC\aS = SaS 
and 
(4) taDS = taS 
holds for each element a in S: The relations (3), (4) imply that S is a centric semi-
group. We show that every one-sided ideal of S is a two-sided ideal. Applying (1) 
in case R = S we have 
(5) Lf)S = LS 
for any left ideal L of S. This means that every left ideal L of S is a two-sided ideal of S. 
Similarly in case L = S (1) implies that 
(6) sr\R = SR 
for any right ideal R of S. Hence we conclude that any right ideal R of S at 
the same time is a two-sided ideal of S. 
Next we show that 5 is regular. Let a be an arbitrary element of S. Then the 
principal left ideal (a)L generated by a coincides with the principal two-sided ideal 
(a) of S. Applying (1) in case L — R = (a) we obtain that 
(7) (a)n(fl) = (a)(fl) 
for any element a in S. In view of (3) and (4) the relation (7) implies that 
(8) a£a2VJaSa, 
that is a is a regular element of Since the idempotent elements of a centric semi-
group lie in the center (see [2], vol. II, p. 197) we conclude that the idempotent 
elements of S commute. Therefore, by a well-known characterization of the inverse 
semigroups (see [2], vol. I, p. 28) S is an inverse semigroup. Finally from exercise 
4. 2. 2 in [2] it follows that if S is an inverse semigroup every one-sided ideal of 
which is two-sided then S is a union of groups. This implies that S is a completely 
regular semigroup. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Theorem 2. The following conditions on a semigroup S are equivalent: 
(A) S is a completely regular inverse semigroup. 
(B) Lf]R = LR for any left ideal L and for any right ideal R of S. 
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(C) LlC\L2 — ¿1L 2 and Rt П R2 — RiR2 for any two left ideals Lt, L2 and for 
any two right ideals Rx, R2 of S, respectively. 
(D) S is a semilattice of groups. 
Proof . The statement of Theorem 2 follows at once from Theorem 3 of the 
author's paper [4] and from Theorem 1 of this note. For other related results see 
[3] and [5]. 
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A generalization of ordered algebraic systems 
By E. FRIED in Budapest 
To Professor L. Redei on his 70th birthday 
Introduction 
The investigation of partially ordered algebraic systems dates back to that 
of fully ordered fields. One gets from the full order to the partial one by disregarding 
the trichotomy of the relation. In this paper the full order will be weakened in another 
way. 
The trichotomy, the antisymmetry and the transitivity of a relation give, already, 
the full order of the different elements. One can suppose in this case reflexivity, 
too, practically without any loss of generality. In fact, a little reduction of a full 
order always has to be reflexive. Therefore, we shall deal with reflexive relations 
only. We shall consider reflexive relations on sets, groups, and fields. 
1. Reflexive relations on a set 
Let I2 denote the two-element Boolean algebra with the lower bound 0 and 
the upper bound 1. We shall consider these elements as natural numbers, too. 
A relation R on a set if will be regarded as a mapping 
R\ SfY.Sf-* 
of the Cartesian product of two copies of S? into I2. The relation R on if is called 
reflexive if R(a, a) — 1 holds for each a^Sf. 
The reflexive relations on SF form a complete Boolean algebra with the lattice 
operations 
S = f\Rv and R = y R, 
V V 
where 
S(a, b) = min (Rv(a, b)) and R(a, b) = max (Rv(a, b)). 
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The complement R' of R is defined in the following manner: R'(a, b) = 
= 1 -R(a,b) if a^b (a, b € S f ) , and R'(a,a) = \ for any 
Instead of R(a, b) = 1 one usually says that the relation R(a, b) is valid. 
We shall consider the following properties of a relation. 
1) Antisymmetry, which means that the relations R(a, b) and R(b, a) are not 
valid simultaneously, providing a ^ b . 
2) Trichotomy, which means that exactly one of the following relations: 
a = b; a¿¿b and R(a, b); a ¿¿b and R(b, a) is valid. 
3) Transitivity, which means' that the validity of R(a, b) and R(b, c) implies 
R(a, c). 
4) A property, which can be called the dual to transitivity, will be referred 
to as layerity; this means that from the validity of R(ci, b) follows R(a, c) or R(c, a), 
for any c. 
The considerations are much easier if these properties are required only for 
different elements. At the same time their meanings change only slightly. We shall 
identify these new properties not by numbers, but by matrices. 
Let a, b and c be different elements of a given set y , and, further, let R be 
a reflexive relation on S f . We shall say that R has the property: 
Q Antisymmetry if and only if R(a, b) + R(b, a) ^ 1 holds, 
Trichotomy if and only if R(a, b)+R(b, a) S 1 holds, 
Q Transitivity if and only if R(a, b)=R(b, c) = 1 implies R(a, c)= 1, 
Layerity if and only if R(a, b) = R(b, c) = 0 implies R(a, c) = 0. 
We shall use the sum of the suitable matrices for denoting the properties of 
a relation. Thus, R is an (^)-relation (where the elements of this matrix are 
either 0 or 1) if and only if R has those properties out of (^ t?v?ty t ry ™ycehruymy) i n 
whose place a number 1 stands. 
One can immediately see: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. R' is an (®Jj)-relation if and only if R is a relation. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. If each Rx is an (j^)-relation then so isR = \/ Rv. 
V 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. If each Sv is a {^-relation then so is S = V Sv. 
V 
Though a full order has all these properties, one never assumes layerity. 
This shows that this property is a consequence of the other ones. More generally: 
Theorem 1. Each (¿°)-relation is a (J^-relation, and each relation 
is a (J J)-relation. 
Proof . It is sufficient, by Proposition 1, to prove the first part only. Let the 
different elements a, b, and c of Sf be so chosen that Rib, c) = 1 and R(a, c) = 0 
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hold. Then we get, using antisymmetry, R(c,b) = 0, and, invoking layerity, 
R(a,b) = 0; i.e. R(a, b) = R(b, c) = 1 is possible only in case R(a, c) — I. 
Using Szpilrajn's result, which states that each partial order is an intersection 
of full orders (see [3]), one obtains 
T h e o r e m 2 . Any Q\)-relation is a union of full orders. 
Proof . Let J? be a (oJ)-relation. It follows, from Proposition 1, that R' is 
a partial order. Szpilrajn's result and Propositions 1 and 3 complete the proof. 
We define the rank of an (^-relation R by r(R) = a + b + c + d. 
Two special cases of the (jtjj)-relations are familiar, namely the partial orders, 
which are the (¡^-relations, and the tournaments, i.e. the (¿¿)-relations. Both of 
them have rank two and the full order has rank four. So, it seems to be useful 
to consider all types of relations whose ranks are at least two. 
1. r(R) = 4 is equivalent for R to be a full order. 
2. r(R) = 3 is possible, by Theorem 1, if and only if R is either a (¡^-relation 
or a (°})-relation. These are complements to each other. The first one will be called, 
as a special partial order, layerwise order and the second one will be called an over-
order since it is, by Theorem 2, an "extension" of some full order. 
3. r(R) — 2 is possible, also by Theorem 1, in four cases. A (¿¿)-relation is 
a tournament, the complement of which is also a tournament. The other relation 
whose complement has the same type is the (°°)-relation, which will be called a 
layer relation. Finally, a partial order is a (J°)-relation, and its complement is 
a- (oJ)-relation. 
' There are two trivial cases, namely the two bounds of the Boolean algebra, 
of the reflexive relations. One of them is the trivial order which maps each pair 
of distinct elements to 0. The other relation which sends each pair to 1 will be 
called full overorder. 
The considerations of tournaments and partially. ordered sets are familiar, 
while the consideration of (£J)-relation is dual to that of the partially ordered 
sets. 
Now, we are going to describe the layer-relations, especially the overorders 
and the layerwise orders. 
Let if be a set with a reflexive relation R and to each element x of if let there 
be given a set i f x with a reflexive relation Rx. Let further J i f x denote the set 
• xtsr 
of pairs (a, x) with x£if and a £ if x endowed with the relation R* for which 
R*((a,x),(,b,y)) = 1 
if and only if 
either x^y and R(x, = 1 or x=y and Rx(a,b) = 1. 
J i f x will be called the join of i f x over i f . 
xZ.9-
4 A 
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The set if with the relation R and the set if' with the relation R' will be called 
similar (to each other) if there exists a one-to-one mapping <P: if — i f ' such that 
R'(<l>(a), <P(b)) = R(a, b) for every a,b£if. 
Theorem 3. If if is a set with a layer R on it, then it is similar to a join of 
sets, which are either trivially ordered sets or fully overordered ones, over a fully 
ordered set. 
Proof . The theorem is obvious if if has no more than two elements. There-
fore, we suppose that if has at least three elements. Let the distinct elements a 
and b of if be chosen so that R(a, b) = R(b, a), and let x^if be different from 
both a and b. From R(a, b) = R(b, x) it follows R(a, b) = R(a, x), which means that 
either both of R(a, x) and R(b, x) are equal to R(a, b) or both of them are different 
from it. A similar result holds for R(x, a) and R(x, b). 
Now, let a, b and c be different elements of if such that Rip, b) — R(b, a) and 
Rib, c) = R(c, b) are valid. Then it follows that Rib, c) = R(a, c) and R(c, b) = R(c, a), 
and similarly that R(b, a) = R(c, a) and R(a, b) = R(a, c). That is, these values are 
equal to each other. Thus, the relation ,,S(a, b) = 1 if and only if R(a, b) — R{b, a)" 
is such an equivalence that from S(a, b) = S(c, d) = 1 follows Ria, c)=-Rib, d). 
Let i f x denote the set of elements of if for which S(a, JC) = 1 holds. Let, further, 
if be the set of all sets i f x . 
As was proved, R is on each if K either a trivial order or a full overorder. Further, 
the relation R(ifx, i f y ) = R(x, y) does not depend on x and y and gives a full 
order of i f . 
One can easily see that if is similar to J_ifx (where x denotes the set i f x 
xZy 
regarded as an element of if and i f - = i f x ) with the one-to-one mapping x — (x, if x). 
Theorem 4. Each overordered (layerwise ordered) set is similar to a join 
of fully overordered (trivially ordered) sets over a fully ordered set. 
Proof . Let R be an overorder on the set i f . Then for a?±b (both in i f ) 
R(a, b)=R(b, a) means, in view R(a, b) + R(b, a)^ 1, that R(a,b) = 1. Thus, no 
subset i f x , given in Theorem 3, is trivially ordered. A similar consideration can be 
used to establish the case of layerwise order. 
Theorem 3 shows that the maximal fully overordered and trivially ordered 
subsets of a set with a layer relation on it are indeed situated in layers. 
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2. Reflexive relations on a group 
One always means by a relation on a group an isotone relation, i.e. a relation 
R for which 
R(ax, bx) = R(ya, yb) = R(a, b) 
hold, for any elements a, b, x, y of . 
Therefore a relation on a group is completely defined by the set &R containing 
those elements x for which R(e, x)=\, where e marks the unity of the group <§. 
3PR must be a set invariant under two-sided isotonity, which means a~10>Ra<^z0'R 
for each a in (S. The reflexivity of R is equivalent to e<=0>R. Both 0>R,<~)0>R= {e} 
and 0>R.\J2PR = lS are valid, i.e. 0>R. and & r uniquely determine each other. 
The elements of the positive cone £?R will be called positive. 
Now, we are going to study the reflection of the given properties of relation R 
in the positive cone 
It is only a matter of routine to prove 
P ropos i t ions 4, 5, 6, 7: 
R is antisymmetric if and only if SPR n^R 1 = {e}. 
R is trichotomic if and only if U (?R1 = (S. 
R is transitive if and only if 3?R is a semigroup, i.e. if it is closed under the multipli-
cation in 'S. 
R is layered if and only if 0*R is prime, which means that no product of two elements 
of the complement of SPR belongs to the positive cone unless this product equals e. 
We shall first consider the tournaments on groups. Similarly to the situation 
in case of a full order, one cannot define tournaments on every group. 
Theorem 5. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that there exists a 
tournament on a group (S is that the inverse of any element a^eofS be not conjugate 
to a. 
Proof. Let [a] denote the set of conjugates of an element a of the group 
If R is a tournament on & then of the elements a and a - 1 one belongs to and 
the other to Thus, using the normality of 0* R, we see that the set [a] is contained 
either in S?R or in namely in that which does not contain a~l(a?±e). 
Conversely, let us choose just one of the sets [a] and [a - 1] for each Let 
8? consist of the elements of the sets chosen, 3P U 1 = ?& is obvious, whiles Pi = 
= {e} easily follows from the disjointness of the sets [a] and [a-1] for a^e. 
Coro l l a ry 1. One can define a tournament ori a group if and only if different 
elements have different Squares, and on a commutative group if and only if it has no 
elements of order two. 
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Proof . One can write the equalities a~l =x~}ax and a = e in the forms 
(ax)2 = x2 and {ax) = x, respectively. Theorem 5 proves the first assertion and the 
second one is a trivial consequence of it. 
Coro l la ry 2. One can define a tournament on a group only if the group has 
no element of order two. For torsion groups this condition is also sufficient. 
Proof . (By L. REDEI) The necessity is, by Corollary 1, obvious. If the order 
of each element of a torsion group is odd then to each pair x and y of elements 
of this group there exists an odd number n such that x"=yn = e hold. Thus, x2=y2 
entails 
n+1 ' n+1 
X = Xn+ 1 = ( x 2 ) ~ = (y2) 2 = yn + i = y, 
proving sufficiency. 
Next, we shall consider layers on a group. 
Theorem 6. A layer on a group is either an overorder or a layerwise order. 
Proof . Let J? be a layer on the group <S. Then both g? = 0>R and 
are normal subsemigroups since R' is also a layer on ^..Assume for a a n d 
that a~x£SP and are both valid. &UM = <S entails that ah belongs to one 
of these sets, e.g. to 0>. So, it follows from b = a~l{ab)£0> and from 0>f\SL = {e} 
that b is equal to e. Thus, we have either or Hence either 
0>f)0>-1 = {e} or 0>\J0>-' = <§ is valid. . 
One can define, in such a manner as for ordered groups, the lexicographic 
product of two groups with reflexive relations. One can easily verify that a reflexive 
relation on a group induces both on a normal subgroup and on the factorgroup 
by the given normal subgroup a reflexive relation such that the automorphisms 
of the normal subgroup, induced by the inner ones of the group, send the positive 
cone of the normal subgroup into itself. 
Now, let J f be a normal subgroup of the group <S. Further, let there be given 
a reflexive relation R on Jf and a reflexive relation R on g/Jr. Let & consist of 
all elements of ^ for which 
either a£0>R or a i J T and 
is valid! 
It is easy to verify that & is the positive cone of a reflexive relation on ^ if 
and only if is sent by any inner automorphism of ^ into itself. (This is valid 
especially in the cases 0>R — {e} and 0>R='&.) In this case <§ will be called the 
lexicographical extension of Jf by H/Jf. 
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Theorem 7. Each overordered group is a lexicographical extension of a fully 
overordered group by a fully ordered one. Any lexicographical extension of a fully 
overordered group by a fully ordered one is an overordered group. 
Proof . Denote by & the positive cone of an overorder on the group (S. The 
induced relation the normal subgroup J f = 3PV\S?~X is, obviously, a full overorder, 
and from Theorem 3 it follows that the induced relation on H\Jf is a full order 
which is clearly compatible with multiplication. The second assertion is obtained 
by the special choice 0>R=<S. 
One can easily prove, by using the complementary relation, that 
Theorem 7à. Each layerwise ordered group is a lexicographical extension of 
a trivially ordered group by a fully ordered one. Any lexicographical extension of 
a trivially ordered group by a fully ordered one is a layerwise ordered group. 
It follows directly from the definition that 
Coro l l a ry Those elements of a layerwise ordered group which are neither 
positivé nor negative (i.e. inverses of positive ones) are pseudoidentities (see [1]). 
3. Reflexive relations on a field 
The relations R and R' defined on the underlying set of a field are equivalent 
in that sense that the addition or multiplication with an element is compatible with 
the first relation if and only if it so is with the second one. So for the sake of con-
venience the unit element will be assumed to belong to the positive cone. 
P ropos i t i on 8. Let R be a reflexive relation on the additive group Sf^ of 
the field S7. If the multiplication with an element of this field is isotone (antitone) 
then this element (the negative of this element) belongs to the positive cone. 
Proof . The first assertion follows from R(0, a) = R(0, I) and the second 
one from R(0, -a) = R(-1, 0) = R(0, 1). 
From the compatibility of the multiplication with a reflexive relation on the 
additive group of a field follows, by Proposition 8, that the relation is a full over-
order. Therefore we shall require the isotonity only for the positive elements. This 
means that the positive cone must be closed under multiplication. Conversely, 
if 0*. is a subset of the field -IF, containing 0 and closed under multiplication then 
the relation 
"R(x, y) = \ if and only if y-x Ç 
gives, obviously, a reflexive relation on Such relations will be called reflexive 
relations on the field SF. 
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Clearly, the results formulated in Propositions 4 to 7 are valid for fields, more 
exactly, for the additive group of fields. 
We shall first consider tournaments on a field. 
Theorem 8. One can define a tournament on a field 3F if and only if ¡F has 
no element whose square is equal to — 1. 
Proof . Let R be a tournament on SF. Then, we get as a consequence of the 
trichotomy that either R(0, a)-I or i?(0, - a) = R(a, 0) = 1 holds. For any 
a£ , R(0, a2) = 1 is implied in both cases. From R(0, 1) = 1 follows, again by 
trichotomy, that i?(0, —1) is not equal to 1. This means that — 1 is not the square 
of any element of the field. 
Now, for the proof of the second part, let us suppose that J5" has the property 
required. Let J* x denote the multiplicative group of !F and let J t £ denote the 
set of squares of elements of By hypothesis, the subgroup J t £ of does 
not contain —1. Let Jt x be chosen as a maximal group extension of Jt£ which 
does not contain — 1. Then for any a 6 J r X from Jt x it follows that — 1 Z{a, Jt x], 
i.e. — 1 =am where m£Jt x, since a 2^Jt x. So, a = — w?-1 lies in { — 1, Jt x), 
from which, for Jt = {0} U Jl x, it follows: 
(i) Jt is closed under multiplication (and division), 
(ii) JtC\ — Jt = {0}, 
(iii) JtK)^Jt = & r. 
Hence the relation 
"i?(cr,6) = l if and only if b-a£Jt" 
is a tournament on J5". 
One can easily verify the following: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 9. For a tournament R on a field the following assertions are 
equivalent: (i) R is a partial order, (ii) R is a full order, (iii) R is transitive, (iv) 
is closed under addition. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 10. A full order on a field is also a tournament. 
These results show that tournaments can be regarded as an immediate gener-
alization of full orders. 
It is useful to give some examples. 
Example 1. Let <2. be the field of rationals. To determine a tournament R 
on J is necessary and sufficient to decide, for each prime p, whether p or — p should 
belong to ^ V All combinations of such decisions define exactly one tournament 
on 
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Example 2. The field 3F = — 2) is not a formal-real one; i.e. there exists 
no full order on since ( / —2)2 +1 2 = — 1. However, one can give tournaments 
on SF, for i(E J^. One can construct the tournaments on SF using example 1. 
Example 3. Let SF be a finite field with characteristic p and with order pk. 
The group is cyclic, and thus there exists a tournament on J5" if and only if 
the order of is not divisible by four. This is the case if and only if p = 3 (mod 4) 
and k is an odd number. In this case the tournament is uniquely determined, 
since the negative of a non-square is a square. 
. Example 4. Let J2" be a field of characteristic p. There exist tournament on 
3F if and only if p = 3 (mod 4) and the degree of any algebraic element of is an 
odd number. The tournament is uniquely determined if and only if J5" is an (absolute) 
algebraic field. 
Example 5. Let !F be any real-closed field. In this case not only the full order <• 
but also the tournament on SF is uniquely determined. 
Examples 3 and 4 show that tournaments are able, to some extent, to substitute 
for the full order if this latter does not exist. The last three examples suggest that 
a tournament on a field is uniquely determined if and only if the negatives of the 
non-squares are all squares. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 8. 
There is, however, a further similarity between tournaments and full orders. 
For tournaments one can build a theory analogous to the theory of real-closed 
fields. 
Call a field a T-field if one can define a tournament on it, and a T-closed 
field if it has no proper algebraic extension which is also a T-field. 
The following assertions hold: 
1) One can define a uniquely determined tournament on a T-closed field! 
2) Each element of a ^-closed field is either a square or a negative of a square. 
3) Each polynomial of odd degree over a /"-closed field has a root in the field. 
4) One obtains an algebraically closed field from the field J27 by the proper 
adjunction of a root of the polynomial jc2 + 1 if and only if SF is a T-closed field. 
5) A T-closed field is a real-closed one if and only if it has characteristic 0. 
The characteristic of the other T-closed fields has form 4k + 3. 
Now, let R be a layerwise order on the field SF with positive cone 2P. 
As was shown, those elements of which are neither negative nor positive are 
just the pseudoidentities of the additive group of J5". For an element a of SF- the 
property a + 0> = is equivalent to either being a pseudoidentity or being 0. 
Thus, 0 and the pseudoidentities of the additive group J 5 "ca l l ed the small elements 
of the layerwise order, form a subgroup J f of 
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Propos i t i on 11. In a layerwise ordered field the inverse of a small element 
cannot be small. 
Proof . Let us suppose that both a and a~l lie in J f . Then, on the one hand, 
a — a~l belongs to J f . and, on the other hand, a —a= (1 +a)( l — SP 
since, by the assumption, both 1 +a and 1 —a~1 lie in the positive cone. This is, 
however, a contradiction, a —a'1 = 0 not being possible. 
Theorem 9. Each layerwise order on a field has a unique extension to a full 
order. 
Proof . Let R be a layerwise order on the field J2" with positive cone SP and 
with Jf being the set of small elements. If a is an elements of Jf then, by 
Proposition 11, either or — a~i£0> is fulfilled. If R has an extension to 
a full order then in this full order either a or — a is a positive element. Thus, the 
uniqueness is proved. It still remains to prove that one can get a full order by extend-
ing R. 
In order to verify this we shall define the positive cone SP of the full order as 
follows : 
Let a£0> if and only if there exists an element pdSP, different from 0, such 
that ap belongs to SP. 
I. SP is closed under addition and multiplication. 
a, b^SP entails the existence of elements p, q of SP, different from 0, such that 
both pa and qb lie in SP. From pq^SP, pq^O, pq(a + b) = q(pa) + (p(qb) £ SP and 
(pq)(ab) = (pa)(qb) 6 SP one can infer that both a + b and ab belong to SP. 
II. SP<^0>. 
Indeed, in the definition of SP, one can chose, for any a^SP, the unity as p 
since both 1 and 1 a lie in SP. 
III. ^ n - 9 = {0}. 
From a, — a^SP it follows the existence of a p^SP, different from 0, such that 
both pa and —pa are elements of SP. This is possible, however, only in case pa = 0, 
implying a = 0. 
IV. SPU = 
From II it follows 0> U — & g SP U — SP. Let a be a small element. Proposition 11 
implies that either a - 1 or —a"1 belong to SP. Then, using o(a_1) = (—a)( — a - 1 ) = 
= we obtain that adS? or -a^SP, respectively. & = SP\J -SPUJf 
completes the proof. 
Let ffl be a convex subring of the fully ordered field SF containing the unity. 
Let SL be the set of the inverses of the positive elements of 3k completed by 0. 
Clearly, 3, is a subset of the positive cone SP. The partial order the positive cone 
of which is equal to 1 will be called a coursening of the given full order. 
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Theorem 10. The layerwise orders of a field are just the coarsenings of the 
full orders of this field. 
Proof . Let 2. and 0 be the positive cones of a layerwise order and its extension 
to a full order on the field SF, respectively. Denote by JHX the elements of 21 less 
0 and by 0t the set ( J* ) " 1 U {0} U-(J2*)" 1 . Let, further on, a^b denote the 
relation b — a£0, and let a < 6 mean that a ^ è but b^a. 
1) Suppose that a£{âx)~l and 0 < 6 < a . These mean that d~l£â and 
a — b,b£0. From ab{b~l — a)£0 it follows, by an argument used in the proof 
of Theorem 9, that b~x £0\i.e. b~l — a - 1 either belongs to SL or is a small element. 
In the both cases, we obtain b~l = {b~l — a~l) + a~l £2., proving the convexity 
of St. 
2) M is clearly closed under multiplication. 
3) Let a and b elements of (.g*) -1. If both of them are small elements then 
both their sum and their difference belong to 0t. Now, let us suppose that 0 < i > ^ a 
and that a is not a small element. This means that a belongs to and both a — b 
and b + a are positive and less than 3a. Thus ( 3 a ) i s a positive element. If it were 
a small element then a~1 would also be a small element, i.e. a would not belong; 
to J x , and this would be a contradiction. Using convexity, we get that 0 is closed 
under addition and subtraction. 
Now, let a full order and a coursening of it be given with the positive cones 
'0 and 2, respectively. 2 is closed under multiplication, as this is an obvious con-
sequence of its definition. Let a S b be positive elements of M. Then, from a + b S 2b 
it follows 0^ab(a + b)~l ë 2 ; i.e. 2 is closed under addition. 
If ab{a + b)~l £01 then one of a and b must be positive. Assume a^b. If both 
2ab , (a-b) J , of them are positive then the positivity of b = b and the convexity 
a + b \a + b) 
ab 
of M prove b £ 01. If b does not lie in 0 then we have a < —b since is a positive 
a + b 
element. From this the positivity of— a = a\ follows, implying a£0t. 
a + b \ b + a) 
These prove, however, that SL is the positive cone of a relation on the field, and 
this relation must be a layerwise order. 
T h e o r e m 11. There is no proper overorder on a field, i.e. each overorder on 
a field is either a full order or a full overorder. 
Proof . One can prove in fact more. Let R be a reflexive and trichotomic relation 
on thé field i.e. 0R U - 0R = OF. If R is not a tournament on SF then there 
is an element a, "different from 0, for which both a£0R and —a£0R are fulfilled. 
This entails by virtue of the consequence of trichotomy that one of a - 1 and —a - 1 
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belongs to S?R, and that — 1 which implies — ¡Pr^SPr . This means that a reflexive 
and trichotomic relation on a field is either a tournament or a full overorder. 
Theorem 1 completes the proof. 
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On the socle of an object in categories 
RICHARD WIEGANDT in Budapest 
To Professor L. Redei on his 70th birthday 
1. Introduction 
In this paper for a class Jl of objects we shall, define the J(-socle of an object 
and the .^-closure of a subobject, and we shall establish some connections between 
these notions. 
To motivate the origin of these researches, let us mention their ring-theoretical 
background. According to the Wedderburn—Artin Structure Theorem, a semi-
simple Artinian ring coincides with its socle which is defined by the sum of all its 
simple ideals. Moreover, if a (complete) direct sum of simple rings with unity is 
equipped with the Tychonoff topology, then its socle is a dense ideal. Hence it is 
an evident purpose to discuss those rings whose socle is a dense ideal. 
Following [1], [3], [5] and [6], the definitions of socle and density as well as 
the results and proofs can be given in a quite general manner; we prove our theorems 
for objects of a category satisfying a certain system of axioms. After the preliminaries, 
in § 3 we shall prove that a semi-simple object whose socle is a dense subobject, 
is a special subdirect sum of simple objects, further any special object can be embedded 
as a dense subobject in a special semi-simple object a in such a way that they have 
the same socle, and this' socle is a dense ideal of a. A ring-theoretical example 
will illustrate that this latter statement is sharp in the sense that the socle of a special 
semi-simple object is not necessarily a dense ideal (§ 4). 
2. Preliminaries 
Let ^ be a category. The objects and maps o f w i l l be denoted by small Latin 
and small Greek letters, respectively. In this paper we adopt the notions and nota-
tions of [1], [3], [5] and [6], and we assume that the reader is familiar with them, 
in particular, with the concepts of monomorphism, epimorphism, subobject, kernel, 
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ideal, image, etc. As it was done in [3], [5] and [6], we shall suppose that the category 
^ satisfies some additional requirements. In the following we recall these axioms 
briefly. We suppose that 
possesses zero objects', 
every map has a kernel; 
every map has a normal image, and any subobject of the image has a complete 
counter image', 
the image of an ideal by a normal epimorphism is always an ideal', 
every family of objects has a (complete) direct sum and a free sum; 
. the class of all subobjects of any object is a complete lattice, and the set of all 
ideals of an object is a complete sublattice of this lattice. 
In what follows, the normal image (c, v) of a mapa = /iv: a-»b will be called 
briefly the image of a. 
The conditions supposed before involve the validity of the First Isomorphism 
Theorem which states the following (cf. for instance [6] Theorem 2, 1): 
Let (k, x) ^(m, ft) be two ideals of an object and let a: a-~b be a normal 
epimorphism with Ker a = (k, x). If (m\ ¡i') is the image of (m, n) by a and y: a-»c, 
y': b-+c' are normal epimorphisms with Ker y=.(m,(i) and Ker y' = {m',fi') 
respectively, then c and c' are equivalent objects, i.e. the commutative diagram 
k.^m-^m' 
If I"' 
k^ a X b 
|y • 1 / 
c c' 
can be completed by an equivalence c — c. 
Let Jt be an abstract property of simple objects of c6, i.e. there is chosen 
a class Jt of simple objects of consisting of the objects having property JT 
such that if a and b are equivalent objects then a£Jt implies b£jt. (An object 
a is called simple if its only ideals are (0, oS) and (a, ea)). An ideal (p, iz) of an object 
a will be called an M-minimal ideal of a, if p<iJt holds. 
De f in i t i on 1. The Ji-socle (sa, cra) of an object is the union of all 
^•-minimal ideals of a, and the zero ideal (0, co) if a has no .//-minimal ideal's. 
The class Ji defines also a closure operation on the lattice of all subobjects 
of an object a. An ideal (m, fi) of an object will be called an Jt-maximal ideal, 
if (m, /u) is the kernel of an epimorphism a: a—b such that b belongs to JL The 
set of all ^-maximal ideals forms the so called structure Jt-space Ma of the object a. 
Def in i t i on 2 (cf. [6]). The Jt-closure (l,X) of a subobject (I, X) of adW 
is the intersection of all ^-maximal ideals (m, n) containing (/, A). If there does 
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not exist such an ideal, then we put (/, X) = (a, sa), and we say that (/, A)' is an 
Jl-dense subobject of a. 
It is obvious that the ^-closure operation is a closure operation*) indeed, 
but it need not be topological. The .//-closed ideals are just the so called ^"-re-
presentable ideals (cf. [3]). 
Throughout this paper we shall suppose that the class Jl is a modular class of 
simple objects, i.e. that 
(i) if (p, n) is an .//-minimal ideal of an object a, then there is a unique 
«//-maximal ideal (m, n) of a such that (p, n) D (m, n) = (0, co); 
(ii) if (/, A) is an ideal of an object a and (q, .9) is an ^-maximal ideal of /, 
then (<7, M) is an ideal of a. 
In [5] we defined the .//-radical Jl-rad a of an object a as the intersection of 
all its .//-maximal ideals. The .//-radical means just the B R O W N — M C O Y radical 
determined by Jl, since it is provided that Jl is a modular class (cf. SULINSKI [3]). 
The objects having zero Jl-radicals, are called Jl-semi-simple objects. 
P ropos i t i on 1 ([5] Theorem 3, 6, c)). If a: a — b is a normal epimorphism such 
that .//-rad a = Ker «, then the object b is Jl-semi-simple. 
In this note we shall use the notions of (complete) direct sum, discrete direct 
sum and special subdirect sum, respectively. We recall their definitions. An object 
is said to be a (complete) direct sum of the objects a{, i£l, if there are epi-
morphisms tt,-: g — a-, such that for each object h£'and for any system of maps 
a ;: h — a i, i f f , there is a unique map (the canonical map) y: h^-g such that yni = ai 
holds for all i£l. Now any object a; can be embedded in g as an ideal by a mono-
morphism such that Qini = ea. and ginj = (o (i^j; i,j£l). This direct sum will 
be denoted by g= IIa¡(n^ Q,). 
We need also 
P ropos i t i on 2 ([6] Corollary to Theorem 3). If a is a direct sum of objects 
belonging to Jt, then any Jl-closed ideal of a is a direct summand of a. 
Let (a, a) be the union of all ideals of g= JJ a^n^ QJ. Then the 
object a is called a discrete direct product of the objects a{ (cf. [1]). 
An object b is said to be a special subdirect sum of objects at, i£l, if 
(1) there is a family of maps 9,: A,— b, T;: b —A,-, /£/ , such that 9,-T,•=£„. 
and 9;Tj = a> for i^j; i, j£T, 
*) In the s tructured-space M„, too, there is defined a closure operation (cf. SULINSKI [3]). 
If A/'S Ma, then the closure TV of A' is the set of all Jl-maximal ideals which contain the intersection 
of all ideals belonging to N. It is remarkable that there is a Galois connection between the closed 
subsets of M„ and the ^ -c losed ideals of a defined by the correspondence N-(l,X)= f | (m, ft). 
(m.iOeN 
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(2) if CCT; = /JT; for each /£/ , where a: c — b, ft: c^b, then a = /? follows. 
This special subdirect sum will be denoted by b = (>9;, T;). In the ring-
i<=I 
theory the notion of special subdirect sum is due to M C C O Y [2], this definition was 
given by TSALENKO [4]. 
The annihilator (m*, fi*) of an .//-maximal ideal (m, /i) is the intersection 
fl (mi, /(•) of all .//-maximal ideals (m^, //•) ^ (m, /¿). SULINSKI [3] has proved 
P ropos i t i on 3 ([3] Prop. 5,4). Let (m, ¡i) be an Jt-maximal ideal of an 
Jt-semi-simple object a. If the annihilator (m*, //*) ^ (0, ca), then (m*,/i*) is an 
Jt-minimal ideal of a. 
Let a be an .//-semi-simple object and let Da be the set of all .//-maximal 
ideals such that (m*, co). The object a is called special if the intersection 
of all .//-maximal ideals belonging to Da is (0 , A)). (Cf. SULINSKI [3]). An essential 
connection between special ^//-semi-simple objects and special subdirect sums 
is established in 
P ropos i t i on 4 (SULINSKI [3] Theorem 5,7). An Jt-semi-simple object a 
is special if and only if a is a special subdirect sum 2al (,9,, t •) of some objects 
mi. 
ai £ Jt, moreover (ai, if I are all Jt-minimal ideals of a. 
The last statement turns out from the proof of Theorem 5,7 of [3]. 
3. Dense socles 
Let Jt be a modular class of objects. The ^-socle of an object a ̂  will be 
denoted by (s0, <ra), and its .//-closure by (s„, &a). This section is devoted to the 
investigation of objects whose Jt-soc\e is an ^#-dense ideal. First we prove 
Theorem 1. Let afjtf be an Jt-semi-simple object. If the Jt-socle of a is 
Jt-dense in a, i.e. (sa, aj = (a, sj, then the. object a is special. 
Proof. If a has no ^/-minimal ideals, then (s„, oa) = (0, (o) and (s a ,d a) = 
= (a,ea) imply that the structure Jt-space of a is the void set, and so (a, ea) = 
— Jt-rnd a. Since a is also .//-semi-simple, we have (a, ea) = (0, co). 
If (p, n)^(0,co) is an ^-minimal ideal of a, then by (1) there exists a unique 
.//-maximal ideal (m, p.) of a such that (p , 7t) fl (m, p) = (0, co). So (/?, n) is contained 
in any other .//-maximal ideal (m;, //,-), i£l, of a, and therefore we obtain 
(0, ro) (p, (m,-, = (m*, /<*), 
lit 
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where (m*, ¡x*) denotes the annihilator of (m, ¡x). Taking into account Proposition 3, 
(m*, fx*) is an ^-minimal ideal of a, and so it follows (p, n) = (m*, ¡1*). 
Consider the intersection (d, S) of all .//-maximal ideals having non-zero 
annihilator. By the consideration made above (d, 3) cannot contain ^-minimal 
ideals. Suppose (d, 5)^(0, a). Now because of the .///-semi-simplicity of a, there 
exists an .//-maximal ideal (m0,fi0) whose annihilator is zero. Therefore (w0,yu0) 
contains every .//-minimal ideal of a, so we obtain 
(.stt,aa)^(m0,n0)<(a,ea), 
contradicting our assumption. Hence (d, d) = (0, to) is valid which means that a is 
special. 
The following generalization of Theorem 1 is also true. 
Theorem 2. If a is an object satisfying (sa, oa) = (a, sa), and a: a -*b 
is a normal epimorphism with. Ker a = .//-rad a, then b is a special Jt-semi-simple 
object. 
Proof . At first.we remark that (sb, db) = (b, (eb) holds. Otherwise, there would 
be an .//-maximal ideal (m\ of b containing all of its ^-minimal ideals. Thus 
the First Isomorphism Theorem implies that the complete counterimage (m, fi*) 
of (m't n') is an .//-maximal ideal of a containing (sa, cra) which is a contradiction. 
Since by Proposition 1 b is //-semi-simple, the statement follows immediately 
from Theorem 1. 
Though the converse statement of Theorem 1 is not true (see Theorem 4), 
we can prove an embedding theorem as follows. 
Theorem 3. Let be an Jt-semi-simple object. If a is special, then a 
can be embedded by a monomorphism a in an object c such that 
1) c is a Special Jt-Semi-simple object, moreover, it is a direct sum of objects • 
belonging to Jt; 
2) the Jt-socles of a and c are the Same in the sense that (sa, oact) = (sc, <Jc) ; 
3) (a, a) as well as (sc, crc) are Jt-dense subobjects of c (i.e. (a, a)=(sc, ac) -= 
= (c,ec) holds). 
Proof . Since a is special, by Proposition 4 a is a special subdirect sum 
21at , T;) of objects ai £ Jl, and (a:, .9;) are all of the ^-minimal ideals of a. 
Thus the Jt-socle (s1,,, tr„) of a is just U (ah Consider the canonical map 
a: a^>-c= IJ^iini, Q,). If we set (k, x) = Ker a, then xTi = xoc7ii = o} = cozi is valid 
¡6/ 
for all /£ / . So by the definition of the special subdirect sum we get x = tx>, hence 
a is a monomorphism. Moreover, c is a special „//-semi-simple object. 
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Now we turn to prove (sa, oaa) = (sc, ac). Obviously (at, 9;0c) = («,-, £>,) is an 
.//-minimal ideal of c for each i£l, and so (sa, aaoi) ^ (sc, ac) holds. Suppose 
(sa, aaa) (sc, <TC). Then there exists an ^-minimal ideal (p, n) of c differing from 
each (ai} Qi). By (i) there exists a unique .//-maximal ideal (m, p) of c satisfying 
(p, n) f | (m, p) = (0, to). Thus (p, ri) is contained in any other ^-maximal ideal 
of c. Since mi— IJ cij(7ij, Qj) can be embedded in c by a monomorphism pt as 
an .//-maximal ideal, so we obtain (p, n)^ Ci (mt, p:) = (0, co) which is a contra-
diction. Hence (ia, craa) = (j,c, (Tc) is proved. 
To show 3), assume (sc, dc) < (c, ec). Now c has an .//-maximal ideal (m, p) 
containing the .//-socle (sc, ac) of c. According to Proposition 2, (m, p.) is a direct 
summand of c, and so c — mXp ((pt, (p2; H, n) holds. Since (m, p) is ^-maximal, 
p£Jt and (p,n) is an //-minimal ideal of c satisfying (p, n)f)(m, p) = (0, co) 
and (m, p) does not contain all .//-minimal ideals of c. This is a contradiction, 
therefore (sc, dc) = (c, ec) is valid. Since (sc, ac) — (sa, (Ja<x)s(a, a.) and (sc, ac) is 
..//-dense in c, so also (a, a) is an Jt-dense subobject of c. 
4. Special object without dense socle 
Let (<2R be the category of rings. In this section the objects (i.e. the rings) 
will be denoted by capital Latin letters. If Jt denotes the classe of all simple rings 
with unity, then Jt is a modular class of objects of ^ R , and the .//-radical becomes 
the well-known Brown—McCoy radical. The ^#-socle of a ring means the sum 
of all its simple ideals with unity. 
We shall show that Theorem 3 is sharp in the following sense. 
Theorem 4. In R there does exist a Special Jt-Semi-simple ring A such that 
the Jt-Socle S of A is not Jt-dense in A. 
Let ^ b e a field (which is clearly a simple ring with unity) and form the complete 
direct sum B= JJ Ft of infinitely many copies of F. Consider the ring v4 consisting 
¡=1 
of all vectors b = (..., 6,-, ...)£B for which bt = bj whenever i,j^nb for some natural 
number nb depending on b. Clearly A contains the discrete direct sum M= U Fi 
of infinitely many copies of F as an ideal, and so A is a special subdirect sum 
A=2F,. 
¡=1 
The factoring A/M obviously consists of the cosets (a, ...,a, ...) + M, and 
therefore A/M^F is valid. Since F is a field, so M.is a ^-maximal ideal of A. 
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Let P be an arbitrary .//-minimal ideal of A. If 0 ¿¿p = (..., pt, . . .)£P, then 
at least one component pt differs from 0. For any b£F and b0 = (0,..., 0, bp71,0,...) £ A 
we have (0, ..., 0, b, 0,...) = b0p £ P, therefore the г'-th component Ft of A is contained 
in P, and so P = F holds. Hence the Jt-socle of A is just the discrete direct sum 
OO 
M— U Ft which is not dense in A. 
i= l 
Thus this construction proves the statement. 
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Systems of equations over semigroups 
By ROZÁLIA JUHÁSZ in Szeged 
To Professor L. Rédei on his seventieth birthday 
In her papers [3], [4], M. ERDELYI has studied systems of equations over non-
commutative groups. Although her results were achieved in a group theoretical 
way, analogous statements can be proved for semigroups too. Namely we are going 
to characterize compatible systems of equations over semigroups and give a criterion 
for a semigroup to be n-algebraically closed. Moreover, we present simple de-
scriptions for algebraically closed and weakly algebraically closed semigroups. 
For the notions and notations of this paper not defined here, see CLIFFORD— 
PRESTON [2]. 
1. Preliminaries. Let S be an arbitrary semigroup, and X= ydT] a set 
of symbols which will be fixed in the sequel. Any relation on the free product 
S * where denotes the free semigroup on X, will be called a system of 
equations over S with unknowns from X. Systems of equations will be denoted by 
small Greek letters or they are given in the form 
(1) A(Xy) = gx(xY) ( l d A , y e r ) . 
More exactly, let (1) be the detailed description of a system Q of equations over 
in that case if for all X 6 A, fx(xy) and g/i(xy) are elements of S * and any pair 
of elements (u, v) with u,v£S*!FX belongs to Q if and only if there exists a X£ A 
such that u=fx(xy) and v=gx(xy). 
Let T be a semigroup containing S. We call the system {ty: y£T} a solution 
of (1), if for each X£A we have ty£T and F(ty) =GJTR). A system Q of equations 
over S will be said to be compatible (strongly compatible) if there exists a semigroup 
containing S (containing S as an ideal), in which Q has a solution. 
A semigroup S will be called algebraically closed (weakly algebraically closed) 
if every compatible (strongly compatible) system of equations over S has a solution in 
S. Furthermore, let n be an arbitrary infinite cardinal. We say that S is n-algebraically 
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closed if every compatible system of equations over S consisting of fewer equations 
than n has a solution in S. 
A subsemigroup S of a semigroup T will be called a retract of T if there exists 
an idempotent endomorphism of Tonto S (cf. [1]). A semigroup J1 is a pure extension 
of its subsemigroup S if every system of equations over S which has a solution 
in T has a solution in S, too. It is clear from the definitions above that a semigroup 
S is algebraically closed if and only if any semigroup T containing S is a pure 
extension of S. 
Let S be a subsemigroup of T and <p a congruence on T. If for any , s2 £ S, 
si=s2((p) implies st — s2 then we say that cp separates S. 
Since a relation on a set M is a subset of M X M, we may speak of the power 
of a relation. Let T be a semigroup and a a congruence on T. We say that a is an 
n-congruence if there exists a relation with cardinality n on T which generates a. 
Let now S be a subsemigroup of the semigroup T and let ty£T (y£T) be elements, 
such that -S U : y£F} generates T. In this case we say that {ty: y£T} generates 
T over S. Using the notation X={xy : yZT}, there exists a homomorphism q> 
of onto T such that for all s£S, scp=s and for all y£T, xy<p — ty hold. If 
the congruence on S*!FX corresponding to <pis an n-congruence, then we say 
that T is an n-extension of S. Naturally, it is possible that T is an n-extension and 
an m-extension of S with distinct cardinals n and m. <p and <pl will be called the 
canonical homomorphism and canonical congruence for {ty". yaF}, respectively. 
2. Results. The following theorem which characterizes the compatible systems 
of equations, is an analogue of some earlier results for modules, rings and groups 
(cf. [5], [6], [9] and the Lemma in [4]). 
Theorem 1. A system @0 of equations given by (1) over a semigroup S is 
compatible if and only if the congruence Q on S*&rx generated by G0 separates S. 
Proof . Let Q0 be compatible. We may suppose without loss of generality 
that q0 is reflexive and symmetric. Let now s, t£S and S = t(g). We have to prove 
that s = t. In accordance with Theorem 1. 8 in [2] there exist a natural number 
n and elements S0 = s, sit ..., sn = t in such that for any j (I = j = n) the 
following assertion holds: there exists a AjEA and elements hj, kj£(S*^rx) 
for which the equalities sj_1=hj-fij(xp)'kj, sj = hj-gXj(x.^)-kj are fulfilled. 
Let now T be a semigroup containing S in which Q0 has a solution and let 
{ty: y£T} be such a solution. We may assume that {ty: ydT) generates T over S. 
Denote by <p the canonical homomorphism for {iy: yCT}; then for any A 
by the definitions of (p and the tys, A(xy)(p^f.(xy(p)=f;.(t.^=g;{t,i)=gx(xy(p) = 
=gi(xy)(p holds. Hence for j=l,...,n, we have Sj_ i(p~hj(p-fXj(xy)(p• kj(p ~ 
= hj(p• gxj(xy)(p• kj(p = Sj<p and thus s-s(p=s0(p—sl(p = .--—sn(p = tq) = t. 
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In order to prove the sufficiency let / denote the natural homomorphism of 
S*iFx upon S*&rxjg. Since g separates S, i is an embedding of S into S*&rx/g. 
On the other hand, {xy%: y 6.T} is a solution of g0 in S*2F x\g. Indeed, for any 
A 6/1, we have f{x.//) =f>.{x.^i=gx{xy)i=gl{xy£). Hence g0 is compatible. 
Our next aim is to give a description of the algebraically closed and weakly 
algebraically closed semigroups. To this purpose first we prove a preparatory 
Lemma. Let S be a subsemigroup of a semigroup T. S is a retract of T if 
and only if T is a pure extension of S (cf. Theorem 1 in [4]). 
Proof . Let (p be an idempotent endomorphism of T onto S, and let (1) be 
a system of equations over S which has a solution hy{y£T) in T. Then hy<p(y£r} 
is also a solution of (1). Indeed, for any A, fx(hycp) =fx(hy)cp = gx(hy)(p = gx(hy(p) 
holds. Thus (1) has a solution in S too. 
Conversely, suppose that T is a pure extension of S. Denote by tx(y £ T) the 
elements of TN Ŝ1. Then y€T} generates T over S, and let (p be the canonical 
homomorphism for {iy: ydT}. The corresponding canonical congruence <px is 
a system of equations over S, which has a solution in T, namely {ty: y£T}. Indeed, 
if Mx/)^g>.(xy)((Pi) then fx(ty) =fx(xy(p) =f.(xy)(p=gl(xy)(p =gx(xy(p)=gx(>y)- In 
view of the purity of T it follows that <pL has a solution in S as well. Denote by 
{j,,: y€T} this solution. We now show that the mapping a of T onto S defined by 
the equations tya=sy for all y£F and Sa — S for all s£S, is an idempotent endo-
morphism of T onto S. It is obvious that a is an idempotent mapping of T onto S. 
Let us consider the elements u,v,w£T and let wt = Mi(xy), vt = v^x^, wt — 
— w(xy)£S*^'x satisfying ui<p = u, vt(p = v, wt(p = w. Suppose that u-v = w.. 
Then(ulv1)q> = u1(p-v1(p = u-v = w = w1(p, whence utvt = w^cp^ thatis the equation 
iit(x7) • o!(jc7) = iv, (xy) belongs to the system cpl of equations. Hence uo-va — 
= uy(xy)(p<j-Vi(xy)(po = u^s^v^s.,) = vv^.^) = wx(xy)(pa = wa = (u-v)a. Thus <p is homo-
morphic. 
We now prove that there exists only trivial algebraically closed semigroups, 
and give a simple characterization for weakly algebraically closed semigroups. 
Theorem 2. The unique algebraically closed semigroup is the one element 
semigroup (cf. Theorem 3 in [4]). 
Proof . Let S be an algebraically closed semigroup. Then S° is a pure exten-
sion of S. By our Lemma, S° admits an idempotent endomorphism <p onto S. 
Then 0<p is a zero element of S. 
By a theorem of BRUCK ([2], Theorem 8. 45.), S can be embedded into a semi-
group T without proper ideals. By Lemma of this paper, T admits an idempotent 
endomorphism ip onto S. Let T0 = {t£T: t\(/=Q(p}. For any t0£T0 and t£T, we 
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have {t0t)\li = {t0\l/){t\l/) = {Q(p){til/) = Qq>, hence t0t£T0 and similarly tt0 £ T. Thus 
T0 is an ideal of T, whence T0 = T follows. Consequently t\J/ — 0<p holds for all 
t£T and, since i¡/ is onto, S consists of the single element 0cp. 
Theorem 3. A semigroup is weakly algebraically closed if and only if it has 
an identity element (cf. Theorem 5 in [3]). 
P roof . Let S be weakly algebraically closed. Adjoining an identity element 1 
to S, we get a semigroup T containing S as an ideal. Then T is a pure extension 
of S. By the Lemma, T has an idempotent endomorphism cp onto S. It is obvious 
that l(p is an identity element of S. 
Suppose now that S is a semigroup with identity 1. Let T be a semigroup 
containing S as an ideal. We have to prove that T is a pure extension of S. By the 
Lemma, it is sufficient to prove that S is a retract of T. Define the mapping cp of T 
into itself in the following manner: t<p = t 1 for every t£T. It is clear that (p maps 
T onto S, and the elements of S are invariant under (p. Furthermore, let tx and t2 
be any elements of T. Then (tít2)(p = {tít2)\=tí(t2\) = tí(\(t2\)) = (t1\)(t2\) 
= (ti(p)(t2<p). Thus <p is an idempotent endomorphism of T onto S, that is, S1 is 
a retract of T. 
M . ERDÉLYI proved in [3] that a group is weakly algebraically closed if and 
only if it is complete. A similar parallelism between rings with identity element 
and complete groups has been discovered by J. SZENDREI [8]. 
Finally, we characterize it-algebraically closed semigroups. Note that for any 
infinite n, there exist non-trivial it-algebraically closed semigroups. The stronger 
fact that any semigroup can be embedded into an. u-algebraically closed one can 
easily be proved, by the method of W . R . SCOTT [7]. 
T h e o r e m 4. A semigroup is n-algebraically closed if and only if it is a retract 
of any of its m-extensions for all m < n (cf. Theorem 2 in [4]). 
P r o o f . Suppose that S is a semigroup which satisfies the condition in the 
theorem. Let 
(2) fÁyy)=gÁyy) (¿€/1, y e n 
be a compatible system of equations over S with \A\ = m o t , and denote by Y 
the set {yY: y £r}. In virtue of Theorem 1 the m-congruence t/̂  on S*!FY generated 
by the relation (2) separates S. Hence the natural homomorphism % of 
upon S*SFr/il/ induces an isomorphism of S into S*^rYl il /- Thus, in the sequel 
we may use S = {sx~. instead of S. 
We shall show that is a n m-extension of S. Observe that {yy%: y£T} 
generates S*^Y/ip over S. Consider the canonical homomorphism <p and the 
canonical congruence for {yy'/_:y € T}. From/(xy) =g(xy)(<Pi),/(*..), g(xy)6 S* 
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it follows jlyy)i =f(yyy) =f(xy)(p=g(xy)(p=g(yy-/) =g(yy)x, that is f(yy)=g{yyM) 
and vice versa. Thus <pl is an m-congruence. Therefore, S is a retract of S*^ Y l \ j r 
and, by the Lemma, S*J^y/i/' is apure extension of S. Since (2) obviously has 
a solution in S*.<Fyl>]j namely yyx('f €-D, (2) has a solution in S too, and thus, S 
is n-algebraically closed. 
On the other hand, let S be rt-algebraically closed. We shall show that any 
rrt-extension T of S (m<tt) has an idempotent endomorphism onto S. Consider 
a set of elements y£T} generating T over S, such that the canonical congruence 
(py for {ty: y Ç r } is an m-congruence, that is, there exists a relation q of cardinality 
m on generating (pt. We may assume that q has the form (1). Then for all 
X 6 A, the canonical homomorphism cp for {ty \ y£T} satisfies f;.(xy)(p =gx{xy)<p, 
whence fi.{ty) = gx(ty). Thus the system q consisting of m( < n) equations has a 
solution in T, namely {iy: y£T}. Since S is n-algebraically closed, q has a solution 
in S as well, which will be denoted by y£T}. 
Now define the correspondence a of T into itself by the rule: for arbitrary 
f(xy)£S*&rx let f(ty)a = f(iy). I f f ( t y ) is equal to g(ty), then f{xy) and g(xy) are 
congruent under cpi and, now applying Theorem 1. 8 of [2] (as in the proof of our 
Theorem 1) we get f(sy) =g($y). Hence a is a mapping which is obviously a homo-
morphism of T onto S. The idempotency of a is also trivial. This completes the proof. 
Theorems 1 and 4, and the Lemma may be formulated and proved for any 
equationally definable class of algebraic systems (instead of semigroups) in an anal-
ogous way. Theorem 2 permits no such generalization. Indeed, in the class of all 
abelian groups, satisfying the identity xp = 1 (p prime), every group is algebraically 
closed. 
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On the congruences of finitely generated free semigroups 
By A. ÁDÁM in Budapest and G. POLLÁK in Szeged 
To Professor L. Rédei on his 70th birthday 
I. General preliminaries 
In Sections 1 and 2 we introduce the basic terminology used in this paper for 
semigroups and groups, respectively. The content of- Section 2 will be referred 
to only from Section 5 on (but not in Sections 3 and 4). 
1. The set consisting of the elements xlt x2,...,xk will be denoted by 
(xl,x2, xk) (the context will always elucidate whether an ordered or an un-
ordered set is meant). 
Let X be a finite unordered set. We denote by F(X) the free semigroup with 
identity element generated by A'(non-commutative for |Z|>1). The elements of 
X are called generators. The elements of F(X) are called words too. If a subset G of 
F{X) satisfies the implication 
(p£G & x£X) =>px£G 
then we say that G is a right ideal. The length |/>| of the word p — xL ... xk is the 
number k of the generators whose product equals p. The words of length 1 are 
identified with the generators themselves. The identity element e of F(X) is the 
only word of length 0 of F(X); it is called the empty word, too. 
Let an.element p—x1 ... xk of F(X) be considered, let i(^k= \p\) be a natural 
number. Then the words ¡¡(p) and rt(p) are defined by the formulae 
h(p) = Xi---Xk-i and r,(/0 = xk_i+1...xk. 
Particularly, lk(p) = r0(p) = e. (We shall use the above notation chiefly in case 
i = l . ) We obviously have 
h (Pq) = Ph (q), rt (pq) = r, (q) 
i f | < 7 | > 0 . 
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The right compatibility of a binary relation Q on F(X) is defined by 
<Cr) g(p, q) => n(pr, qr) (p, q, r<=F(X)). 
Obviously, (Cr) is equivalent to 
(Q QÍP, q) 8(px, qx) (p,q£F(X),x£X). 
A reflexive, symmetric and right compatible relation is called a quasi-right-congruence. 
A right congruence is then a transitive quasi-right-congruence. 
For right congruences we introduce another technique of notation: the relation 
is denoted by (instead of Q), furthermore, we write 
p = q (mod m) 
instead of g(p, q) and 
p ^ q (mod <g) 
instead of g(p, q). 
2. Let X be a finite set (as in § 1). We denote by G(X) the free group generated 
by X (non-commutative for |Z |>1) . Evidently, F(X)QG(X). Define the subset 
F°(X) of G(X) in the following manner: p(<=G(X)) belongs to F°(X) if and only 
if there exist two elements p, q of F(X) such that p=pq~1. If p£G(X) then, ob-
viously, either both or none of p, p"1 are contained in F°(X). 
Let p, v£F°(X). We say that v is a right multiple of p (or p is a left divisor 
of v) if there exists 16 F(X) such that v = pt (notation: p | v). Dually, p is a right 
i 
divisor of v (or v i s a left multiple of p) if there exists t £ F(X) such that tp = v 
{notation: p | v). Further, we shall use the short notations p ||v and p\\v for 
r I r 
p\v, p7±v, and p | v, p^v, respectively. 
I r 
In free commutative semigroups divisibility is a lattice order, in the non-
commutative case F°(X), though ordered under right (resp. left) divisibility, is not 
directed under these orders. It holds e.g. 
L e m m a 0. If p\a, q\a (p, q, a£F(X)) then either p\q or q\p. 
i i i i . 
Proo f , p and q being beginning parts of the same word, one of them must 
be the shorter one. 
We say that p and q are comparable (p, q £ F(X)), if p \ q or q | p. 
i i 
We define the least common right multiple [p, v]r and the greatest common 
right divisor (p, v)r for p. v£F°(X) as usual: [p, v], is a common right multiple 
of p and v such that any common right multiple of them is a right multiple of [p, v]r; 
and, similarly, (p, v)P is a common right divisor such that any common right divisor 
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is a right divisor of it. Lemma 0 implies that, for p, q£F(X), [p, q]r exists if and 
only if p and q are comparable. On the other haiid, it is easy to see that 
(P, q)r = ri(p) = ri(<l) where +,(/>) ^ ri+l(q) for p,q(=F(X). 
Such an i exists since r0(p) =r0(q) — e. 
For n£F°{X) we use the shorter notation 
= e]r, fi- = (n,e)~1. 
The fact that and exist for every p follows from 
L e m m a 1. Let p, q£F(X), p=pq~l. Then there exist uniquely determined 
elements p', q', t such that 
(i) p =p't, 
(ii) q = q't, 
(iii) /-,0') ^r^q') or p'—e or q' — e. 
Moreover, the subsequent equalities hold: 
(2) P' = fi + , = pq~l = i i + 0 0 - 1 -
Proof . If p = q then t—p = q, p' — q' = e obviously suffice the conditions. 
Now let p^q. Put t = {p, q)r. Then p' and q' are uniquely determined by (i) and 
(ii). and (iii) is fulfilled obviously. The uniqueness of t,p', q' follows now from the 
fact that the only right divisors of p (q) are the words rt(p), 1 S i = |p| (rt(q), l S i i 
Furthermore, p=pq_1 =p'q'~l and therefore it suffices to prove p' — p+ 
(q' = p~ follows then by a similar argument). But p' = ep' = pq', i.e. e\p', p\p'. 
i i 
On the other hand, if e\s (i.e. s£ F(X)), p\ s then s = pu=p'q'~1u. Now p'q'~1u£ 
£F{X),rl{p')Tiri{q') imply q'-^^FiX). So we have p'\s, and the proof is 
i 
complete. 
It is a matter of routine to check the following properties: 
fi- = (fi-1r, p+ = (p-1r, = 
For arbitrary elements p, v of F°(X) we have: 
Lemma 2. [p, v]r exists if and only if p+ and v+ are comparable. In this case 
[A'. v]r 
^ if 
V+ if n+'\\v+, I 
p + (p-,v-\-1 if [i+ = v+ 
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L e m m a 2'. (//, v)r exists if and only if fi~ and v are comparable. In this case 
(/*, v)r = 
00 1 if v || A*-, 
(v-)-1 if At" í[ v-, 
Gi+,v+)r0i-)-i if M - = v-. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 2. Let n \ X, v 11 Then v - 1 l = v - ( v + ) - 1 A + ( 2 - ) - 1 e i ' W , 
^ - ( / O - ' l + C A - r ^ i W These imply (v+ ) - JA+ üF(X), (ji+)~lX+ £F(X), 
i.e. / J + |A + , v+ |A+. Thus ¡x+ and v+ have a common right multiple and so, as 
i i 
already remarked, they must be comparable. This proves the necessity of the con-
dition. 
Conversely, if n+ and v+ are comparable then either n+ = v+, v~)r = t, 
H~ =mt, v~ =nt and v")" 1 = ¡an = yn, or v+ || /¿+ and n j / i+ , v j v+ || /¿+, 
or || v+ and v | v+ , / i | / t + | | v + . On the other hand, if fi\X,v\X then, as 
V i1 i V i i 
above, ¡i+ | X+, v+ | X+. This proves the lemma if ^ v+. In the remaining case 
let A+=ju+l; then = = mtliX-)-1 € F ( I ) , v~1X = 
= ntl(X~)~1 £F(X) and either l^e, X~—e or l = e, t — t'X~ (since r t(m) ^ r ¡(n)). 
In both cases we have v~)r | X and this completes the proof of the lemma. 
i 
Lemma 2' follows from the dual of Lemma 2 in virtue of the equality 
(3) 0 , v)r = OÍ"1, v"1]"1 . 
Indeed, let (ji, v)r = y, ¡i = my, v = ny. Then fx~1 = y~1m~1, v~l — y - 1 « - 1 and thus 
y-1 =¡i~1m= v_ 1n is a common right multiple of fi~1 and v _ 1 . On the other hand, 
if X=/j.-1m' = v-1n' ( im' ,n '£F(X ) ) then = v = n'X~1 and so k~x\y, r 
i.e. y = cjl_1 ( c € F ( X ) ) and X = y~*c is a right multiple of n~l = (j.i, v)^1. 
II. Characterization of the right congruences inside F(X) 
3. Let Q be a set consisting of some unordered pairs of words. (Also pairs 
of type (p,p) are permitted.) We define the properties (A!), (A2) for Q in the follow-
ing manner: 
( A J ( e , e ) 6 f l . 
(A2) Whenever (p,q)£Q, t£F(X) and t^e, then (pt,qt)$Q. 
*) Equivalently, we may consider Q consisting of ordered pairs provided that (p, q) e Q implies 
(<7 
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Let us consider a quasi-right-congruence g of F(X). We say that the unordered 
pair (p, q) (where p d F(X), q£F(X), \p\ =j, \q\ =k) is a critical pair for o if 
q{p, q) = t 
and either of the subsequent three assertions holds: 
(i) at least one of p, q is equal to e, 
(ii) r^p) r^q), 
(m) e(h(p),h(l)) = i-
L e m m a 3 . For any pair (r, s)(r, s£F(X)), g(r,s)iS t if and only if there exist 
three elements p, q, t of F(X) such that r=pt, s=qt and (p, q) is a critical pair for g. 
Proof . The sufficiency follows from the property (C'r) of g (applied succes-
sively). In order to verify necessity, let us consider the maximal i with r£(r) = 
= rfe). If g(h(r), /;(?)) = t then ¡i(r), ¡¡(s), rt(r) satisfy the condition (as p, q, t 
respectively), because (/;(/•), /¡(y)) fulfils either (i) or (ii). If Q(li(r),li(s)) = \ then 
there exists a maximal h such that (h < i and) 
e(h(r), lh(s)) = t; 
in this case lh(r), lh(s), rh(r)( = rh(s)) are convenient as p, q, t, resp., since (lh(r), lh(s)) 
fulfils (iii). 
Lemma 4. The Set Q of all the critical pairs for a quasi-right-congruence o 
satisfies (A,), (A2). 
P roof . g(e, e) = t by reflexivity. This and (i) imply that (A,) is fulfilled on Q. 
Suppose (p, q)£Q and F(X). g(p, q) = \ implies g(pt, qt) = t by an 
iterated application of (C^). We are going to show that the pair (pt, qt) does not 
fulfil any of (i), (ii), (iii). Since t ^ e , (i) cannot be satisfied. The same holds for (ii), 
because 
ri(pt) = rl(t)=rl{qt). 
Assume that (iii) holds for {pt, qt); we want to get a contradiction. On one hand, 
1 = e(h(pt),h(qt)) = Q(p-h(t),q-h(tj); 
on the other hand, g{p,q) — t implies 
g{p-ll{t),q-h{t)) = \ 
by (c;). 
Lemma 5. Suppose that the set Q of unordered pairs of elements of F(X) 
satisfies (A t) and (A2). Let a binary relation g be defined by the following rule: 
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g(r, s) — t (where r, S£F(X)) if and only if there exist a pair (p, <?)(€£2) and an 
element t(&F(X)) such that r=pt and S = qt. Then Q is a quasi-right-congruence of 
F(X), moreover, the set of critical pairs of Q coincides with Q. 
Proof . (A,) implies g(s, S) = t , thus Q is reflexive. Since Q consists of unordered 
pairs, q is symmetrical. If o(r, i) = t , r=pt, s=qt and (p,q)£Q then rx = (pt)x = 
=p(tx), sx — (qt)x = q(tx) for any x( £ X), hence g(rx, ix) = t , i.e. g is right 
compatible. 
It remains to verify the last statement of the lemma. Let (p, q) be a critical 
pair of g. Since g(p, q) = \, there exist three elements p', q', d of F(Z) .such that 
(p\ q')£Q, p=p'd, q = q'd. If d^e, then neither (i) nor (ii) nor (iii) can be valid 
for (p ,q ) ; this contradiction shows that d=e, thus (p, q) = (p', q')£Q. Conversely, 
let (j>, q) be contained in Q. We have g(p, q) = t (because of the possibility d=e). 
There exist a critical pair (p\ q') and an element d' of F(X) such that p = p'd', q = q'd'. 
As we have already seen, (p ' ,q ' )£Q. If d ' ^ e , then Q does not fulfil (A2), hence 
d' — e and (p, q)( = (p', q')) is a critical pair. 
Lemmas 4, 5 combine to prove 
T h e o r e m 1. To any quasi-right-congruence g of F(X) let us assign the set 
Q of critical pairs of Q. This assignment is a one-to-one correspondence between all 
the quasi-right-congruences Q and all the sets Q (of pairs of elements of F(X)J 
satisfying the properties (A,), (A2). 
4. The collection of right congruences of F{X) is a proper subset of the collection 
of the quasi-right-congruences, since transitivity is required, too. Hence the collection 
of those sets Q which correspond to right congruences (by virtue of Theorem 1) 
is likewise narrower than the set of all the Q fulfilling (Ax) and (A2). 
The definition of the critical pair can be restated in case of a right congruence 
in the following manner: an unordered pair (p, q) of elements of F(X) is a critical 
pair for the right congruence ^ if 
p = q (mod 
and one of the subsequent three assertions holds: 
(i) at least one of p, q equals to e, 
(ii) if p ^ e ^ ^ e then r ^ ^ r ^ q ) , 
(iii) if p ^ e ^ ^ e then l í{p)^l í{q) (mod 
T h e o r e m 2. Let Q be a set of unordered pairs of elements of F(X) and assume 
that (2 fulfils (AJ and (A2). The quasi-right-congruence g corresponding to Q (in 
sense of Lemma 4 and Theorem 1), is a right congruence if and only if the following 
additional requirements (A3), (A4) are satisfied by Q: 
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(A3) Whenever (/>,, q{) £ Q, {p2, q2)£Q and there exists an element s( ^ e) 
of F(X) such that p{ =p2s, then (qlf q2s)£Q. 
(A4) Whenever (p, q^) £ Q and (p, q2) € (where p is common) then there 
exist three elements p',q',t of F(X) such that (p\ q') £ Q, qx =p't and q2=q't 
(t = e is permitted). 
Proof . Necessity. Let us consider the set Q of critical pairs of a right congruence 
of F(X). In order to prove (A3), assume (p,, qt)£Q, (p2, q2) £ Q, pt =p2s, s^e. 
Since p2 = q2 (mod 9Z) implies pi =p2s = q2S (mod (by (Cr)) and px =qx (mod . 
holds, we have qt = q2s (mod by symmetry and transitivity. 
Suppose that none of (i), (ii) and (iii) holds for (qt, q2s); we shall get a 
contradiction. We have qyT^e, q 2 s ^ e , 
(4) r1(ql) = rl(q2s) = r](s) 
and 
(4') h(ai) = h(92s) = 92-his) (mod %>) 
(since S7±e). We are going to show that {p t, q t) cannot fulfil any of (i), (ii), (iii).. 
P i (=P2 s ) ^e , qY ?ie hold evidently. (4) implies r1(p1) — r1(p2s) = r1(s) = rl(q1). 
Since 
q2li(.s)=p2h 0 ) = h (P2 s) = l1(p1) (mod <g) 
holds, formula (4') implies 
l M = h(9i) (modiP). 
Thus (Pi, qx) satisfies none of (i), (ii), (iii), hence (pY, qt) is not a critical pair. 
This contradicts the inclusion (pY, q r) £ Q. 
Now we want to verify (A4). The congruences 
p = qx (mod P = q2 (mod W) 
imply 
qi=q2 (mod^), 
hence there exist three elements with the mentioned property (in consequence of 
Lemma 3). 
Sufficiency. Let Q be a quasi-right-congruence, denote the set of critical pairs 
of Q by Q. Suppose that Q satisfies (A3) and (A4). We shall prove that Q is transitive. 
Let r, s, v be three elements of F(X) such that g(r, s) — g(s, v) = t . Lemma 3-
ensures the existence of six elements pt, t1,p2, q2, t2 such that (p1, <7i) £ Q.. 
(p2,q2)£Q,r=p1t1, 
(3) S = 9 i t i = p 2 h 
and v = q2t2. We distinguish three cases. 
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Case 1: \qi\-<\p2\- Then there exists a vv(^e) such that p2=qlw and ti = wt2. 
The condition (A3) can be applied (with p{, qit p2, q2, w as q2,p2,pi, qit r, 
respectively); it assures (q2,piw)£Q. Thus 
Q(T, v) = q{pxtl, q2t2) = g i p ^ , q2t2) = \. 
Case 2: \qx| = \p21. Then qt = p2 and tl = t2. We can apply (A4) (wi thp v , p2, q2 
as qlyp,q2, resp.); it follows that pi=p't, q2 = q't, (p\ q')£Q. Hence 
Q(r,v) = Q(p1tl,q2t1) = Q(p'ttl,q'tt1) = i. 
Case 3: \qy\>\p2\- The same inference can be applied as in Case 1 (the roles 
of qx and p2 are interchanged). 
m . Characterization of the right congruences of F(X) by kernel functions 
5. The function / (with one variable) is called a right kernel function if it 
satisfies the subsequent five requirements: 
(I) The definition domain M o f / i s a (proper or non-proper) subset of F°(X). 
(II) For every fi£F°(X),f(p) is a non-empty right ideal of F(X). 
(III) The empty word e is contained in M and /(e) = F(X). 
(IV) n£M implies ¡i~l£M and / ( / i - 1 ) = / 0 i ) . 
(V) If p,v£M and n+f(n) Plv+/(v) is not empty then and 
ii+f(p)r\v+f(v)Q[n, v] r/(v~V). 
In what follows we shall use the notation ix+f(n) fl v+/(v) = L(ji, v). 
This concept is a generalization of that of the kernel function introduced by 
REDEI i n [1]. 
For the moment it is not clear that (V) makes sense: the right side of the in-
clusion seems in general not to be defined. However, we are going to prove that 
the right side exists if the left one is nonempty. 
This follows from Lemma 2 and 
Lemma 6. L(fi, v ) ^ 0 implies that and v+ are comparable. 
Proof . Indeed, for a£L(n,v) we have a = n+t = v+u with tdfip), u£f(v). 
Thus | a and v+ | a hold and, by Lemma 0, this implies the comparability, 
i / 
On the other hand, the requirement v~ 1p£M in (V) is not so strong as one 
could think at first sight. Namely, we have 
Lemma 7. Let p., v be elements of F°(X). belongs to F°{X) if and only 
if p+ and v+ are comparable. 
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Proof . Let v~V = v_1(v+)~ V+ ( /* _ ) _ 1 €F°(X). Sineer1(v+)^r1(v-),r1(>+) ? i 
'̂"ILCM-), w e h a v e either (v~lp)+ = v~, (v~1p)~ and ( / i + ) - 1 v + £F(X) 
or (v"V) + = v- (v + ) _ V + » (v~V)~=/*~ and (v+)~V + € F(X). In the first case 
we obtain / i + | v+ , in the second one v + | / i + . 
Conversely, let p + and v+ be comparable. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1 : v+ | p+. Then p+ = v+m (m£F(X)) and 
(5) = v - ( v + ) - V + ( ¡ i - ) ' 1 = v -m(n- ) - 1 £F°(X) . 
Case 2: p+ J v+. By Case 1 we have p~lv£F°(X) and, consequently, v~ V = 
From (5) follows : 
Lemma 8. If v+\\p+, then (v~V)~ = p~. 
As in the commutative case, the significance of right kernel functions is pointed 
out by the following analogue of Redei's Fundamental Theorem: 
Theorem 3. Let H be a right congruence of F(X) and let us define a func-
tion f as follows: 
(i) The domain M of f consists of the elements p of F°(X) for which there 
exists a pair (p,q) (p, qZF(X)) such that n=pq~1 and p = q (mod H). 
(ii) Whenever p is an element of M, the set f ( p ) consists of those elements 
t (<E F{X)) which satisfy p+t = p~t (mod . 
Thus we have defined a one-to-one correspondence between all the right congruences 
and all the right kernel functions. The converse assignment can be expressed by the 
following rule: to any right kernel function / , we define a right congruence f such that 
(iii) p = q (mod if and only if pq~l £M and (p, q)r dfipq-1)-
R e m a r k . As it will turn out from the proof, the properties defining the right • 
kernel fimetions can be assigned to the properties of right congruences by a natural 
correspondence. Namely, (II) and right compatibility, (III) and refiexivity, (IV) 
and symmetry, (V) and transitivity correspond to each other (in pairs). In the proof, 
only the last mentioned correspondence requires much labour. 
Obviously, (V) can be stated in the equivalent form 
[¿i,v],/(v-V) if v~lp£M 
0 else. 
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6. This section is devoted to prove Theorem 3. This amounts to prove the 
following statements: 
(A) Starting with an arbitrary right congruence %, the function f satisfies the 
properties (I)—(V). 
(B) If the right congruences ^ , are different, then the right kernel functions 
/i> f i (assigned to respectively) are different, too. 
(C) Starting with an arbitrary right kernel function f , f is a right congruence. 
(D) f being a right kernel function, the function obtained from s by the rules 
(i), (ii) is equal to f . 
P r o o f of (A). The requirement (I) follows from (i). 
Let Then, by virtue of (i), there exist elements p, q £ F{X) with p = q 
mod pq~l=¡i. In consequence of Lemma 1, p = p.+t, q~n~t, i.e. there exists 
an element t for which (i+t = fi~t mod and so /(/i) ^ 0. Furthermore, t£f(p) 
means (by (ii)) (mod which implies fi+ts=fi~ts (mod i?) i.e. ts£f(fi) 
for every s£f(X). Hence f(jx) is a right ideal. This proves (II). 
Since e = e (mod if) holds trivially, (i) assures e = ee~1 i.e. the validity 
of (III). 
As we have already remarked, if p.£M then ¡.i+t=fi~t (mod %>) for some 
t £ F(X). By symmetry of the relation ¡i~t = /i+t (mod cé) which means 
/Í-(AÍ+)"1 6 M. Thus (IV) holds. 
In order to prove (V), let ¡x, v^M and suppose a£L(ji, v). Then, by Lemma 6, 
and v+ are comparable and hence, by Lemma 7, v~1pdF(X). Let a = p+t = 
= v+u(t £f(p), w€/(v)). Then 
n+t=n~i (mod'g'), v+u = v~u (mod (if), 
and so 
(6) n~t = v~u (mod^). 
Now there are three possibilities. 
a ) / i + | | v + . Then we have v+=¡i+y (y£F{X)), a=v+u — ix+yu and so 
t=yu. Combining this with (6) and (i), we obtain 
(7) ji~yu = v~u (modW), v " ( / i " j ) " 1 = r i y " 1 ( / i " ) " 1 f M . 
On the other hand, 
.and so Further, since fi+ ^ v+, y ^ e and 
r x = r i ( y ) = ri0*+J0 = >-i(v+) ^ i - i ( v - ) , 
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t h a t is t o say, (v~lp)+ = v~, ( v - V ) ~ = / 0 a n d i / £ / ( v ~ V ) (by (7) a n d (ii)). B u t 
n o w [p, v ] r = v + a n d we c o n c l u d e a- v+u£[p, v ] r / ( v - 1 j u ) or L(/i , v )Q[ ) i , v ] r / ( v _ 1 / i ) -
b) n+ = v+. Let (p~, v~\ = d, p~—md, v~=nd (m, n£ F(Xj). Instead of (7) 
we have now t = u and 
(8) p~u = mdu = v~u = ndu (mod"?), nm~1£M. 
Ori the other hand, 
so that again v~1p£M. Further, by (8), (v_1/i)+ = « , ( v ~ x p ) ~ ~ m and du£f(v~lp). 
As [p, v]r = v+d~l in our case, we can see that a = v+u — v+d~1du£[p, v]rf(v~1p) 
which gives again L(p, v)Q[p, v]r/(v~ 
c) v+ || p+. This case is analogous to a). 
/ 
Thus (V) is completely proved. 
Proof of (B). We prove the assertion indirectly. Suppose that the right kernel 
functions f Y , / 2 are identical to each other, let this single function be denoted by / , 
its domain by M. Whenever 
p = q (mod ) 
then pq~l d M and 
(p, qXfJipq-1) 
(by (i) and (ii), cf. Lemma l), hence p = q (mod Since the roles of 
can be interchanged, and %>2 coincide. 
Proof of (C). Assume that /satisfies (I)—(V); we want to verify that f 
is reflexive, symmetrical, transitive, and right compatible. 
If p — qthenpq~i=e and (p , q\ =p. Since the inclusion p£f(e) is guaranteed 
by (III), p=p (mod Wf) holds for each p(£F(Xj). 
The subsequent four assertions are equivalent: 
p = q (mod f), 
pq-^M & (p,q)ref(pq-1), 
q p ' ^ M & (q,p)r£f(qp-% 
q = p (mod f ) 
(the equivalence of the first two statements follows from (iii); the same holds for 
the third and fourth ones; the equivalence of the second and third assertions is 
implied by (IV) (cf. Lemma 1)), thus f is a symmetrical relation. 
6» 
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In order to prove the transitivity 2) suppose that 
p = q (mod'g'y) and p = s ( m o d ^ ) . 
(iii) imply p=pq~1 v—ps~i£M, 
t = (P, q\ €/(/*) and u = (p, s), €/(v). 
Thus, we have p = p+t = v+u£p,+f(p.) fl v+ / (v) and so v~ andpd[p, v]r/(v_1/i) 
by (V). Suppose v+=fi+y (y £ F(X)) (this can be done without loosing generality). 
Then p = p+yu and t—yu. It follows 
p = H+yu = ix~yu = q (mod^), 
p = p+yu=v+u = v~u = s (mod f ) . 
We distinguish two cases. 
a) y^e. Then [p, v]r = v+ and u£.f{y~1p) because of p = v+u(i[p, v]rf(v~lp). 
On the other hand, (v_1/t)+ — (v_ .J ; _1(Ju_)~1)+ = v~> ( v~ V)~ =V-~y and using 
(iii) we obtain 
s = v~u~p~yu — q (mod^y). 
b) y = e. Then [p, v]r = v+ i /_ 1 , where d—(p~, v~)r and p = v+u£[p, v] r /(v~V) 
implies du£f(y~lp). It is easy to see, on the other hand, that (v~ V ) + = v~d~\ 
(v~1p)~ = p~d~l and (iii) provides again 
s = v~it=v~d~1-du = p~d~1-du = q ( m o d i f y ) . 
This completes the proof of transitivity. 
In order to verify (Cr), suppose p = q (mod Then p=pq~l and 
t — by (iii). Let z be an arbitrary element of F(X). Then pz(qz)~l = 
=pq~x €M. Moreover, in virtue of (II), 
(pz, qz)r — (p, q)rz (if (p) ^f{pz-z~xq~v) =f(pz(qz) "1). 
Hence pz = qz (mod <6f). 
P r o o f of (D). Let us start with a right kernel function / . Let us denote 
the function, assigned to <6j by virtue of (i), (ii), by / ' ; let the domains of f f 
be denoted by M, M\ respectively. 
First we shall show M=M'. Suppose p d M'. There exist two elements p,q 
of F(X) such that p=pq~1 and p = q (mod 
2) Strictly speaking, we do not prove the original transitivity property but a version of it 
which is equivalent to transitivity by virtue of symmetry. 
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hence p=pq~l £M by (iii). Conversely, let p£M and t£f{p). Then 
p+t=p~t (mod 
(by (iii)), hence (i) implies 
p = p+t(p-tyi£M'. 
Our last aim is to prove f(jp)=f'(jp) for an arbitrary element p of M( = M'). 
For each t(£F(X)), t£f(p) is equivalent to 
p+t=p~t (mod f ) 
(by (iii)) and this congruence is equivalent to t e f ' (n ) (by (ii)). 
7 . Now we want to generalize some results of REDEI concerning kernel func-
tions. For this aim we need some further notions an notations. 
Following REDEI, we say that the sets Alt ..., Ak form a set star if their meet 
equals the meet of any k — 1 of them: 
(9) f\A, = (]Al ( j = 1, ..., k). 
¡=1 
The fact that Alt ...,Ak form a set star will be briefly described thus: (At, ..., Ak)*. 
Obviously, (9) is equivalent to 
{ f ] g Ai U = h . : , k ) . 
¡=1 
i+J 
It is clear as well that for subsets of a left cancellative semigroup S 
(A1,...,Ak)*=*(crA1,...,aAk)* 
holds for any a £S. 
Let A, B be subsets of F{X). Denote by 3i(A) the maximal right ideal contained 
in A (it exists if A contains a right ideal at all), and put 
A + B = (^U5)\(^n-B). 
Now we can prove 
Theorem 4. Having axioms (I)—(IV) accepted, axiom (V') is equivalent to 
either of the following conditions: 
a) the binary relation defined on F(X) by (p, q)r£f{pq~1) is transitive-, 
b+ ) if p, v£M then either p+f(p)H v+f(v) = 0 or v~1p£M and 
v + / ( v ) , bi , v ] , / ( v - V ) ) * ; 
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o 
b~) if ft, v£ M then either f.i~J(fi) fl v~/(v) = 0 or / /v - 1 £M and 
( f i - m , v-f(v), (p, v)-1 f(jxv-'))*; 
c+ ) if fi, v£M then either A(~\B = 0 or v_1j<x£M and 
A n B g f(v-ln) g +5) ) , 
where 
A = [fi,v]r1fi+f(fi), B = [fi, v ] - 1 v + / ( v ) ; 
c~) if [i, v£M then either C f l £ > = 0 or fiv~1£M and 
COD Qf(fiv_1) g + 
where 
C = (fi, vUrf(fi), D = (fi, v)rv"/(v). 
Proof . (V7) «=>• a) has been already stated (end of Section 5) and, as a 
matter of fact, we proved it in Section 6. 
b+)=>(V) and c+)=>(V) hold obviously. 
Let us prove (V)=>b+). We have to show only 
d o ) ifi, v i / O ' - ' / o r i v+/(v) g f i + f ( n ) 
since we get herefrom the second inclusion by interchanging fi and v (note that 
f(jj.~1v) = / ( v _ V) by (IV)), and the third one coincides with (V). Now apply (V) 
to v~lfi instead of fi and v~1 instead of v; then we have 
( v - v r / c v - v o n v - z o ' - 1 ) g [ v " V , v - ^ i f i f i ) , 
and, multiplying by v, 
v ( v - V ) + / ( v " V ) n v + / ( v - ' ) g v [ v - V , v _ 1 ] r / ( / i ) . 
Thus (10) will be proved if we can ascertain that v(v~ 1fi)+ = [v, /i]r and 
If /x+ — v+t, 1 t h e n v~1p = v~t(fi~)~1 and 
v ( v _ 1 / t ) + = v+(v~)"1v~ t = 1 — fi+ = [v, jU]r, 
v[v_1 fi, v - 1 ] , . = v v - t = v + 1 = fl + . 
If y+=lx+t,t9ie, then v~1fi = v~t~1(fi~)~1 and v(v~ V ) + = v + = [v, ju]r, 
• v [ v ~ V , = v f v - i - 1 ^ - ) - 1 , v - f - ^ f i + y 1 ] , = vv~t-1 = v + i - 1 = fl + . 
If fi+ = v + , (f.r,v~)r = t, v~ = v't, fi~ = fi't, t h e n v-1 fi = v ' j u ' _ 1 a n d 
v ( v ~ V ) + = vv' = v + i _ 1 = [fl, v] r , 
v ' _ 1 ] r = » [ v ' ^ ' ^ ' i ^ ) - 1 ] , = vv't = V+ = f l + 
and hereby (10) is true in all three cases. 
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In order to see b+)<=>b~) it suffices to replace p and v by and in 
b+) and b"). Then, in view of (3), they turn into each other. 
A similar argument shows the equivalence of c+ ) and c~). 
To complete the proof it remains to show b+)=>c+). The first inclusion of 
c + ) follows obviously from b+ ) (it is a simple transscription of (V)). As for the 
second one, note that it can be transscribed as 
(11) / ( v " V ) n ( v 4 + 5 ) - 0 . 
Indeed, (11) means that / ( v " V) i F°(X)\(A + B). But / (v~V) being contained 
in F(X) and, moreover, being a right ideal of it, the obtained inclusion gives already 
f(v-1fi)Q@(F(X)\(A + B)). On the other hand, (10) shows that 
fo, v] r /(v-V) n v+/(v) g n v+/(v) 
or, multiplying by [jU, v]r_1, 
f(y-1n)i]B c AC\B. 
Similarly, 
f(v-1n)C\A g AC\B. 
The two latter formulas together give (11). 
Thus, we have proved Theorem 4. The graph of, the equivalency proof was 
w ; I 
We remark' that c + and c~ are concerned with subsets of F°(X) and not 
necessarily of F(X). 
As an analogue to Theorem 5 of REDEI [1], we prove 
Theorem 5. For elements filf ..., ¡-ik 2) of the domain M of a right 
kernel function f satisfying 
(12) ni...nk=e, IJ Hi+S£F°(X) (i,l =1, ...,k; i + smodk), 
5 = 0 
we have ' 
(13) ( f i t f u l ) , HiHif&i), Ah---^-i №?"/(№))*• 
Following REDEI, we call (13) the star property of right kernel functions. 
Proof . First one can see that condition (12), if satisfied for ..., nk, holds 
for n2, ...,fik, nlt too. Further, the sets n ^ f ( j i 2 ) , . . . , ji2 ••• i^+/(№t)> P-i• • -HkHtfiMi) 
can be obtained from those comprised in (13) by a left multiplication by f i j 1 . This 
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is obvious for the first k — \ of them; for the last set it follows from the fact that 
fi2 . • . MitMi= e and hence 
Pi-PkPt = Pi = Pi1Pi-
Thus a cyclic permutation of fi1} ..., fik carries (13) over into an equivalent statement 
and therefore it suffices to prove 
k- i 
(14) H Pi• • -Pi-1Ptf{Pi) PkfiPkY 
f=i 
In order to do this, we remark that 
(15) fi+f(n)C]fiv+f(v)Q(]iv)+f(jiv) for n, v(iM, and v+ comparable. 
This is a consequence of (V) applied to n - 1 , v and of the identity 
(juv)+ = p[n~l,v]r 
already used in the proof of the foregoing theorem. (15) makes it possible to prove 
by induction 
(16) p t f ( P i ) ^ P i P 2 f ( P 2 ) ^ . - - - C ] P i : - - P j - i P j f ( P J ) l ^ ( P i - - - P j ) + f ( P i - - - P j ) -
Indeed, for j=2 (16) coincides with (15) applied to the case n—nx, v — p2. Now 
if (16) holds for some j (1 -</•<k) then, using (15) for n = n1... Hj, v = iiJ+i, we have 
Pif(Pi)f\PiPif(p2)C\ ••• ^Pi---PjPUif(Pj+i) i 
i (Pi--Pj)+f(^i--Pj)^Pi--PjPUif(Pj-vi) i (jPi---Pj+i)+f(Pi---Pj+i)-
Put j = k — 1 in (16). Then the left hand sides of (14) and (16) are equal. But 
¡ly ... fik-1=nk1, (jiy ... nk-t)+ =Pi -••Pk-iPk an£l so "S^ hand sides 
of both inclusions coincide, too. This proves (14) and thereby Theorem 5. 
REDEI'S First Reciprocity Theorem reads in the non-commutative case as 
follows: 
Theorem 6. Let m, n be right ideals of F(X), (i, v £ F°(X) and 
' J m if Z = ii,n~1, 
° 6 ) i = U if { = v,v-i, 
t = F{X) for £ = 
The existence of a right kernel function f satisfying / ( ¿ i ) = m , / ( v ) = n is 
equivalent to the condition 
(17) (Pifii,PiP2fi2,-,Pi-Pk-iPkfikT (¿S3) 
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for any system /(,, ..., pk which satisfies 
1-1 
(18) ^ = n,!*'1, v, V 1 ; p1...pk = e; ]J¡ii+s£F{X) 
s = 0 
(/, 1 = 1, ...',k; i + imodfc ) . 
If the function /mentioned in the theorem exists, we shall say that the 
pairs (ji, rrt) and (v, n) are compatible. 
Proof . If (p., m) and (v, n) are compatible then (17) follows from Theorem 5.. 
Now let (17) be fulfilled for any system satisfying (18). Let us define a right 
kernel function / as follows. For the domain of / we take F°(X) FT (JJL, V), 
where (p, v) denotes the subgroup of G(X) generated by p and v, and M consists 
of those elements a of H for which there exist p^, ... pt (pi = p, p-1, v, v - 1 ; i= l,...,i) 
such that 
(19) <x = p1...p„ 
(20) D = Diplt ...,pt) = h (<*+ ) -Vi-f t - iHi+ / l i * 0. 
¡ = I 
Further, put f(e) = F(X),/(a) = U D(P-i, •••, l*t) for a ^ <?, where (pt, ..., p,} 
It!...Ii, = a 
ranges over all systems satisfying (19). We are going to show that / is a right 
kernel function. 
Axioms (I) and (III) hold trivially. 
In order to see (II), we have only to show that / (a) g F(X). But 
D g ( a + r W = 
= ( a + ) - V i - F , ( Z ) n ( a - ) " V r F ( A ' ) g (a + ) - 1 / ' ( l ' )n(a-) - 1 J F(A') g F(X) 
which proves also f(a)QF(X). 
Since 
{(<x+y i lJ . 1 . . .p i- 1 i i?)(( i i r )~ 1Hi+ i - -W) = ( a + ) _ 1 a a - = e, 
we have 
( a + ) " 1 / i 1 . . . / i i _ 1 / i i + = ( a - ) - 1 nr1 • • •/ii+1i AT-
Hence (in view of (16)) 
I 
i=t 
and thus / ( a " 1 ) = / ( a ) . 
Finally, let 
p = p1...p„£M, a+mnp+m*® (Pi = »,H~1, v.v"1; /= 1,...,«). 
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Then a ' 1 by Lemma 7 and 
= ( ( n ( ( a - ' P y y ' n r 1 . . . ^ i H t i p r 1 ) ' ] n 
n [ n ((«-1 P ) + ) ~ V 1 • • .lit-%• • -Pj-1fit&•)) -
= [«, P]71 (« n № 1 • • • urA V? far x)") fl [a, P]71 ( H Px • • • Pj- x PtPj] = 
= [a, / ^ ( a + ^ O i f S ..., ^ W ^ O ? ! , ..., /?„)). 
Now, since a+f(a)f]P+f(P) is a union of sets analogous to that in the last pa-
renthesis, at least one of these sets must be nonempty and therefore a -
Further, 
a +f(<x)r)p+m = a V C a - W V t f ) = («+ U , - , MF1)^ 
f]{P+ u D /?„)) = u ( a ^ C r t - S . . . . / i r ^ n / i + D G i ! , . . . , / » „ ) ) = 
/».-/>»=0 
Pi-Hn = l> 
U [a ,p]rD(nr1,:.,liT\P1,...,P„)^[<x,P]rf(0i-1P). 
/»i .../»„=/» 
Thus (V) is proved, too. 
We have shown till now that / is a right kernel function. It remains to check 
whether f(ji) = m, f(v) — n are true. Now, on one hand, it is easy to see that m g/Gu) 
since D(jil) = m for n1=/x. On the other hand, put a = in (19) and (20). Adjoin 
one more element / i t + 1 = p ~ 1 to the system ¡J.y, nt- Then, for the system 
jul5 ..., /(,+ 1 and the right kernel function/, the conditions of Theorem 5 are fulfilled 
so that (13) holds with k = t+1. In particular, 
t 





and hence f(ji) ^ m . 
The equality /(v) —it can be treated analogously. Thus, Theorem 6 is proved. 
REDEI'S other results can hardly be carried over to our case since they are 
mostly based on the fact that the ideals of the free commutative semigroups of 
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finite rank are finitely generated. However, it might be of some interest to have 
some information about right kernel functions pertaining to two-sided congruences, 
and this question gives rise to investigations having no correspondent in the com-
mutative case. 
IV. Two-sided congruences 
8. It is easy to find the analogues of the concepts and results in Chapter II 
for the two-sided case. Indeed, the only thing we have to do is to replace (A2) 
and (A3) by the conditions 
(A2) (p, q) € & and (spt, sqt)£Q imply s=t = e; 
(A3) Whenever (/>1, 9i)€i2, (p2, q2)£& and s1p1tl=s2p2t2 then there exist 
elements q[, q2, u,v such that qx-=uq\v, q2 = uq2v and (q[, q2)£Q. 
It would even suffice to require (A3) for both cases s2 — ti=e and s2 = t2 = e. 
The proofs are essentially the same as in Chapter II. 
As for kernel functions, we have 
T h e o r e m 7. The right congruence cdj defined by the right kernel function 
f is a two-sided one if and only if 
(VI) for any p£M,pe F(X) holds: f ( p p p € M and(pp+,pp~)rf(p) Qf(ppp~ v). 
A right kernel function / satisfying (VI) will be called an R-function. 
Proof . Let f be a two-sided congruence, p£M, p£F(X), t£f(p). Then 
p+t = p~t (mod H f ) and, consequently, pp+t = pp~t (mod Suppose 
(pp+, pp~)r = d, pp+ ==ad, pp~ =bd. Then, obviously, a = (ppp~1)+, b = (ppp~l)~ 
and. adt=bdt (mod (df). This means that dt£f(ppp~') and this proves (VI). 
Conversely, let (VI) hold and let q =s (mod Take an arbitrary p £ F(X) 
and denote qs~1—p. Then q = p+t, s = p~t, t£f(p) and by (VI) 
(21) (pp+,pp-)rt£f(ppp-1). 
But 
(22) (pp+, pp~)rt = (pp+t, pp-t\ = (pq, ps)r. 
Using the notation (pq, ps)r = d, pq = ad, ps = bd one can see that a = (pqs~1p~1) + = 
= (ppp~1)+, b = (ppp~1)~ and, in view of (21) and (22), ad£{ppp-l)+f(ppp-1), 
bd(:(ppp~1)~f(ppp~1), so that 
pq = ad=bd=ps (mod 
Thus, tff is a left congruence too, and the proof is complete. 
It is worth while to point out some special cases of Theorem 7. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let f be an R-function. If p$M\(F(X)U Ftf)-1) then 
m BfiPlV1) for every p € F(X). 
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Indeed, if p$F(X)\J F(X)~l then {pn+, pti~)r = {p+, n~\ = e. 
Coro l la ry 2. Let f be an R-function. Thenpf(qp)!=/(/><?) for any p, q£F(X). 
Especially, />/(/>) i/O) for p£Mf)F(X). 
Put fi = qp in (VI). 
The concepts dual to right kernel functions and i?-functions will be called 
left kernel functions and ¿-functions. Obviously, all results obtained in our paper 
can be dualized. In consequence of Theorem 3 and its dual, there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between R- and ¿-functions such that the corresponding pairs 
pertain to the same congruence. If the .R-function / and the ¿-function g define 
the same congruence, we shall say they are conjugate and we use the notation 
g = / , f=g. Further, denote the domain of a function h by Mh. 
Theorem 8. The conjugate f of the R-function f is determined by the equalities 
(23) MT = {(n~s)-1^-s)\n£Mf, s£f(ji)}, 
(24) m = {t\(tUJ)m-YliMf,(tii+, tfi-WQitii-Mtii-r1)} for HMJy 
where /¿+ = [p., e]h /t_ = (p., e)f 
Indeed, if % is the congruence defined b y / ( a n d / ) then n£Mf, s£f(p) implies 
H+s = ¡i~ s (mod 
or, by the dual of Theorem 3, 
(p-sy-ii+s = s)~ln(n~ s)£MT. 
Conversely, if ji€Mj, t£j(fi) then 
tji+ = tp._ (mod^). 
Put n = (iju+)(i/i_)_1 = s = (*/!+, W e h a v e V ^ M f 
and tfi+ = p+s, tjl_ = p.~s. Hence 
U = ( i / * - ) - 1 ^ ) = O i " J = ( j i - s y ^ i n ' s ) . 
Finally, if fieMf and n = {tp._)p.{tp._)-1£Mf, s = (tjj+ , ¿/¿_)r £/(№)£ №)_1) 
for some t then 
t]i+ = n+ s = s = tp._ (mod 
so that t £j[Ji). This completes the proof of Theorem 8. 
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Generalization of inequalities of Hardy and Littlewood 
By L. LEINDLER in Szeged 
Dedicated to Professor L. Redei on his 70th birthday 
The object of this paper is to give a generalization of some well-known and 
useful inequalities of HARDY and LITTLEWOOD [1]. 
We prove the following 
Theorem. Let fl„£0 and A„S0 (n —1,2, ...) be given. Let < . . . < v„<... 
denote the indices for which /lVn>0. Let N denote the number of the positive terms 
of the sequence Xn, provided this number is finite", in the contrary case set N— 
Set v o=0, and if then v,v+ , = Using the notations 
n It 
¿m,n = 2 ai and Am,n = 2 0 s -/n =5 « =3 
i=m i — m 
we have the following inequalities: s 
CO N , 
( i ) ^ pp 
n= 1 n—1 
oo N 
(2) 2 KAl.- s P" 2 
1 1 = 1 n = l 
(the constant pp being the best possible one) and 
(3) 2 K r A L - K - t + Uvn S 8 2 KAl.n 
n=l n=1 
N oo 
(4) 2 t ^ i . v ^ L . w , - , S 9 2 KK-
/1=1 n= 1 
If all the k„ are positive then these inequalities reduce respectively to 
(1') 2 ^P" 2 K - ' K - a S 
n=l rt= 1 oo oo 
(20 2 ^Pp 2 K 
for p s 1 
for 0 < y s l . 
for p^ 1, 
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and 
(3') 
( 4 0 
«=1 
oo oo 
n = l 
for 
Inequalities ( 1 ' ) — ( 4 ' ) reduce to those of HARDY and LITTLEWOOD if /,„ = n~c, 
with o l in (1') and (2'), and with c=al in (3') and (4'). 
Choosing X„ = n~' or l„=n~1 (log(« + 1)) - 1 _ £ (fi>0) we obtain as further 
special cases the inequalities: 
OO | oo 
d " ) 
n=1 n n = 1 
( l og ( « + ! ) ) " 
(na„Y 
(2") J 1 A- " K 9 (1°g(" + 1 » P ( n a y 
for p s 1 
and 
(3") 
• " n=1 n n = l n 
(4'0 >7 { n a y ^ K j } & «(log (n + 1))' {na"} = K £ «(log (n + l))1 + 
Let Z.(x)(x>0) be a "slowly increasing" or "slowly decreasing" function, 
that is, let L(x) be a positive increasing or decreasing function with the property: 
A? 
for 0 < ] ) S l . 
lim — i f o r every 
A standard computation gives that for such a function L(x) we have 
2 
L(k) • KnL(n) 
and 
k=n k1 
y L(k) • nL(n) 
¿Tl k ~ 
for any £>0. 




' M i » y L ( n ) 
L(n) ,„ _ ^ v 
„ = i « n = i n 
for ps= 1, 
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and 
n= 1 n (1=1 n 
(4") ¿ g w ^ i S ^ 
n=l n n=1 « 
for 0 < / ) g l . 
P r o o f s 
Inequality (1). We may assume that the second member has finite value and that 
not all a„ vanish. For p= 1 the situation is obvious: we have only to interchange 
the order of the summations. For we follow analogous lines as in [3], p. 210. 
We use the notations: 
n 
. a 0 = 0, a„ = A V n _ 1 + 1 Vn, P„ = Z a k , q„ = AVa, 
k= 1 
R„ = AVn^ and d„ = RnQ~l 
for every l ^ n ^ N . If N t h e n let 
8N + 1 = ~ 
Then, for any positive integer m ( S N), we have 
vm m m m 
= Z 6 JS = 2(dnQn-dn+ xQn+l)Ppn S Ze-H^S-PS-1) s k= 1 11=1 n = 1 n= 1 
1 p - 1 m í m 1 p f »" 1 J> 
^ P Z Qnd„c-„fir1 ^ P \ Z 0 „ ( W ï j Z &JÛ • 
71=1 l n = l J (.11=1 J 
Hence 
l 
Vm I p ( m 1 j, C m 1 /> 
which gives (1). 
Inequality (2). For p = 1 the assertion is obvious. For p > 1 we proceed as 
follows. We suppose that the second member has a finite value (which is the only 
case of interest). For 1 ^ n S N we set 
- N 
an — ^v„,v„ + i - l » ft = Z ak! &ii=AV n , 
n 
Rn = ^l,v„ = Z 8k-
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If N<00 then we have 
00 iV JV— 1 
= ZenM = 2 Rn{Ppn-Ppn+d+Rx№ 11=1 n=l n=l 
2Rnp«nPrl splZe'-oRZccnY \ Z Q j j k 1—1 1.11=1 J U=1 J 
which gives (2). 
If N = °° then we show first that 
<5) Anoa —0 as « - 0 0 . 
To prove (5) we have only to combine the estimate 
1 1 - P - 1 
= ZQT1 RkR^Qk"*^ s ¡ ¿ Q I - ' R M ] " { ¿ e ^ F * } " 
k=it U=n J U=n J 
obtained by Holder's inequality, with the fact that the sum 00 p 
ZQURV' 
k= 1 
is of finite value (apply the theorem of ABEL, cf. [2], Theorem 162). 
Now fix two natural numbers, m and M, and choose k such that 
this is seen to be possible by (5). Then we have 
vfc k k-1 
= 2e„Ppn = 2 Rn(Ppn-PS+i)+RkPpk s ri=1 b=1 n=l 
^ 2 RniPs - P£+1)+12 J PpmM~1+1 2 J P£ s 
k— 1 m k 
. ^ 2 RnPXnPr'+M-1 2enPZ+ 2 QnPpn. 
n— 1 n=l n=m+l 
Hence 
1 j 
m t - l r ~ 1 P f ~ 1 
( l — m _ 1 ) 26nPp — 2RnP«nPr1^P\2qI-pR№\ \2enPpn\ 
n~ 1 11=1 U = i J ln=i J 
Since m and M may be arbitrarily large this estimate gives 
i p - i 
°° f CO ) P f °° ' 
2 q J Z 2Qn-pR№\ \ 2 e J p n \ , 
n=l U=1 J ln=l J 
and hence we get (2) immediately. 
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The constant pp in (1) and (2) is the best possible because it is so even if X„ = n~p 
in (1) and if A„ = 1 in (2); see [2], Theorem 326 and Theorem 331. 
Inequality (3). Again we may assume that the second member is finite, and that 
not all a„ and Xn vanish. The case p = \ is trivial. In case 0 < / ? < l let us remark 
first that our assumption imply that Aim < and hence Anoo -<-0 as n-*°°. Now 
we define an increasing sequence m0,mlt ... of integers as follows. Let m0 = 0. 
If mn is already defined, we choose for m„+1 the smallest natural number k>m„ 
for which Ak+1„. This is possible because A„t00->-0. So we will have 
(6) Am„+l,mn + 1 ^ Amn + l + l,~ 
and 
Am„+l,m„+l 2Amn+1 + ^m„ + 1+l,m„ + 2+^m„ + 2+l,~ — i + +1+ 1 ,m„ + 2» 
and hence 
0) Amn+l,mn+1 S 2Amn+umn + 2. 
Set 
an = AVn_l+ 1>Vb, e„ = XVn and R„ = A„ 
Using (6) and (7) we obtain 
m„<Vfcfimn+1 m„<VkS%n 
« , } " { 2 № ) e i Y - ' ^ ^ A 
(Wln+l^ ( ntn + 2 \ mn + 2 2 * { ^ s 4 2 ** { 4 2 M ? , -¡=m„ +1 / m„-=VkSm„+i U = »>n+l / m , < v i S m n i f=m„+i 
From this we get 
JV «9 mn + 2 00 
2 ^ v V P < , ~ < - 1 + i , v „ 2 M f , , =5 8 n = l n = 0i=m„ + i t = l 
which is the required inequality (3). 
Inequality (4). Here we distinguish two cases according as IXn has finite or 
infinite value. 
If ZXn< oo we define a sequence of integers /i0, , ... . We set po = 0, Hy = 1, 
and if /i„ has already been defined we choose f i n + 1 =k , where k ( >nn) denotes the 
smallest integer satisfying 
(8) S 3 ^ n . 1 + l i P n 
provided such a A: exists. If >-/i„ + 1 then let pin+1 =p'„+1 — 1, and if ¡i'„+i =={*„ + 1 
then let ! = ju„ +1. If there exists no natural number k with (8) then let n„+ x = 
*) Z ® denotes a sum for all k for which m „ < v k S m „ + 1 is satisfied. 
M„-=VFCSM„+1 
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It is clear that this inductive definition always stops at some n = N 0 , that is, ¡iNo = o® 
holds. For in the opposite case, by the definition of /in, the inequality 
(9) 3 / „ _ 2 =s / „ _ ! + / „ 
holds for all 2 w h e r e In = A„n+iilln+i, and inequality (9) for infinitely 
many n would imply IXk = c o n t r a r y to the assumption. By (9) we have for 
l= in< .Ar 0 - l 




(11) «-. = ^v„,v„+I-i> Pn= 2ak and i ? „ = 2 4 -
*=n ¡=1 
By the definition of the sequence {/¿„} and by (10), for 2^n<N0 — I we have 
2 № ) V - ' R W ^ ^ J z ( k ) K)l~'( 2(k> ^ 
V '=i<n-l + l ) Mn^VfcSfl„+1 
(/<„-1 tin lht*i \ ( V f f l 3 2 4 + 2 2 4 + 2 4 
> + i»n-2+l > = ̂ - 1 + 1 ' = »<„+ 1 ) 
/•n-1 Pn 
•=^n-2+l > = i'n-l + 1 
/»n-1 Pn Mn+t 
s 3 2 4 / ? f + 5 2 4 # + 2 ¡=Hn-2+l « = An-1+1 ¡ = Mn+1 
An easy computation gives by (8) and (10) that 
2 W S 5 A t A l „ + X 2 A l „ , 
and that 
2W 2 4 / ? r + 5 2 4/*f-
Summing up our results we get (4) if ¿"A; 
¡=i 
o o 
If = then we define an increasing sequence {«?„} of integers as follows. 
Let m0=0 and = 1. If m0, mlt ..., mn ( « S i ) have been defined, then let mn+1 
be the smallest integer k>mn for which 
An„+1,* — 2/4mn_1+1>mn. 
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So we have 
(12) /„+1 S 21 „, where /„ = Amn_i + 1>m„. 
Using the notations of (11), we have by (12) for every «(S1) 
m„ 
mnSVfc<mn+1 /=«/»-1 + 1 
Hence we obtain that 
CO 
"•Vfc / 1 l ,Vk / i Vfc ,V | i + ! - 1 Z j . ¿ l l AVfc / 1 l , V k ^ 1 V k , V k + 1 - l — N=[ M„̂ VFC<MN+I 
CO m „ ~ 
n = 1 i = m„- 1 + 1 k= 1 
which gives (4). 
The proof is complete. 
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Compléments à l'étude des opérateurs de classe C0 
Par BÉLA SZ.-NAGY à Szeged et CIPRIAN FOIAÇ à Bucarest 
Dédié au 70ième anniversaire de M. László Rédei 
Dans cette Note on poursuit l'étude des opérateurs de classe C0, c'est-à-dire 
des contractions complètement non-unitaires T d'un espace de Hilbert telles que 
u(T) = 0 pour une fonction convenable uÇ_H°°, u^éO, et on réussit de compléter 
d'une manière essentielle certains résultats des Notes [2] et [3]. La clé en est fournie 
par le théorème 1 affirmant que pour tout Tç C0 il existe un sous-espace invariant^ 
cyclique tèl que la restriction de T à ce sous-espace ait la même fonction mini-
mum que T. (On a démontré ce résultat dans [2] sous la condition additionnelle 
que T est de multiplicité fiT finie.)1) 
On établit alors (théorème 2) une liste de conditions équivalentes à la condi-
tion nT = 1 (opérateurs „sans multiplicité"), en étendant de cette façon à la classe 
Q, des résultats obtenus dans [2] pour les classes particulières C0(N). On démontre, 
entre autres, que si un opérateur T de classe C0 admet un vecteur cyclique, il en 
est de même de T* ainsi que de toute restriction de T à un sous-espace invariant. 
Ensuite on considère les opérateurs T de classe C0 tels que fxr < et en montrant 
qu'alors nT* = fi r (théorème 3) on parvient à étendre un résultat fondamental de 
[3], notamment on obtient que Tes t quasi-similaire à un „opérateur de Jordan" 
S(mlt..., mK) et un seul, avec K=nT, et que par conséquent le second commutant 
de Test composé des fonctions (p(T) de T. 
1. Préliminaires 
Lemme 1. Soit J une famille de fonctions intérieures (scalaires) pour le dis-
que unité ouvert D, jouissant des propriétés: a) pour u, v£<? on a aussi «VDÇ/, 
b) il y a un AqÇD tel que, pour u variable dans J , |«(Ao)| ait un infimum y^-0. Dans 
') Pour un opérateur T dans l'espace § la multiplicité MT est définie comme la cardinalité 
minimum d'un ensemble S dans S tel que S , T S , T2 S , . . . sous-tendent 
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ces conditions toute suite u„ J , telle que |W„(A0)| -»Y, contient une Suite partielle qui 
converge dans D vers Vu.2) 
{Cf. [4]; on applique le théorème de Vitali-Montel.) 
Dans ce qui suit T désignera un opérateur défini dans l'espace de Hilbert §>, 
de classe C0. La fonction minimum de T sera notée par mT. Pour un ensemble 
non-vide 31 dans § on écrit 9JÎ(91) pour le sous-espace, invariant pour T, défini 
oo 
par V Tn11; la fonction minimum de r|9Jî(3l) sera notée aussi par mm. En parti-
n = 0 
culier, si /26$, on écrira mh pour la fonction minimum de la restriction de T au 
sous-espace invariant 9Ji (//) = V T"h. n = 0 
Le mme 2. Pour hh-*-h {hh, h Ç §) et À0Ç,D quelconques, on a 
|mh{À0) S liminf |MFCN(A0)|. 
n~*co 
Dans la démonstration on fait usage, entre autres, de la propriété suivante du 
calcul fonctionnel pour les contractions complètement non-unitaires {cf. [1], théorème 
III. 2. 1 (c")): Pour toute suite de fonctions un£H"' uniformément bornées et tendant 
vers 0 dans D, on a un{T)O. On applique ce fait notamment à une suite partielle 
des mh — mh, obtenu par le théorème de Vital itM on tel. (Pour les détails voir [4], n° 3.) 
Lemme 3. (SHERMAN)3) Soit 5} un souS-espace de de dimension 2. Les 
pour lesquels mh=mH, font un ensemble dense dans Notamment, les h exception-
nels sont compris dans la réunion d'un ensemble dénombrable de sous-espaces de S\ de 
dimension 1. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Pour hx,h2Ç.& de directions différentes on a K = V/i2, 
5)i(il) = 9K(/z1)V®i(/?2) et par conséquent mR = mhlVmh2; cf. [1], proposition 
III. 6. 2. En posant ph = msJ?nh la dernière relation est équivalente à la relation 
Pk,hph2 = L Or, pour la fonction intérieure une famille de diviseurs intérieurs 
2) Pour une famille {S„} de sous-ensembles non vides de l'espace on désigne par \J <5„ le 
a 
sous-espace sous-tendu par les vecteurs compris dans la réunion U S „ . — Pour une famille {«„} 
a 
de fonctions intérieures, on désigne par A«« le plus grand diviseur intérieur commun et par V"« le 
a a 
plus petit multiple intérieur commun (si celui-ci existe). ' 
3) Ce lemme est indiqué dans [6] et démontré dans un cas particulier. La démonstration in-
génieuse pour le cas général (que nous allons esquisser) nous a été communiquée par M. J. SHER-
MAN. 
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propres, premiers deux à deux, est nécessairement dénombrable. Cela résulte en 
considérant la représentation de mA moyennant ses zéros dans D et la mèsure sin-
gulière correspondante sur la circonférence unité. 
Théorème 1. Pour tout opérateur T de classe C0 dans l'espace 5), il existe un 
f f 9) tel que mf~mr. 
Remarque . Ce théorème a été démontré auparavant pour le cas particulier 
où nT<<=o; cf. [2], théorème 1 et la remarque à la fin du n° 4. Nous en ferons usage 
dans ce, qui suit.*) 
Démons t r a t i on . Choisissons X0£D tel que m - p i ^ ^ Q et posons 
Comme chaque mf est un diviseur intérieur de mT, on a y' = y (̂ =>0); la famille 
des fonctions mf ( / € § ) vérifie donc la condition b) du lemme 1. Elle vérifie la con-
dition b) aussi: il n'y a qu'à appliquer le théorème pour T' = T\'3R(fi,f2) au lieu 
de T (cas établi dans [2] parce que f i r ^ 2 ) , en observant aussi que mT'=mfl V mf2 
(cf. [1], proposition III. 6. 2). 
Soit {/„} une suite minimisante pour y'. En vertu du lemme 1 elle comprend 
une suite partielle {g„} convergeant dans D vers le plus petit multiple intérieur com-
mun m des fonctions mr (/£§>). Or on a évidemment V ®l(/) = d'où u = mT 
/ € S 
(cf. [1], proposition III. 6.2). On a donc en particulier mgn(X0)—mT(X0), d'où 
Y ~ y-
Supposons que 'mT ne coïncide avec aucune des fonctions mf. Puisque mf 
est un diviseur intérieur de mT , cela veut dire que \mf(lQ)\>-\mT(Xo)\ pour tout 
/ £ En d'autres termes, on suppose donc que l'espace § est la réunion des sous-
erisembles 
Chaque ak est. différent de § (autrement, on aurait y' S y + l//c.pour un k) et est 
2. L'existence de / vérifiant mf = mT 
y = |ffîr(A0)| et y' = inf |my(A0)|. 
*) (Ajouté dans les épreuves:) M . D O M I N G O A . HERRERO vient de nous signaler qu'il a trouvé, 
ily a plus d'une année, le résultat suivant plus fort que notre théorème: Pour TiC0, l'ensemble 
des vecteurs /£§ pour lesquels mf^mT est un F„ et de première catégorie. 
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fermé (conséquence du lemme 2). En vertu du théorème de Baire l'un au moins 
des ensembles <rk doit alors comprendre une boule 
® = {/• | | / - / o | H e) (e^O), 
c'est-à-dire qu'on a 
(1) I w ^ A q ) ! ^ ! pour un V j ^ y et pour t o u t / £ S . 
Or, comme y' = y, il existe un g £ § tel que 
(2) K ( A 0 ) | < y i ; 
/ 0 et g sont linéairement indépendants (parce que mfo ^ mg), donc déterminent un 
sous-espace 91 de dimension 2. Puisque 9JI (g) c9 ï î (21), mg est un diviseur de mm 
et par conséquent |W 0 (A O ) | S I ^ Î A Q ) ! , donc vu (2) on a \m^(X0)\. 
D'autre part, il s'ensuit de lemme 3 que les / £ 2 1 pour lesquels mf = mm, sont 
denses dans 21. Ainsi il existe un /£21H93 tel que mf=mn; vu (1) on a donc 
Les deux inégalités pour |wa(A0)|, étant contradictoires, nous avons démontré 
par l'absurde l'assertion du théorème. 
3. Vecteurs cycliques et quasi-similitude à un S (m) 
Pour une fonction intérieure m on désigne par S (m) l'opérateur de classe C 0 ( l ) 
défini dans l'espace §(m) = H2 QmH2 par (S ,(w)*«)(A)=—[w(A)-«(0)]; cf. [3]. 
A 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Soit T de classe C0 dans a) Si T ou T* admet un vecteur 
cyclique, il en est de même de Vautre et dans ce cas T est quasi-similaire à S (m) (et T* 
à S(m~)), où m = mT.4) — b) Inversement, si T est quasi-similaire ù un S(m), T et T* 
ont des vecteurs cycliques. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . 
Ad a). Par raison de symétrie il suffit d'envisager le cas où T* a un vecteur 
cyclique /* . Choisissons alors un élément / £ § tel que la restriction T0 de T au 
sous-espace invariant § 0 =9Jl( / ) ait la même fonction minimum que T (cf. théo-
rème 1). Nous allons démontrer que / est cyclique pour T. 
Soit g £ § , d'ailleurs quelconque, et désignons par Tg la restriction de T au 
sous-espace invariant $$g=W(f, g). Puisque T0czTga T, la fonction minimum de 
Tg est aussi égale à mT. 
. *) Dans [2] on a établi ce fait pour les classes particulières C0(N) seulement. 
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Il est évident que D'autre part, on a = 1 parce que la projection . 
orthogonale de/„. à est un vecteur cyclique pour T*.5) Puisque HT„ — 2 e t = '> 
on déduit du théorème 2 de [3] que (jiTg = 1 et) Tg est quasi-similaire à l'opérateur 
S = S(m), m = mTg = mT; cela subsiste en particulier pour T0 (cas g=0) . 
Donc il y a des quasi-affinités Xg: &g—§)(m) et Yg: §>(m)—§>g telles que 
(3) SXg = XgTg et TgYg= YgS. 
Puisque T0czTg, la quasi-affinité Y0 : § (m) § 0 induit une injection 6) 
Yg: $ ( / » ) - $ , telle que Yg$)(m)=iJo. 
Par conséquent, Zg = Y'gXg sera une injection de dans § 9 vérifiant 
(4) % = § o-
On déduit aisément de (3) que XgYg et XgZgYg permutent à S. En vertu d'un 
théorème de SARASON [5] il existe donc des fonctions ug,vgÇ;H°° telles que 
XgZgYg = ug(S), XgYg = vg(S). 
Faisant usage de (3) on en déduit les relations 
YgXgZgYg=Ygug(S) = ug(Tg)Yg, YgXgYg=Ygvg(S) = vg(Tg)Yg; 
vu que Yg § (m) =§>g il en dérive que 
(5) YgXgZg = ug(Tg), YgXg = vg(Tg). 
Les opérateurs Yg, Xg, Zg étant des injections, il en est de même de leur produit 
ug(Tg), donc aussi de ug. (Tg) où ugi désigne le facteur intérieur de ug.7) Cela entraîne 
que uglAmTg — 1. 8) Comme on a mTg=m = ms, la fonction minimum de la re-
6) Si A est un opérateur dans § et fi est un sous-espace invariant pour A, alors A^=A\2 vérifie 
les équations As,nPs=Ps>An* ( n = 0 , 1 , . . . ) où Pa est la projection orthogonale à fi. Si A* admet 
un vecteur cyclique h, les vecteurs Ps>A*"h ( «=0 ,1 , . . . ) sous-tendent le sous-espace / > £ § = £ et o n 
conclut que le vecteur P&h est cyclique pour 
6) y'gh= Y0h pour „Injection" veut dire une transformation biunivoque de l'espace 
de départ dans l'espace final. 
' ) Pour le facteur extérieur ug., l 'opérateur uga(Tg) est une quasi-affinité dans cf. [1] pro-
position III. 3. 1. 
8)—9) On applique ici les faits suivants, valables pour tout opérateur T de classe C0 (dans §> 
et pour toute fonction intérieure w: Les sous-espaces 
& , = { / : / € & w ( D / = 0} et 
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striction de S1 à ugi(S)Ç>(m) sera donc égale à ms.9) Or on déduit.de [2], théorème 2> 
que la restriction de l'opérateur S(£ C0(l)) à un sous-espace invariant propre 
a sa fonction minimum diiïérente de ms. On conclut que ugi(S)fy(m) =9)(m) et par 
conséquent ug(S)§>(m) = §>(m), d'où il dérive par (3): 
ug(Tg)%g = ug(Tg)Ygf)(m) = Ygug(S)Um) = ï , S («) = $,. 
D'autre part il dérive de (4) et (5) que 
ug{Tg)9>q = vg(Tg)Zg9)g = vg(Tg)^= v] T0)§0 c §0. 
On a donc ce qui veut d're que tout élément g de § est compris dans 
:§0. Donc § 0 = § , T a le vecteur cyclique / et est quasi-similaire à S(m). 
Ad b). Si T est quasi-similaire à S(m), T* est quasi-similaire à S(m~) et in-
versement. Or S(m) et S(m~) ont des vecteurs cycliques (tels sont 1— m(Q) m et 
1 -m~(0)m~). Grâce aux quasi-similitudes en question, Te t T* ont aussi des vecteurs 
cycliques. 
La proposition 1 est démontrée. 
Corol la i re . Si un opérateur T de classe C0 admet un vecteur cyclique, il en est 
de même de la restriction de T à un Sous-espace invariant fi. 
En effet, T* a alors un vecteur cyclique ; la projection de à fi sera cyclique 
pour ( r |£)* (cf.5)) ce qui entraîne à son tour que Tjfi admet aussi un vecteur 
cyclique. 
4. Opérateurs sans multiplicité 
Nous sommes à même de montrer que le théorème 2 de [2], établi là pour les 
classes C0(N), s'étend à toute la classe C0 . 
Théor ème 2. Pour un opérateur T de classe C0 dans l'espace les conditions 
suivantes sont équivalentes: 
(i) pT = l (T admet un vecteur cyclique) ; 
(ij nT* = 1 (T* admet un vecteur cyclique) ; 
sont invariants (même ultrainvariants) pour T et les restrictions correspondantes de T ont les fonctions 
minimum 
mT^ — mT Aw et mTw = mr/(mrAw). 
Pour T w c'est le lemme 2 dans [3], tandis que pour 7*w c'est une conséquence immédiate du 
lenime4. 5 et du théorème 6.3 du chap. III de [1]. Notons que si H>(T) est une injection, on a § w ={0}, 
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(ii) T est quasi-similaire à S (m), m=mT; 
(iii) pour tout diviseur intérieur m' de mT il existe un sous-espace fi invariant 
pour T et un seul tel que mT^ = m', notamment le sous-espace ultrainvariant = 
= {h: m'(T)h — 0}; 
(iv) il n'y a pas de sous-espace propre fi de invariant pour T et tel que 
mT\S>—mT> 
(v) il n'y a pas des sous-espaces différents fit et fi2, invariants pour T et tels 
que T\ilt et T|fi2 soient quasi-similaires; 
(vi) tout opérateur Xf (T)' est une fonction de T: X — (p(T) où <p £ Nr. ' °) 
Démons t r a t i on . L'équivalence des conditions (i), (i*) et (ii) a été déjà établie 
dans la proposition 1. Nous utiliserons la notation (o) pour indiquer l'une quelcon-
que de ces conditions. 
Ad (o)=>(iii). Supposons que T vérifie (o) et soit m' un diviseur intérieur de 
mT. On sait que le sous-espace = m'(T)h = 0} est ultrainvariant pour T, 
«t T' — a la fonction minimum égale à m' {cf. [1], théorème III. 6. 3). Soit §q 
un sous-espace quelconque de invariant pour T et tel que T'0 = T\9)'0 ait la fonc-
tion minimum égale à m'. Il est manifeste que §qC il s'agit de montrer que 
Considérons à cet effet le sous-espace invariant pour T, engendré par et 
un vecteur g'ÇSj; désignons ce sous-espace par §>'g. Comme on a T', la 
fonction minimum de T'g est aussi égale à m'. Comme T vérifie (o), il en est de même 
de sa restriction T'g (cf. le corollaire de la proposition 1), donc T'g est quasi-similaire 
à l'opérateur S (m) avec m = mT'B — m'. 
A partir de ce point il n'y a qu'à répéter, dès les formules (3), les raisonnements 
de la démonstration de la proposition 1 a), en les appliquant à T'g et S (m') au lieu 
de Tg et S(m). Il résulte que $>g = &0 pour tout g€&', d'où = 
Ad (iii)=>(iv). On prend m'=mT dans (iii). 
Ad (iv)=>(o). Soit /o tel que mTiw(jo) = mT (cf. theorème 1). Si T vérifie (iv), 
on doit avoir 9Jl(/0) = § , donc/0 est cyclique pour T. 
Ad (iii)=>(v). On note que deux opérateurs quasi-similaires de classe C0 ont 
la même fonction minimum. 
Ad (v)=>(o). Soit f0 tel que f0 = Tj3JÎ(/ô) ait la même fonction minimum que T 
(theorème 1). Il s'agit de montrer que SJîQo) = i?>.-Or dans le cas contraire il existe un 
10) (T)' est constituté des opérateurs (linéaires bornés) qui permutent à T; (T)" est constitué 
des opérateurs qui permutent à tout opérateur dans (T ) ' . — Pour la classe de fonctions NT cf. [2], 
p. 7 ou [1], chap. IV (dans la variante anglaise). ' 
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fy 0 orthogonal à 9JlOo). Posons Ty = r ^ où = 9JÎ(/i). Comme mTl et un diviseur 
de m r ,donc de mTo, il existe un sous-espace £ 2 de ®JOo), invariant pour T0 et tel que 
T2 = T0|£2 ( = T\22) a la fonction minimum égale à mTi. Comme T0 admet le vecteur 
cyclique f0, sa restriction T2 admet aussi un vecteur cyclique (cf. le corollaire à 
la proposition 1). En vertu de la proposition 1, 7\ et T2 sont quasi-similaires au 
même opérateur S(m), avec m = mT¡ = mTl, et par conséquent Ty est quasi-similaire à 
T2. Comme ^ fi2, n o u s sommes aboutis à une contradiction avec (v). Cela prouve 
que SDl(/ô) = c'est-à-dire que f0 est cyclique pour T. 
Ad (o) =>(vi). En vertu de (o), T est quasi-similaire à S(mT). On applique alors 
le même raissonnement que dans [2], n°7 ((i)-*(vi)). 
Ad (vi) =>(0). Comme nous avons à notre disposition le théorème 1, la proposition 1 
et son corollaire, nous pouvons procéder par le même raisonnement que dans [2], 
n°7((vi)-Hi)). 





La démonstration du théorème est terminée. 
5. Opérateurs de multiplicité finie 
Pour une suite finie my, ...,mk de fonctions intérieures, dont chacune est un 
diviseur de la précédente, nous posons SQrty, ..., mk) — S(mL)® ••• © S(mk). Si de 
plus mk (et par conséquent mk_1,..., m y) sont non-constantes, nous appelons 
S (m y, ..., mk) un opérateur de Jordan; cf. [3]. 
Dans [3] on a démontré le théorème 1 : si TÇ. C0 (dans §> {0}) et ¡iT < alors 
il existe un opérateur de Jordan tel que T^S(m1} ..., mK), 11) et le théorème 2: si de 
plus pTt < cet opérateur de Jordan est univoquement déterminé par T, est quasi-
similaire à T, et on a K=pT = nT*. Dans de dernier cas, S (m y, ..., mK) est appelé 
le modèle de Jordan de T. 
Faisant usage de ces résultats de [3] ainsi que de ceux que nous venons d'établir 
dans la Note présente, nous montrerons que la condition ¿It»<°D dérive de la 
condition, OU, ce que revient au même par raison de symétrie, que /¿T* < °=> 
entraîne ¡iT < 
") veut dire que T2 est une transformée quasi-affine de T¡; cf. [3], p. 94. 
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A cet effet il faut d'abord observer que la proposition 1 de [3] est valable pour 
T quelconque : 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Pour tout T de classe C0 dans Vespace il existe un Sous-
espace invariant 931 tel qu'on ait 
(6) T^Sim^®^ où m1=mT, T^riaW 
et que par conséquent mTl soit un diviseur de ml. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . D'après le théorème 1 il existe un sous-espace fi invariant 
pour T* tel que T* |fi admette un vecteur cyclique et ait la même fonction minimum 
que T*. L'opérateur r f l = (r*|fî)* admet alors aussi un vecteur cyclique, soit / , 
et on a mTs = (mTt)~ =mT, donc Ta est quasi-similaire à S(mT); cf. proposition 1. 
oo 
En posant = V Tnf on montre (tout comme à la p. 99 de [3]) que mT,Si —mT; 
n = o 
comme r i*^ admet un vecteur cyclique (notamment/), on déduit de la proposition 1 
que J T ^ est aussi quasi-similaire à S(mT). En particulier on a donc r l f i ^ S ^ r ) ^ 
>• T a . De ces relations on déduit (6), avec 9W = § © fi, par le même raisonnement 
qu'on a employé dans [3], n°2. Cela conclut la démonstration. 
Par application itérée de la proposition 2 on obtient que 
(7) T> S(mt, ...,mr)@Tr 
(où chaque m est un diviseur du précédent et mTr est un diviseur de mr) et cela pour 
r quelconque ( r ^ l ) si l'on admet (à partir d'un certain rang) aussi des fonctions 
intérieures m constantes et: des opérateurs Tr de l'espace banal {0}. 
Cela étant, supposons que D'après le théorème 1 de [3] il existe un 
opérateur de Jordan S(p x , . . . , p t e l que 
(8) T*>S(p;,...,p~), donc T<S(plt ...,pK). 
De (7) et (8) on déduit que.5(/>1; ...,/?K) >• S(m1, ..., mr)®Tr. Par conséquent il 
existe un sous-espace £ r invariant pour S(j...,pK) tel qu'on ait 
et cela pour tout r ^ l . Comme S(plf ...,pK) est compris dans la classe C0(K), 
sa restriction à fir est comprise dans une classe C0(Kr) avec Kr^K. Si la 
fonction mr n'est pas constante, il s'ensuit de la proposition 2 de [3] que r ^ K r . 
Donc la fonction mK+1 est certainement constante et par conséquent TK+l est un 
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opérateur dans l'espace banal {0}. On conclut qu'il existe un R ( ^ K ) tel que mK 
est non-constante et Ty-Simy, ..., mR). Cela entraîne que 
HT S «B) - -R, 
donc nT < En vertu du théorème 2 de [3] on a nécessairement jiT = n r*. 
Vu que les conditions T(i C0 et T* £ C0 sont équivalentes, les rôles de nT et ¿<r» 
sont symétriques, donc on a le 
T h é o r è m e 3. Pour tout T de classe C0, de multiplicité fiT finie, on a )ir = //T*. 
Il s'ensuit que les théorèmes 2 et 3 de [3] s'appliquent à tout opérateur T de 
classe C 0 , de multiplicité /tT finie: T est quasi-similaire à un opérateur de Jordan, 
univoquement déterminé par T, et le second commutant (T)" est composé de fonctions 
<p(T)deT, cp£NT. 
Il s'ensuit aussi le complément suivant au théorème 2 : 
C o r o l l a i r e . Pour T de claSse C0 et de multiplicité finie, on a ¡xT = 1 si (T)' est 
commutatif et dans ce cas seulement. 
En effet, si /¿r = l, (T)' est commutatif parce qu'il est constitué de fonctions 
<p(T) (cf. théorème 2). Inversement, si (T)' est commutatif, on a (T)' = (T)", et 
si de plus on a (T)"cz d'après ce qu'on vient d'énoncer; or 
la relation ( T ) ' A {<P(T)}(PÎNT entraîne = 1 d'après le théorème 2. 
R e m a r q u e . On ne sait pas encore s'il existe un T de classe C0 avec ¡IT = °° et 
(T)' commutatif. 
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Non-existence of unicellular operators on certain non-separable 
Banach spaces 
By J. SZŰCS, E. MÁTÉ in Szeged, and C. FOIA§ in Bucharest1) 
1. Professor B. S Z . - N A G Y has raised the following problem: Does there exist 
a unicellular operator2) on a non-separable (real or complex) Banach space B? 
The following theorem gives, a partial answer to this question. 
Theorem 1. In the following cases there exists no unicellular operator on B: 
(a) dim ; 
(b) B* is non-separable in its w*-topology i.e. there exists no countable subset 
in B* which is dense in the w*-topology, 3) 
(c) B is reflexive 4) and non-separable. 
Proof . Part (a). Let coY be the smallest non-countable ordinal number. 
For every /? < we define by transfinite induction an element xfi of B in the following 
way: Choose x t £ B arbitrarily and if xp has already been defined for /?<a set 
Ma = V x„, s) Ma is a separable subspace of B. Since B is not separable we can 
choose an element y£B for which d = inf \\x — >0. Setting x0L — d~iy we have 
X É AFA 
*) Theorem 1, its proof and the second proof of Theorem 2 is due to the first, Remark 
1 to the second, and Theorem 2, its first proof with the lemma and Remark 2 to the third author . 
2) In this paper "operator" always means "linear bounded operator". The operator T is said 
to be unicellular if for any two closed invariant subspaces for T, say M and N, we have either McN 
or NcM. 
3) B* is the space of all bounded linear functionals on B; the w* ("weak star") topology of 
B* is the topology of the pointwise convergence of elements as functions on B. 
4) I.e. each element F(B** is of form F(f)=f(x) with varying fiB* and fixed xzB, the choice 
of this latter depending, of course, on F. 
6) If X is a subset of B we denote by V * the (closed) subspace of B spanned by the elements 
x e X. If X is a set of subsets of B, we denote by V X the subspace of B spanned by the elements x 
xex 
of U X. 
xex 
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•obviously inf II* —xJ = 1. Thus for a -^c^ , /?<co u a?*/? we have ||xa —x»|| S i , 
and hence the dimension of M = V xa is equal to Ki-
«<£0! 
C O 
Suppose T is a linear operator on B and set N= V T"M. Then N is invariant 
(1 = 0 
o o 
for Tand clearly dim JV= Hi, and hence N^B. Choose z€-B\JV and set = V T"z. 
ii = 0 
Then N' is invariant for T and N' is not contained in N. On the other hand, since 
dim JWdim N', N is not contained in N'. Hence T is not unicellular. 
Part (b). Let T be any operator on B, x a non-zero element of B, and set 
oo 
M = V T"x. Consider a strongly dense sequence {x„}n°L0 in M. Choose a sequence 
n = 0 
of elements /„ of B* with fn(xn) = ||JCJ, || f j = 1. Let y be an element of M for which 
/« ( j ) —0 (« = 0, 1, ...). Since {xn}„°l0 is dense in M we have liminf Hj —x„[| = 0, 
So 
Ibll ^ lim inf ( | | j —xn|| 4- ||x„||) = l iminf (b-x n | |+ /„ (x„) ) = 
H - » oo « - • o o 
= lim inf (|| j — xn|| +/„(x„ —• y)) lim inf2||^ —x„|| = 0, 
and hence y = 0. 
Let N denote the w*-closed linear subspace spanned by the elements of form 
x -/„(T'x) (i, n = 0,l, ...) in B*. The preceding result means that XNC]M = {0}. 6) 
On the other hand, ±N is not trivial since N^B* [4, p. 65]. is invariant 
for T, and obviously neither -LAr nor M is contained in the other. Hence T is not 
unicellular. 
Part (c). First of all we observe that B* is not separable in the norm topology 
{4, p. 65]. Hence by M A Z U R ' S theorem [3] on the closedness in the w-topology, of 
a convex and strongly closed subset of B*, B* is not w-separable. Since B is reflexive, 
the w and the w*-topologies coincide, so B* is not w*-separable and Part (c) follows 
from Part (b). 
R e m a r k 1. Part (c) can also be proved without using Part (b) and the Mazur 
theorem. Define T, x, M, x„ and /„ as in the proof of Part (b). Since by [2, p. 65] 
3* is not separable in the norm topology, and since B is reflexive, there exists a 
EO 
non-zero element z of B for which fn(T'z) = 0 (/,« = 0, 1, ...). Set V T'z. 
i = 0 
6) For any subset A' of a Banach space B we define 
= {/: fzB*;f(x)=0 for all xeB}, 
a n d for any subset F of B* we define 
1-F= {x: xdB, / ( * ) = 0 for all / € F}. 
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Then L is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T and by the proof of Part (b) 
we have Lf)M = {0}. Since M too is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T, T is 
not unicellular. 
2. In this section we formulate a theorem similar to Theorem 1. 
T h e o r e m 2. If C is a non-separable real or complex Banach space and S is 
a bounded linear operator on C then T= S* is not unicellular on B — C*. 
We give first a direct proof of Theorem 2 and then we give a proof along the 
line of the proof for Part (b) of Theorem 1. 
F i r s t p roo f . Let us suppose that S* is unicellular. Then S is also unicellular 
(see the Lemma below). Now, for a unicellular operator, say S, every non-trivial 
invariant subspace A' is separable. Indeed, take a y£C, y<{X, and set 
Y=\/SJy. 
J = 0 
Then Y is an invariant subspace for S, and by virtue of Ycf X we must have I c Y-
As Y is separable so. must be X. 
If S has no non-trivial invariant subspace then C = V TJx for any x£B, x^O, 
j=o 
and hence C is separable. Thus if C is non separable then there exists a non-trivial 
invariant subspace X for S; therefore X is separable. Then (B/X )* is isomorphic 
to XL, which is invariant for T* and is different from C* (the assumption of the 
contrary implies X= {0}). But S* is unicellular so that XL is separable. Therefore 
(C/X)* is separable, hence C/X too is separable [2, p. 65]. Now the fact that X 
and C/X are separable implies that C is separable: contradiction. This completes 
the proof. 
Second p r o o f . Consider C as a subspace of C** = B*, and choose a sequence 
of elements /„ of C with the same properties as in Part (b) except that here we 
require | | / , | | ' - * 1 as n — instead of | | / J = 1; this is enough to conclude y = 0. 
Then ATI C is obviously the w*-closed subspace of C spanned by the elements 
S'fn ('. n = 0, 1, ...). The w*-topology of C** coincides on C with the w-topology 
of C, and so by Mazur's theorem [3] NC\C C, which implies N^B*. The same 
argument as used at the end of the proof of Part (b) completes the proof. 
In the first proof we used the following 
Lemma. If S* is unicellular then so is S. 
Proo f . Let X, YaC be two (linear closed) subspaces of C, invariant for S. 
Then X-1 and Y1- are subspaces of C*, invariant for S*. Since S* is unicellular we 
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may assume inclusion in one way or the other; if we have e.g. 
X1- с r-L then Y= -L(F-L)c: J-^J-) = X, 
which was to be shown. 
R e m a r k 2. Obviously, in the lemma С may also be separable. However the 
assertion remains no more valid if S and S* are interchanged. This can be illustrated 
by the example in which C = L\0, 1), C* = L~(0, 1) and 
[Sf](x) = j f ( t ) d t ( 0 < * < 1 , / £ ¿ 4 0 , 1 ) ) . 
о 
Then S is unicellular since its invariant (linear and closed) subspaces are 
C«={/ : / € ¿ 4 0 , 1) and / ( 0 = 0 a.e. if 0 < i < a } , 
where O ^ a á l (see [1]). 
Consider the element g£L°°(0, 1) that is equal to 1 a.e. on (0, 1) and form 
the invariant subspace M= V S*ng of S*. Compare M to the subspace 
n = 0 
Ci = {/ : /€¿~(0, l>, / (*) = 0 a.e. if 
which is invariant under S*. Since M is separable we have Мф ; on the other 
hand, it is obvious that Mct ; therefore S* is not unicellular. 
We do not know wether or not Theorem 2 holds for every bounded linear 
operator T on C*. Thus the following problem is open: Does there exist a unicellular 
operator on the conjugate of a non-separable Banach space C? 
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The shell of a Hilbert-space operator. II 
By CHANDLER DAVIS in Toronto (Canada) 
As in the first article [3], the subject is relations between an operator A on Hilbert 
space § and a certain subset of real 3-space, whose definition (1. 3) is reproduced 
below. The main purpose of the present article is to give new information on what 
subsets of 3-space can arise from the construction. The paper concludes with discussion 
of a natural conjecture concerning the relation between the shell and spectral sets 
(§12); of thé classes Ce of Sz.-Nagy and Foia§, and of the relationship between 
the shell and the property of being similar to a contraction. I want to express my 
appreciation for conversations with E. DURSZT, which led to significant improvements 
in the paper. 
References to §§1—8 are to the first article; the sections of the present paper 
are numbered beginning with §9. 
Recall that the "shell" of an operator A is the set of all points 
for x, y£§> and y = Ax. (Notations: x*y is the complex inner product; so the first 
. component £ in (1. 3) is a complex number thought of as the first two real components 
of (p(y, Jt)£R3.) More generally, if 91 is a closed linear relation in its shell 
is the set of all points (1. 3) for ( j , The shell is denoted s(A) or 
i(2l); B denotes the unit ball in R3, and S its boundary. 
Let us first, consider 2-dimensional All relations 91 then fall into a few types, 
whose shells will be classified completely. 
Type 1. Normal operators. The shell, as was already pointed out in §4, Example 1, 
is the convex hull of the points of S which correspond under stereographic projection 
(1. 1) to points of the spectrum. 
Because of Thm. 5. 1, it is natural to include also under Type 1 all relations 
(1.3) 
M 2 + M 2 ' N l 2 + M 2 
2**>> - M 2 + M 2 
9. Operators on 2-space 
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which are Möbius transforms of normal operators. This gives two types of "multi-
valued operators": one relation with one-point spectrum namely 
(9-1) {Cf,0) :?<=§}; 
and a class of relations with two-point spectra, namely 
(9.2) {aY, x): xÇ9?} + {Cv, 
for arbitrary fixed ÀÇ.C and 1-dimensional subspace 9Î, giving spectrum {A, 
Thm. 5. 1 says that, for either (9. 1) or (9. 2), the shell is the convex hull of the points 
corresponding to the spectrum. 
In the rest of the classification it is natural similarly to put together relations 
which are Möbius transforms of each other. 
Type 2. Operators with two-point spectrum. By Thm. 5. 1, we can choose any 
two points of C, then pass to the general case by Möbius transformation. The 
simplest choice computationally — not conceptually! — is a(3i) = {0, This 
occurs for the relation 
<9.3) {(0,x):x€9î} + { ( j , 0 ) : j € S } , 
9Î and S being fixed distinct 1-dimensional subspaces. Let 6 be the number Ç[0, n/2] 
such that, for every «Ç9Î and vÇ<S, \v*u\ =cos 0\\u\\ ||t>||. Then clearly (since (y, 
Iii2 if and only if je € 9Î and j"(21) is the ellipsoid of revolution—liL—+h2 = 1. 
cos2 0 
(In the ¿-coordinates this is ô2ô3=cos2d ôtôA.) The case 6 = n/2 is convenient 
to exclude, because the ellipsoid degenerates ; but it is already described by (9. 2) 
anyway. The other extreme case, 0 = 0, will be treated later as Type 4. 
Let us also give explicitly the shell of an operator with two-point spectrum 
{Â, —A}, 0<A. (The shell of any Type 2 operator can then be obtained from one 
of these by some rigid rotation of B.) By suitable choice of coordinate system in 
we may take the matrix of A to be 
fO l/y.) 
(9.4) ^ V o J 
for some x ^ l . The shell is the ellipsoid whose upper /¡-intercept is thé point 
whose lower /i-intercept is 
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and whose horizontal sections it is convenient to give parametrically as follows. 
with fixed r > 0 and variable real <5, then <p(Ax, x) traces an ellipse If * — I iö xre 
1 
at height 
„ _ l + A 2 ( x 2 + r2) 
r2x2 + l + A2(x2 + r2) 
and with axes terminating respectively at 
2Ar(x2 + l) 
(9.6) 
c = ± 
C = ±i 
r2x2 + l+A2(x2 + r2) ' 
2Ar(x2-l) 
r2x2+l+A2(x2 + r2) 
In particular, of course, eigenvectors are obtained by choosing re'd=± 1. This 
leads to the particular points 
(cf. (1. 1)), in agreement with Thm. 2. 2. 
In the particular case A=l , the ellipsoid is a prolate ellipsoid of revolution 
about its major axis, joining the points (±1 ,0) . This is the case where it is obtained 
by rigid rotation from the shell of (9. 3). 
An operator on 2-space with two-point spectrum can be specified, up to iso-
morphisms of § and Möbius transformations of the operator, by a single real 
parameter describing its "departure from normality". This parameter appeared 
x 2 — 1 
as 0 above and then as x. The relation between the two is cos 6 = — . 
• x2 + l 
Type 3. Operators with one-point spectrum. If a(A) = {0} then A may be 
represented by the matrix g ^j . This is obtained as the limit of (9. 4) as 
with XX = Q fixed. That is, we keep the ellipsoid's upper ¿-intercept fixed at 
0, ——I while its two points of tangency (9. 7) both approach T(0) = (0, — 1). 1 + 8 2 ) 
It is easy to see from (9. 6) that the eccentricity of horizontal sections approaches 0. 
Of course it is easy to compute directly that 
(9. 8) ^J = {(C, A): 0 2 ( l + e 2 ) l i | 2 + ((l + 02)/i + l)2 - b l -
under Möbius transformations of the operator, all these are evidently equi-
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valent. Any 21 in the 2-dimensional case with one-point spectrum is equivalent 
to one of these under a Möbius transformation giving a rigid rotation of B. 
Type 4. Operators with spectrum the extended plane. This is an abuse of 
language. For any fixed 1-dimensional subspace 5R of let 21 be the relation 
9t © 91 g § © By Def. 2. 1 and Def. 2.4, < (̂21) because 21 is not an operator, 
i.e., 9 t (2 I _ ^{O} . But also for any z£ C, 91(21-z3) may be shown to be non-zero: 
choose x£9l and it follows that (zx, x)£ 21, (0, x ) e 2 1 - z 3 ; therefore z£op(21). 
In this case it is easily seen that j(2I) is the whole unit sphere S. This is the 
limiting case of Type 2 in which the parameter 0 occurring there approaches 0; 
that is, the subspaces SR and <3 coalesce in (9. 3). It may also be regarded as the 
limiting case of Type 3 for Q — 
The above classification is complete in the following sense. 
Theorem 9. 1. Assume that dim = dim 21 = 2. If c7(2I) = C then 2i = 9i©9i 
for some l-dimensional 91 g Otherwise, for suitably chosen Möbius transformation p, 
and Suitably chosen coordinate system in ju(2l) is an operator with matrix 
f0 0) (0 0) fO llx) [ooj " lioj or U oj <*sl>-
Proof . Assume cr(2l) = C. Then both 91(21) and 91(21"1) are non-zero, so 
that 91(21)"*)®91(21) is a subspace of § © § having dimensionality at least 2; 
and it is g2i . By hypothesis it must be of dimensionality 2 and be =21. That 
is, 21 is of Type 4. Now all the assertions of the theorem can be obtained at once 
from the foregoing analysis. 
It remains to compile the facts on the more pathological cases where dim 2t ^ 
pi dim § = 2. These depend upon considerations applicable regardless of the dimen-
sionality of so I now allow § to be arbitrary. 
10. Geometry of the shell 
If dim 21 = 0, 21 = {(0,0)} and s(2l) is empty. 
If dim 21 = 1, 2T consists of scalar multiples of a single pair (>•, x), so i(2l) is 
the single point cp(y, x), which may be any point of B. 
Theorem 10. 1. If dim 21 = 2, then ^(91) is an ellipsoid (perhaps degenerate). 
If dim 21 >2, then .y(9t) is convex. 
The idea with which the following proof begins is the same as that which under-
lies Thm. 3. 2, but the presentation seems superior to the one I used there. 
Let <3 be any subspace g2I, of dimensionality m, which for convenience is 
assumed finite. Denote by CM the Hilbert space of w-component column-vectors 
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with the usual inner product; by W, a linear isometry on Cm onto <5. Since <5 g £j© Jrj, 
we may consider any Ww (w£ Cm) as an ordered pair (Wtw, W2w); then the Ws 
are contractions mapping Cm into and W\WX + W2W2 = 1. 
Now an arbitrary point of B may be represented by positive-homogeneous 
coordinates §2 , S3, t>4), with and S4 real, with S3=5Z, with d253Sd1S4 
and with <5X + d A > 0 ; see §5 for details. In particular the representation is such that 
the ¿-coordinates of any <p(y, x) (x, y 6 §) are (y*y, x*y, y*x, x*x). Instead of 
identifying points of B with rays in a 4-dimensional cone, it is equivalent to identify 
them with points of a section of the cone — say, by confining attention to those 
(<?!, 52 , (53, <54) for which d^+d^ — 1. The last equation means in the case of 
(p(y, x) that we deal only with pairs so ||j>||2 +||x||2 = 1, that is, unit vector in § © f j . 
In these terms, consider an arbitrary point of arising from a vector-pair 
in the range of W. Its ¿-coordinates will be of the form 
(<?!, 52, <53, <54) = (w* W? Wx w, w* W2* WL w, w* Wf W2 w, w* W2* W2 w) = 
= ( t r ( 0 ? * W l W w * ) , tr(W?W,ww*), tr (W*W2ww*), t r (W2*W2ww*)) = <P(ww*), 
where $ is the linear map into C4 from the space ®(C") defined by 
$(H) = (tr(W*WlH), t r ( W Z W j H ) , t r ( W t W 2 H ) , U{W*2W2H)). 
Actually we need consider only hermitian H\ they comprise a real subspace of 
93(C"'), on which 0 is a real-linear operator; and 4> automatically maps to points 
(<51; (52, <53, <54) satisfying = 5 l 9 <54 = 54 , S3 = 52. If JETSO then from the Schwarz 
inequality 5253^5i54.. Our H are still more special, being of the form ww*, w £ Cm. 
The condition that <51+54 = 1 as desired, is that 
1 = w*WfW1w+w*W^W2w = w*w. 
Conclusion: .s(S) is the image under a real-linear map of the set of projectors of 
rank 1 in 23 (Cm). 
Any two non-collinear points of 91 belong to a 2-dimensional subspace S g S i . 
We can go through the above construction with m —2. Hence, any two points of 
¿(91) belong to a subset of i(9I) which is the image of an ellipsoid by a real-linear 
map (this is Thm. 3. 2); namely, s(<5) is the image under <i> of {ww*\ w£ C2, ||w|| = 1}, 
which in matrix form is the set of all 
( cos0 1 i i f cos 26 eia sin 29\ 
( 1 0 1 ) U - s i n 0 j ( c O S 0 e"0sin0) — ~2~t~~2 s i n 29 —cos.20J' 
and the last matrix clearly gives, as 0 and co vary, a sphere of radius t[2 in the Frobenius 
norm. 
If dim 21 = 2, then take S = 9 I , and that finishes the first part of the proof. 
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If dim 91 >2, we will be finished once we have seen that, for every 2-dimensionaI 
S g 9 l and corresponding ellipsoid s(S) g s(9l), the inner domain of s(<£) (if any) 
also belongs to j(9t). Choose any 3-dimensional subspace 91 so S g 9*^91, and 
extend the isometry W:C2-*8 to an isometry C3—5R, still denoted by W. The 
only change entailed in the above is that (10. 1) is bordered by a third row and 
third column consisting of zeroes. Now the set {ww*:w£C3, ||w|| = l} contains 
the set of all matrices 
(10.2) 
cos 0 sin <p 
?~"°sin0sin^ 
cos q> 
(cos 6 s in q> eit0 s in 9 s in q> cos <p) ( O g i p s n/2), 
which is a 3-cell containing the set (10. 1). Therefore £(21), which is the image of 
(10. 1) under <P, is not essentially imbedded in the image of (10. 2) under <P, hence not 
essentially imbedded in i(9I). This is enough to complete the proof. 
We can now also complete the classification of shells in the special case 
dim § = 2. 
Corol lary. If dim 21 > dim § = 2, then ¿(91) is all of B. 
Proof. Since we now know that j(2l) is convex, it is enough to prove that it 
contains all of S. Now the two subspaces 91 and {0}©§ of the 4-dimensional 
space $ © § have dimensionalities totalling >4, hence they have non-trivial inter-
section; that is, 91(91) is non-zero; that is, (0, — l)£s(9l). For any Möbius trans-
formation ¡i, /¿(91) also has dimensionality dim 91 and the same argument applies: 
(0, — 1) € s(m(9I)). But the Möbius transforms of (0, —1) comprise all of S, and 
the proof is complete. 
As in the case of numerical range, there is also a rather trivial converse. 
T h e o r e m 10. 2. Any convex Subset of B is the shell of some relation. 
It is convenient to use the following fact, a sort of generalization of § 4, 
Example 1. 
Lemma 10. 1. Let § be the orthogonal direct sum ©p$p, where each §p is 
a Hilbert space and p ranges over some index set K. Let the relation 91 on § fee the 
direct sum of relations 2Ip on §p. Then i(9I) is the convex hull of the s(9ip). 
Proof. An arbitrary point (y, x) of 91 is obtained by setting x = Ip^pxp, 
y=Zp%pyp; here for each p,(yp> xp) is an arbitrary non-zero point of Slp but may 
be subjected to ]|xp|]2 + \\yp\}2 = 1 without loss of generality, and the coefficients 
are arbitrary subject to < 0 0 but may be subjected to Z\£p\2 = 1 without 
loss of generality. Now x*y=Zp\i,p\2x*pyp, a generalized convex combination; 
and similarly for and y*y with the same coefficients. For the images under the 
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mapping (1.3) one computes that (p(y, x)=Zp\£p\2<p(yp, xp). This is obviously 
in the closure of the convex hull of the .s(2Ip); I omit the rather standard geometric 
argument which shows it is in the convex hull itself. 
P roof of Thm. 10.2. Let K be a convex subset of B. For each point p 
of K, let §>p be a 2-dimensional Hilbert space, and let be a relation on &p spanned 
by the single pair (yp , xp), where xp and yp are so chosen in §>p that <p(yp, xp) = p 
and ||*p||2 + ||jp||2 = l. Application of the Lemma completes the proof. 
This construction is admittedly artificial. It can be modified in several respects, 
but an essential feature is the large dimensionality of the co-domain §©D(2l). 
In the case of an everywhere-defined bounded operator, the shell is significantly 
less arbitrary; see Thm. 3. 3 and § 11. It would be interesting to find a satisfactory 
necessary and sufficient condition for a subset of B to be shell of some everywhere-
defined bounded operator. 
11. Cones containing the shell 
Throughout this section, we consider everywhere-defined bounded operators. 
Although the shell (for instance, that of a normal operator) may have sharp 
edges or vertices, these can occur only on S; in the interior of B, the shape of the 
boundary of the shell must be snub. 
How can we express this geometric idea precisely? A first, qualitative expres-
sion is suggested by the known fact [9, Satz l(i)] that every corner of the boundary 
of the numerical range belongs to the approximate point spectrum. That fact can 
be slightly strengthened, becoming the following property of the shell. 
Theorem 11. 1. Let p be a point of B\S which belongs to the boundary 
d(s(A)). Assume there is no segment having both endpoints in S and lying entirely in 
s(A). Then s(A) has a unique supporting plane at p. 
We know the case of whole segments as edges of the boundary does occur (§ 4), 
so it was necessary to exclude it. 
Proof . Suppose there are distinct supporting planes at p, and let / denote 
their line of intersection. The hypotheses imply that at least one point of intersection 
of / with S is not in s(A). Since everything so far is invariant under the transformations 
considered in § 5, we are free to assume without loss of generality that this point 
is the north pole (0, 1) and that I is the vertical axis £ = 0. 
Then A is a bounded operator such that some (0, h) (Ji =— 1) is in s(A); say, 
(0,h) = <p(y,x), with y=Ax, x^0. Then by definition (1. 3), /z> — 1 means 
and £ = 0 means y_Lx. This must be shown to contradict the hypothesis that s(A) 
has two vertical supporting planes through / (that is, by Thm. 3. 1, that dw(A) has 
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a corner at 0). For this, it is enough to show that the set of numbers (.x + tei5y)*• 
•A(x + telSy) (for / > 0 and real <5) is not contained in any proper sector in C with 
opening -en. » 
Now by the choice of x and y, 
(11.1) (x + teidy)*A(x + teidy) = teiSx*Ay + te~idy*y + t2y*Ay, 
where the second term is non-zero. Let <50 be such a value of 5 as to make the coefficient 
of t non-zero. (Such a value exists; indeed, if perchance ei3'x*Ay + e~i3'y*y = 0 
then we can take <50 = 51+n/2 and get \eiiox*Ay + e~idoy*y\ = 2y*y^0.) Then 
as the points (11. 1) for 5 = S0 and 5 — d0 + n approach 0 along a line or 
parabola, from opposite sides. This completes the proof. 
I now turn to the more delicate quantitative version. Whereas Thm. 11. 1 says 
s(A) cannot have a sharp point at p£B\S, the following theorems say that even 
a slightly rounded point is impossible, and give exact information on how blunt 
it must be. We start with a supporting plane at p; since there is no loss of generality 
in taking this plane horizontal, the hypothesis begins by fixing the norm of A. 
Theorem 11.2. Assume I f , for some real constants r and k such 
that r + k^Q^r — k, s(A) is contained in the cone |£| S r + kh, then S I ^ is also 
l0" °J 
contained in that same cone. 
In other words, the special operator satisfies all inequalities of the form 
which can be satisfied by any operator of the same norm. 
This theorem has an equivalent, more explicit formulation, which follows. 
For simplicity, I state only the case g = l. 
Theorem 11.3. Assume |M|| = 1. Let n / 2 > 3 S a r c sin (1/3). Then for every 
e^O, there exists (£, h)£s{A) for which }'2 cos 9|C| -t-sin 9 (2h +1) S 1 — e. Equiv-
alent^, for every £>0 there exists non-zero x € § for which 
(11. 3) (1 +8)2/2 cos 9 \x*Ax\ S (1 +sin 3)||x|!2 + (l - 3 sin 9)|Mx||2. 
In this formulation, it is easy to see that the case 3 = arc sin (1/3) is just the 
known fact [8, p. 33] that the numerical radius of an operator of norm 1 is S J. 
The limiting case 9 -+n/2 is tautological. The other cases of the theorem are believed 
to be new. 
The equivalence of the various formulations is fairly easy to verify. The result 
for M|| = l implies the generalization for arbitrary ||/4j| by the transformation 
(11.2) X\x*Ax\ =s \\x\\2 + x\\Ax\\ 2 (A > 0, x g O ) 
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procedure of § 5. Also, for the particular operator 
0 0 
1 0 
we can get equality in 
(11. 3) with 8 = 0, but the x which achieves this is, up to a scalar multiple, unique; 
from this one proves the equivalence of Thm. 11.2 with Thm. 11. 3. Leaving to 
the reader the mechanical filling in of these details, I turn to the essential part, the 
proof of Thm. 11. 3. 
By the same sort of approximation procedure as in Thm. 3. 3, we see that it 
is enough to prove the conclusion with e = 0 and to do so under the assumption 
that s(A) is closed. In particular, we may assume that ||̂ 4|| is attained. 
The shell of — A is obtained from the shell of A upon rotation about the 
//-axis through a half-turn. By Lemma 10. 1, the shell of the convex 
hull of the shells of A and —A. Accordingly, it lies in every cone symmetric about 
the h-axis that s(A) does. That means that we can assume without loss of generality 
that (0 ,0 )£s(A) , that is, that there exists a vector such that ||x0]| = || Ax0\\ = 1 
and xlAx0 = 0. 
Let us look at the space as the direct sum of the 1-dimensional subspaces 
A'q Xq S3 and Ax0(Ax0)*9> with an orthogonal complement. Thus we write 
T 0 a V*' 
(11.4) — 0 > A = 1 0 0 
,0 .0 u B 
where a is a number, u and v are vectors in the complementary subspace, and B is 
a contraction operating on that subspace. (In writing the expression for A, I have 
been justified in setting some entries equal to zero by the hypothesis ||/4|| = 1.) 
The procedure will be as follows. Assuming the reversed inequality 
(11.5) 2 /2 cos 9 \x*Ax\ S (1 +sin 9)||x||2 + (1 - 3 sin9)Mx|[2 
for all * £ it will be deduced that equality is attained, which constitutes proving 
the Theorem. It will also be deduced that A has a certain special form — that is, 
the extremal case in the Theorem will be identified. 
As it turns out, it suffices to consider vectors of the form x = If we 
substitute this into (11. 5), we find on the left side a positive multiple of |a|?/ 
while on the right side all terms depend only upon the moduli of £ and t]. This 
allows us to replace \<x%t] + £ f j \ by — (|a| +1) Re for both expressions assume 
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the same maximum (namely, (|a| +l)|£»f|) when arg c, and arg>7 are varied. The 
transformed inequality may be written 
__ (2 — 2 s in 9 / 2 cos 9 ( | a | +1) H £ ) 
( 1 1 . 6 ) + i + s i n 9 + ( l - 3 s i n 9 ) ( | a P + | M I 2 ) J U 
(assumed for all £,t]). Remember that 1—3 sin 9SO; therefore if the hermitian 
form in (11. 6) is positive, so is the form 
(2 — 2 sin 9 j/2cosS(|a | + iy| 
( 1 1 ' ? ) [ j /2cos9( |a | + l) 1 -f- sin 9 J" 
This has positive diagonal entries, to be sure, but its determinant is 2 cos2 ,9-
•(1 — (|a| + l)2), which is never positive, and is zero if and only if a = 0. 
Summing up, our assumption has implied that the form (11. 6) is degenerate, 
as desired; that a = 0; and that (11.7) must actually be the same as the form in 
(11. 6). Except in the limiting case sin 9 = 1/3 (to which I will return presently), 
this implies that u = 0. 
Now we can infer that u = 0 in (11.4) without any further computation. 
Indeed, replace A, x 0 , Ax0, u respectively by A*, Ax0, x0, v; all the hypotheses 
are unaffected, so the argument that u = 0 yields also that v = 0. 
If sin 9 = 1/3 then (11.6) says 2 S| |x| |2 . In this case we do have to resort 
Z) 
tovec to r sx= t] . If in particular = \r)\ = 1, then ||x||2 = 2 + ||w||2. Using (1.1; 4) 
IV 
\ / 
and the already-proved fact that a = 0, we find 
x*Ax = \v% w + £fj + t]\v* u + w* Bw. 
By proper choice of the arguments of £ and rj, we can ensure that the first three 
terms on the right have the same argument; then 
\v*w\ + \ + \w*u\-\w*Bw\ S \x*Ax\ s j M 2 = - l + i | | w | | 2 . 
This is unaffected if w is replaced by tw, for scalar t approaching 0. Therefore v*w = 
= w*u = 0, for every w; therefore w = y = 0. 
This completes the proof of the Theorem together with the following 
"uniqueness" assertion. 
T h e o r e m 11.4. Let 7 t / 2>9^a rc sin (1/3). Assume the norm of A is 1 and 
is attained. If( 11. 5) holds for all x, then A has K as an orthogonal direct summand. 
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The case 9 = arc sin (1 /3) of this Theorem is due to J . P . WILLIAMS arid T. CRIM-
MINS [15]. 
It seems reasonable to hope that still more detailed information in the same 
direction could be found. For example 
Con jec tu re 11. 1 The conclusion of Thm. 11. 2 holds for 71/2 
Sarc sin ( — 1/3). 
(It fails outside that range because of the unitary operators.) 
Con jec tu re 11.2. Assume ||y4||=g. Assume the maximum h for h)£s(A) 
is attained at a unique point £ S\»S. Then the boundary of s(A) there has one principal 
curvature at least as small as that of s at its topmost point. 
(The other principal curvature may be greater, see § 9.) 
12. Spectral sets other than discs 
Recall that Thm. 7. 2 asserts that for a disc X (that is, for a subset X of C which 
is obtained from D = {z:\z\^\) by Möbius transformation) and any relation 91 
we have the following equivalence: X is a spectral set (s. s.) for 91 if and only if 
the shell s(9l) is contained in the convex hull of the stereographic projection z(X). 
What if X is simply some closed proper subset of C? For X to be s.s. for 91, 
it is still necessary that i(9l) be contained in the convex hull of z(X); this corresponds 
to the easy half of Thm. 7. 2., and the same proof applies. But is it sufficient? 
In this section I give a counterexample. 
As the set X, I will take. the set of those z in the unit disc D such that either 
\z\ = 1/5 or arg z is an integral multiple of 7:/10: a hub with 20 spokes. (If you prefer, 
the spokes could be given a non-zero thickness so that X would be the closure of 
its interior.) 
As the operator A, take . Then X is not s.s. for -A, by a remarkable 
result of C . BERGER [1]: every simply-connected spectral set of this operator contains 
the disk {z: 1/4}. 
To show that s(A) is contained in the convex hull conv (z(X)), it is easiest 
to work with the hub and the spokes separately. First, z(X)^z({z: | z | s l /5}) = 
= {((, h)£S: h^ —12/13}, so conv ( i ( I ) ) contains all points of B having 
h ^ —12/13. It remains to consider — 1 2 / 1 3 F o r each fixed h, in this 
ränge, the section of B is {£: |£|2 ^ 1 — h2} and the section of z(X) is a set of 20 points 
evenly spaced around the circumference. Therefore, the section of coriv (r(Z)) 
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includes all points with |£ |2S | cos 2 ^ - j (1 —h2). The points of s(A) are, by §4 
71 
or (9. 8), those with |£|2 S —2h—2h2. Accordingly, it must be shown that cos2 — s 
- 2 h 24 
S - . For the interval of h in question, the right-hand member is S — ; on 
1 k 25 
n ( n \ 2 \ 
the other hand, cos2 — S i — — > 1 , which completes the verification. 
20 [20 J 25 
13. The classes Ce 
S Z . - N A G Y and FOIA§ [12], [13], [14], § 1 . 1 1 ] introduced certain classes of 
bounded, everywhere-defined operators A, called Ce (Q >0). We say A£Ce if there 
exists a unitary U on a Hilbert space ft =?£ such that A" — Q-pr U" (« = 1,2, ...). 
They proved this is equivalent to a restriction on the values of x*Ax and \\Ax\]. 
The latter condition was reformulated in [3, § 8] in terms of the shell, and the results 
may be summarized as.follows: 
A € Ce (e S 2) if and only if for all (£, h) £ s(A) 
(13.1) | e - i H C | s e - i - A . 
A£Ce (g>2) if and only if all (£, h)£s(A) satisfy (13. 1) and, in addition, 
(13.2) ^ g ^ i ^ j 7 w h e n \C\sC2ol 
, Q(Q — 2 ) here Co IS the constant 
( e - i ) 2 
The cone to which a point is restricted by (13. 1) was named Ke; the cone-
with-ellipsoid-cap to which a point is restricted (for q>2) by (13. 1) and (13.2) 
together was named Ee. 
It may be pointed out that a number of results of DURSZT [4], BERGER and 
STAMPFLI [2], and FURUTA [5], [6] are contained in the above, or follow from it 
by application of general properties of the shell. 
For example, they proved that, for normaloid A, A £Ce if and only if . 
(13. 3) \\A\\ s 2-q 
1 (Q — 1), 
and that (13. 3) is sufficient for A£Ce even if A is not normaloid. Now in terms 
of the shell, a norm restriction says how high the shell may go: \ \Af^a restricts 
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s(A) to <(£,h):hs — >, as we see directly from (1. 3). A restriction on the 
I 1 + a J 
spectral radius says how high the part of the shell which approaches the boundary 
S may go: indeed, by Thm. 2.3, the hypothesis ax(A)^{z: \z\^a) keeps s(A) 
from intersecting S any higher up than i(a), that is, it restricts s(A) H S to lie in 
r - l + a 2 l 
j(C, h): h ^ 2 | . To say A is normaloid (has norm no greater than its spectral 
radius) is to say that at no point of s(A) does h get any higher than its maximum 
on s(A) D S. Accordingly, the above result of DURSZT, BERGER, STAMPFLI, and 
FURUTA comes right out of the shell characterization of Ce, once we observe that 
the values of h corresponding to the norm bound in (13. 3) are exactly the h-co-
ordinates of the intersection of Ke's boundary with S. 
For a second example, DURSZT'S result that ?|€C„., if and only if Q^P', 
U °J 
reduces to the straightforward observation that the ellipse (9. 8) is tangent to the 
boundary of KQ (and if 2, the circle of tangency lies below the circle |i|=(o> 
h = ( 1 - i g ) ; see (13. 2)). 
Finally, it is easy in terms of the shell to answer the natural question, what 
operators belong to the union of the classes Ce. DURSZT suggests the notation C„=uc e . 
Theorem 13.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i )AtC„; 
(ii) <r„(A) Q D, the closed unit disc; and there does not exist any curve lying 
in which approaches S at a point on its equator tangentially from above; 
(iii) cr(A) Q D; and for each Q, the resolvent Rrew(A) = (reiB — A)~1 satisfies 
||i?r£,i0(^)|| =(r — l)-1 for r in a sufficiently small interval ]1, 1 +e[. 
By a curve approaching ((0 ,0) (|£0| = 1) "tangentially from above" is meant 
here a curve (£(/2), h) for h in some interval ]0, e[, such that 1 >Re (C(h)/Co) > 1 — o(A). 
Condition (iii) has been included because it is stated without reference to the 
shell. Condition (ii) is essentially all in terms of the shell, because a„(A) Q D is, 
as remarked before, equivalent to the condition that h for all ((, h) £ i(^) fl S. 
P roof of Thm. 13. 1. We know from §8 that the equivalent conditions 
on(A) Q D and a(A)QD are necessary for A £ CQ. If A £ Ce, then s(A) lies in the 
cone Ke and so has no curve approaching an equatorial point tangentially from 
above. This proves (i)=*(ii). 
Assume (ii); I will prove that for sufficiently large Q, S(A)QEQ. Since s(A) 
is compact, it is enough to prove that, for every P£s(A), there exists a Q such that 
Ee contains some neighborhood of p in s(A). This is surely so for points with h< 0, 
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for they are even in KL. Also any p£B\S gives no trouble, because it is in int Ee 
for some Q. The only problem is p = (C0, °)> [Co 1 = 1- By (")> w e c a n choose a 
so large that for all (£, h) £ s(A), we have (q - 1 ) Re (C/Co) <Q-l-h. By continuity, 
(q - 1 ) Re (CewICo) < 8 ~ 1 - h for Q in some neighborhood of 0 and for all ((, h) £ s(A). 
But (see § 8) this means that in some neighborhood of p, all points of s(A) lie in Ea. 
Therefore (ii)=>(i). 
The reason (ii) and (iii) are equivalent is that the corresponding statements 
about a single equatorial point are equivalent. By symmetry, it does not matter 
which equatorial point we consider, so let us treat (1, 0) and take the 6 in (iii) to 
be 0. 
Now for r > l , 
m ^ - 2 i n f f 2 + 1 + V - i R e C : « . a h * « } . 
using (1.-3). Thus (iii) will fail (for 0 = 0) if and only if, for r arbitrarily close to 1, 
we can find (C,h)£s(A) such that 
l + A - 2 r R e C < _ 2 r + l ; 
1 — h 
21 
setting r — l+ / ( i= -0 ) , this inequality reduces to 1—Re£< h. To find 
1 t 
1 - R e C 
(£, h) satisfying this for arbitrarily small t > 0 is exactly to find (£, h) with 
h 
arbitrarily close to 0, because all our points have 1 — Re£ >0. If this can be done 
at all, it must be done for h->-0, because all our points are in B; and the points 
can be joined by a curve because s(A) is convex (or an ellipsoid). This completes 
the proof of the Theorem. 
Corol la ry . For A£Cm, if Ax — Xx (|A| = 1), then A*x = Ix. 
Proof . Otherwise, A*x = Ix+y, with y _Lx, y^ 0. Then one easily computes 
that for suitable e->-0, cp(A(x + ey), x + sy) gives a curve violating the restriction 
in. (ii) of the Theorem. 
14. Similarity 
As the property A£Ce is equivalent to s(A) lying in a certain subset of B, we 
may ask for a condition on s(A) which is equivalent to A having the important 
related property of being similar to a contraction. The best answer available is 
Thm. 14. 1, which expresses in terms of s(A) a condition known to be weaker. 
Thm. 14. 2, which follows, is in some sense complementary. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 14. 1. For let Lx denote the set of (£, h)£B such that 
• l+x 
D e f i n i t i o n 14.2. For | a | < l , let ßx denote the Möbius transformation 
Theorem 14. 1. Consider the following conditions upon an everywhere-defined 
operator A: 
(i) . There exists an operator L, with ||Z.|| | |L _ 1 | | s x, such that \\LAL~i\\^\-, 
(ii) For every rationalf such that | z | s 1 implies | / (z ) | S1 , we have \\f(A)\\ ^ x ; 
(iii) For every a with | a | < l , ^x; 
(iv) s(A)QLx. 
Then (i)=>(ii)=>(iii)o(iv). 
Let us assume (i), writing A =L-lCL, ||C|| S 1, ||L|| H L - 1 ^ x. Then for 
every rational/without poles in the closed unit disk D, and in particular if / ( D ) Q D, 
we have / ( A ) = L_1f (C)L an everywhere-defined operator. If C is a contraction 
and / (D) Q D, von Neumann's theorem says || / (C) | | S 1 ; then it is obvious that 
||/(/4)|| g x. In particular,/could be any of the fix. It has been proved that (i) =»(ii) =>• 
=>(iii); note that the direct proof of (i) =>-(iii) is elementary. It remains to prove 
that (iii)<=>-(iv). 
— 1 + x 2 
If s(A)^Lx then every (£,h)£s(A) satisfies / zs that is, \\A\\s x. 
, 1+x 
Now the , together with the multiplications by scalars of modulus 1 (trans-
formations which do not affect norms of operators), generate under composition 
the group of all Möbius transformations of the unit disk onto itself, as is well known 
[11, V§3], Consider the transformations Q(JX), in the notation of § 5, as ß ranges 
over this group. They form a group of transformations of B onto itself, under which 
the equator is taken onto itself. If ¡J. is multiplication by a scalar then it is obvious 
that Q(H)LX = LX, with the axis {(0, h)} as fixpoints. We will see that g(ßX)LX = LX 
and that this set of transformations acts transitively on the upper boundary 
( 1 4 - 1 ) h = | C | c l . 
By Thm. 5. 1, s{n(A)) = Q(P)S{A). It follows easily that s(A)^Lx if a^d only if, 
for all a with | a | < l , \\nx(A)\\Sx. The only thing still required to establish the 
theorem is to verify the assertion about the action of Q(pa) on the set (14. 1). 
Refer again to § 5 for definition and properties of the ¿-co-ordinates for points 
9 A 
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of B. It is easy to verify that (¿1 ; d2, S3, <54) are ¿-co-ordinates of a point on the 
upper boundary (14. 1) if and only if they satisfy 
(14.2) = + 
in addition to the assumptions always made that S l = d ^ , <54 = <^, 62 = 6~3, ¿2^3 — 
S<5, <54. Also from § 5, Q(jia) transforms the ¿-co-ordinates by the matrix 
(14. 3) 
I leave to the reader the routine verification that (14. 2) is invariant under the 
change of co-ordinates (14.3). This makes it clear that Q(JIX)LX = LX. It is also 
easy to see from (14. 3) how to choose that a such that Q(/Ix) will take a given ((, /;) 
on the upper boundary to the top point 0, — I. One gets the equation 
1 — a —a 
— a 1 a 2 — a 
— a ä 2 1 — a 
. loci2 — ä — a 1 , 
a~%+a£ = 2, and for |C|<1 this does have a root with |a|-=l. This establishes, 
transitivity, and completes the proof of the theorem. 
Note that for x = l, (i) says that A itself is a contraction, so (i)-w-(iv) for this 
case. The equivalence fails for higher x. Indeed, consider the Foguel—Halmos 
example [7] of a power-bounded operator. As A. L . SHIELDS pointed out to me, 
it is easy to see that it satisfies (iii) with x = 6, and on the other hand it is known 
that it does not satisfy (ii) for any x. Also, as was pointed out to me by S Z . - N A G Y 
and FOIA§, the Cayley transform of the example of MARKUS [10, § 4] is relevant 
here. It satisfies (iii) but does not satisfy (i) for any x; it is not clear whether it 
can be adjusted so as to satisfy (ii). 
Nevertheless, Lx cannot be replaced by any proper subset in the statement (0 1/x) q . It does not belong 
to any of the classes Ce, because its shell is an ellipsoid which is tangent to the 
unit sphere S at equatorial points, and hence is not a subset of any Kg or Ee (see § 13). 
A does obviously satisfy (i), with the same value of x\ and the same applies to 
eiSA for any real <5. But U^ s(ei3A) gives all of Lx above the equatorial plane. 
To Thm. 14. 1, which concerns the union of shells of operators similar to 
contractions, we may contrast this theorem about the intersections of the shells 
of operators similar to a fixed operator: 
Theorem 14.2. Assume dim § S3. Then conv (z(<Tn(A))) = fl s(T~1AT), 
the intersection being over all invertible T. 
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Proof . Since an(T~lAT) = an(A), Thm. 2. 3 tells us that x(aK(A))<^s(T-iAT);. 
then Thm. 10. 2 tells us that the same holds for the convex hull. This yields inclusion 
in one direction. 
For the converse, let p be any point of B not in conv (T^CJJA))); and let 
7i be any plane strictly separating p from z(<R„(A)). We will be done if we prove 
that, for some T, s(T~IAT) lies entirely in one of the closed half-spaces determined 
by % (necessarily, that closed half-space containing i(cr„(yl))). 
Let q be any point of S which lies neither in x(P(A)) nor in n. Applying a 
Möbius transformation, we can bring n to the equatorial plane, and in such a way 
that q goes to the north pole; see § 5. Since we chose q not to be in %(A(A)), the 
Möbius transform of A is still an operator and not just a relation, and the same 
applies to each T~1AT. Thus there is no loss of generality in assuming that n was 
the equatorial plane to begin with. Now there are two cases, depending on whether 
p and q are on the same side of n. 
Case I. Under the hypothesis that an(A) lies entirely in the open unit disc,, 
we are to prove that, for some T, \\T~1AT\\-&\. The following key argument is 
taken from S. HILDEBRANDT'S proof of the corresponding theorem for numerical 
ranges [9, Lemma 1 and Satz 4]. Because the spectral radius of Ais <1, we know 
A*"A" converges in norm. Its limit is a self-adjoint operator H, which, because 
o 
it is S i , must be invertible. Clearly A*HA = H-lsH. Setting T=H~i, we 
verify that \\T~lAT\\^\ as follows: for any x £ § , write x=T~ly, then 
WT-iATxW2 = I IT - ^ j I I 2 = y*A*HAy S y*Hy = Hr"1^!2 = ||x||2. 
Case II. Under the hypothesis that lies entirely outside the closed unit 
disc, we are to prove that, for some T, \\T~{ATx\\ =||x| | for all x. The idea of 
Hildebrandt can be modified as follows. Let B be the pseudo-inverse of A; that is, 
B restricted to is A~\ while B restricted to ^( / l ) - is 0. Then B is an every-
where-defined bounded operator, and BA = 1 because = {0}. Here <jn(B) Q 
U{0}; one way to see this is from Prop. 6. 4 and Prop. 3. 1. Thus the 
spectral radius of B is <1, and this time we set H= 2! B*"B"^ 1. Clearly A*HA = 
o 
= A*A + As before, set T=H~and compute for any x = T~'y, 
WT-'ATxf = ||T-'AyW2 = y*A*HAy S y*Hy = Hr^Vll2 = IWI2-
This completes the proof. 
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Truncated moment problems for operators 
By T. A N D O in Sapporo (Japan) 
Dedicated to Professor H. Nakano on his sixtieth birthday 
1. Introduction 
It has been well recognized that moment problems have close connection with 
spectral theory for selfadjoint or unitary operators. The trigonometric moment 
theory, for instance, is applied to establish the spectral theorem for unitary operators, 
while the spectral theory affords a unified treatment for various kinds of moment 
problems even for operators (see SZ.-NAGY [7], and KREIN and KRASNOSELSKII [5]), 
In this paper we shall further develop this approach to solve truncated moment 
problems for operators. Our basic problem is to find conditions for the existence 
of an increasing operator-valued function E(X) such that 
(power moment problem): Ak= f lk dE(l) (k = 0,1, ..., m) 
i 
or 
(trigonometric moment problem): Ak = JeikXdE(X) (k = 0, 1, ..., m), 
i 
where A0, •••, Am are given bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space and I 
is a finite or infinite interval. While the classical moment problems, in which each 
Ak is an operator of rank one, have been settled mostly with help of function theory 
and an extension theorem for positive linear functionals (see AHIEZER [1], and 
AHIEZER and KREIN [2]), the key to our development is provided with extension 
theorems for symmetric operators with non-dense domain, as shown by KREIN 
and KRASNOSELSKII [5] on proving the power moment problem with m = 2n and 
/ = [ - 1 , 1 ] -
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2. Preliminaries 
All operators are assumed to be linear. To a bounded operator Tfrom a Hilbert 
space to a Hilbert space S\2, there corresponds its adjoint T* as a bounded operator 
from K2 to Kr. The square root of T*T will be denoted by | r | . A positive operator 
means a non-negative selfadjoint operator. The inverse A ~1 of a bounded positive 
operator A is, by definition, the uniquely determined operator with ®(/4 -1) = $R(/l) 
and A~lA = 1 —P, where P is the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of A. 
A~112 stands for the inverse of A1'2. An operator S on a Hilbert space is symmetric 
if (Sf,g) = ( f , S g ) f o r 6 
A bounded positive operator A on a Hilbert space 5\ gives rise to a new semi-
inner product: ( / , g)A = (Af, g). The completion of 5\ with respect to this semi-
inner product will be denoted by A bounded positive operator C is called 
A-bounded (resp. A-closable), if the canonical identification of ft is a bounded (resp. 
closable) operator from ft^ to 5\c. Thus C is /4-bounded (resp. ^-closable) if and 
only if there exists a bounded (resp. closed) operator X with C=\XAll2\2. 
Lemma. Let A be a bounded positive operator. Then a vector h belongs to 
if and only i f , with the convention 0/0 = 0, 
S U P (Af A 
In this case the left hand side coincides with \\A~ll2h\\2. 
Proof . Suppose that h belongs to T>(^_1/2). Then 
\ ( f h ) \ 2 = \ { A ^ f , A - ^ h ) \ 2 
( A f f ) M1/2/||2 
Since 9t(41/2) is dense in the orthogonal complement of the kernel of A, 
fí?>(A) (,4f>f) 
s u p = u-^hw2. 
Suppose conversely that the left hand side is finite. Then h is orthogonal to the kernel. 
of A. Let E(X) ( 0 s l < o o ) be the resolution of identity for A. Then it follows that 
A = lim (1 — 2s(e))/f. 
Since each (1 — E(e))h belongs to T)(A~1/2), the closedness of A~112 implies that h 
belongs to D(^_ 1 / 2) if and only if 
sup | | ^ - 1 / 2 ( l -£ (e ) ) / i | | < =o. 
«=-0 
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Now since 
\(g,(l-E(s))h)\2 , | ( ( l -g( £))g, /Q| 2 _ \ ( f , h)\2 
(.Ag, g) (A( 1 -E(s))g, (1 -E(s))g) feZ:> (.Afif) ' 
it follows from the preceding part of the proof that 
sup A U2(l-E(e))h 2 = sup sup ^ J " - . g sup — — - < 
£=-0 giK(A) (Ag, g) fits(A) (AJ,J) 
This completes the proof. 
m n 
Each bounded operator T from a direct sum © Si, to another © is repre-
j=i ¡ = i 
sented in the natural way by the corresponding nXm matrix (T^), where 
Tu is a bounded operator from S\j to 5\;. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Abe a bounded positive operator on , and B a bounded 
•operator from S\2 to Sv,. There exists a bounded operator C on S\2, for which the 
A B~\ 
B* C 
is fulfilled, \A~lt2B\2 is the minimum of all such C. 
^ ^ is positive, if and only if 
matrix is positive, if and only if \B*\2 is A-bounded. When this condition 
Proof (cf. [3]). A matrix 
that is, 
B* C 
(Af f ) + (Bg,f) + (B*f g,) + (Cg, g) S 0 ( / £ £ , , g € ft2), 
|(Bg,f)\2 S (Aff)(Cg, g) (/6 , g 6 
By Lemma this last condition can be converted to the inequality 
' \A~1I2B\2 s C 
and the minimum property of |y4_1/2B|2is clear. On the other hand, \B*\2 is ^-bounded 
if and only if for some y^O 
W f f ^ y W J ) (/€*,), 
or, with C = y, 
\{Bg,f)\2^(Af,f)(Cg,g) (/£«!, 
This completes the proof. 
Coro l l a ry 1. If a matrix T- A B 
B* C is positive, then 
J * P J - \ B * ^ - 1 / 2 5 1 2 ] ' 
where J is the canonical map of & = ©ft2 t0 and P is the orthogonal projection 
of S\T onto the closure of /(ivj. Thus is dense in StT if and only if C= 
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Proo f . Since PJf=Jf for / € f t l 5 it follows 
( J * P J f f ) = ( A f f ) and (J*PJf,g) = (B%g) ( / € f t 1 ; g € f t 2 ) . 
Finally it results 
(J*PJg,g) = (PJg,PJg)T = sup M l = ^ p M . 
/ € « . \JHJJ)T FZÑ I ( , 4 / J ) 
C o r o l l a r y 2. symmetric operator T on a Hilbert space ft admits a positive 
extension of norm Si if and only if . 
W T f f ^ i T f f ) - (f£T)(A)). 
Proo f . The inequality is obviously satisfied if J admits the required extension» 
If, conversely, the inequality is valid, it follows ||27ll S | | / | | , so that the domain 
T)(T) may be assumed closed. Let = 2>(T), R2 = Sif, A = QTQ and 
B* = (1 — Q)TQ, where Q is the orthogonal projection onto ftt. Since the ine-
quality in question is equivalent to 
1(27, h)I2S(Tf, f)(h, h) ( / € f t ) , 
|.5* |2 is /4-bounded, consequently by Corollary 1 the operator f = ^ - í ^ ^ j 
gives a positive extension of T. The assertion on norm follows from the relation 
(Th, h) = sup =s (h, h). 
R e m a r k 1. Corollary 2 is just a variant of the fundamental theorem of 
KREIN (see [5; § 6] or [6; n° 125]) that a symmetric operator of norm S i admits 
a selfadjoint extension of norm s i . Corollary 1 corresponds to Lemma 7. 1 in [5]. 
E(A) ( a s A s é ) is called a spectral function, if (1) each E(X) is a bounded positive 
operator, (2) E(X)sE(p) for I g / i , (3) E(X + 0) = E(X) and (3') E(a + 0) = 0 and/or 
E(b — 0) = E(b) in case a = — » and/or b = It is orthogonal, if each E(X) is 
an orthogonal projection. The basic connection between spectral functions and 
orthogonal spectral functions was established by NAIMARK (see [7]). We shall use 
his result in the following modified form: if E(X) is a spectral function in a Hilbert 
space ft, there exist a Hilbert space an orthogonal spectral function P(X) in 
A and a bounded operator J from ft to & such that E(X)=J*P(X)J. 
b 
Given a spectral function E(X) ( a g í s b ) , the weak integral f XkdE(X) determines 
a 
a closed symmetric operator with dense domain (fc=0,1, ...). When E(X) is an 
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orthogonal spectral function, the domain of the operator f XkdE{X) consists of 
a 
b 
vectors / , for which the strong integral J XkdE(X) f converges. 
a 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. If S is a closable symmetric operator on a Hilbert space ft, 
there exists a spectral function E(X) (-»glgoo) such that, for all k,j, 
(skf sJg) = /x^kd(E(X)fg) (feT>(sk),g^(s% 
— oo 
P r o o f . The Krasnoselskix Theorem [4;§3] on closed symmetric operators 
guarantees that there exists a selfadjoint operator S on the direct sum of ft and 
its copy, which is an extension of S. Then the spectral function E(X), defined by 
E(X)f=QP{X)f (/€ Я), 
meets the requirement, where P(X) is the resolution of identity for $ and Q is the 
orthogonal projection onto ft. In fact, for fdT>(Sk) and g£T>(SJ), 
oo oo 
(Skf, &g) = (Skf, SJg) = J Xj+k d(P(X)f, g)= f X^k d(E(X)f, g). 
— oo — CO 
If V is an isometric operator with non-dense domain in a Hilbert space Я, 
it admits obviously a unitary extension V on the direct sum of ft and its copy. Then, 
as in the proof of Proposition 2, there exists a spectral function E(X) ( - i t S l S i ) 
n 
such that / emdE(X) is an extension of Vk for all k. 
—я 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. An isometric operator V with non-dense domain admits the 
representation for some spectral function E{X) ( — n/2sX=in/2): 
it/2 
vkf= f emdE(X)f (f£b(Vk),k = 0,1, . . . ) , 
— я/2 
if and only if 
Re (Vf f ) SO ( / € 15(F)). 
Proof . If V admits such representation, it follows 
я/2 
Re ( V f f ) = / cos X d ( E ( X ) f f ) s 0. 
-я/2 
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Suppose, conversely, that the inequality is satisfied. Since (V+ l)h = 0 implies 
.// — 0 by assumption, the operator 
is symmetric. Calculation shows that, with (V+l)f — g, 
(Tg, g) = ( / , / ) + Re ( V f J ) + Im ( V f J ) 
and 
(Tg,Tg) = lm{Vf,f) + ( f , f ) , 
hence 
\\Tg\\2s(Tg,g). 
Then by Corollary 2 T admits a selfadjoint extension O s f s l . The operator 
1 - i f " 1 
T -
is a unitary extension of V with Re (V) SO. Since the spectrum of V is concentrated 
on the arc {ea: —n/lslsn/l}, the resolution of identity for V produces a spectral 
function of the kind we expected. 
R e m a r k 2. Proposition 3 can be modified to get a condition for a represent-
T 
ation of the form Je'kxclE().) for some 0 < T < 7 T . 
3. Hamburger truncated moment problem 
A finite sequence {A 0 , ..., Am} of bounded selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert 
space ft is called a Hamburger moment sequence, if there exists a spectral function 
E(X) such that 
Ak= JkkdE(X) (k = 0,1, . . . , m). 
n 
The direct sum of n 4-1 copies of will be denoted simply by © 51 and a 
o n 
general element in it by a row vector ( f 0 , ...,/„). © f t (n^m) is identified with 
o in 
the subspace of © f t , consisting of vectors of the form </0 , . . . , /„, 0, ..., 0). 
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For a sequence {A0, A1, ...} of bounded selfadjoint operators, the w-th Hankel 
n 
matrix H„ is, by definition, the operator on © ft, given by 
o 
H„ = 
Aq Ay A2 ••• A„ 
A2 A3 ... A„+i 
.A„ An+1 ••• A2n . 
The n-th Hankel matrices for {Ay, A2, ...} and {A2,A3, ...} will be denoted 
by K„ and L„ respectively, i.e. 
'AY A2 . • A„ + 1 '¿2 A3 . . A 
K„ = 
A2 A3 . . . • A„+2 and L„ = A3 
A4 . . A 
AN+I AN+2- AN+2 A„+3- . A 
- 2 
*n+ 3 
The /2-th marginal matrix B„ for {A0, Ay, ...} is, by definition, the operator from 




The «-th marginal matrices for {Ay, A2, .,.} and {A2, A4, ...} will be denoted by 
C„ and D„, respectively, i.e. 
C„ = 
•/1n+ 2 




A„ + 4 
LA2n+ 3J 
The orem 1. {A0, ..., A2n+2} is a Hamburger moment sequence if and only if 
the Hankel matrix H„+ 1 is positive and there exists a closed operator X such that 
where 
A + \XCm\2, 
A = |H„-1/2B„|2 and C = ^ 2 n + ^ - | (H„_ 1 +L n _ 1 ) - 1 / 2 (B„_ 1 +D„_ 1 ) | 2 . 
Proof . Suppose that {A0, ..., A2n+2) is a Hamburger moment sequence 
with respect to a spectral function E(A). In view of the Naïmark theorem there 
exist an orthogonal spectral function P(A) in a Hilbert space A and a bounded 
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J from ft to A such that EQ) = J*P{X)J. Consider the selfadjoint operator 
CO 
A=. f XdP(X). 
— oo 
Since Jf belongs to the domain of An+1 for all / £ ft, it follows 
2 n+i 




s o , 
hence the Hankel matrix H„+ 1 is positive. Since 
I K / O , ••• >/H+I)IIH„+1 = 
the shift operator S : 
n+i 
2 ¿ k ' J A k=0 
S</o, . . . , /„, 0> = <0,/0 , ...,/„> 
n + l 
is well-defined and closable in ( © ft)Hn+i because of the closedness of Â. S is 
obviously symmetric. Consider further the truncated shift operator: T = PSP, 
where P is the orthogonal projection onto the closure of the canonical image of 
n+l 
© ft in ( © ft)Hn+1- T is also symmetric and closable, because it is densely defined. 
It follows from Corollary 1 that 
P X / o , . . . , / „ , 0 > | & „ + 1 = | | P < 0 , / 0 , • • • > / n ) | l i f n + 1 = 
= l l < 0 , / o fn)\\2Hn+-((A2^2-A)fn,fn) = 
l l < / o W , - , / „ ( , V ) ) l l l t „ + I I T < / o w , . . . j r , 0 > | & n t l - 0 
. W t i N ) - r t M ) \ \ - 0 (N, M - co). 
l | S < / o w , . . . , f i N \ 0 > - s < / r > , . . . 0 > | & „ + 1 = 




+ 11 f n m - n 
Since both S and T are closable, it follows that 
-A - 0 (N, M oo). 
( = l | S < / o W , . . . J,\N\ 0)IIH2„+I ~ I I T < / o W , . . . ,ñN\ 0)|IH2„+I - 0 ( N - + 
Let L'n be the n-th Hankel matrix for {A2, ..., A2n+1, A} and let Q be the orthogonal Jl II— 1 
projection of (©ft)H„+L'„ o n t o the closure of the canonical image of © ft. Then 
I K / o , - . / n ) l l L + u = l K / o . - , f n ) \ \ k + l l T < / o , . . . , / „ , 0 > | | | „ + 1 . 
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Now the above convergence implication can be written in the form 
and 
implies 
for,, by the definition of the projection Q, there are ...,fn(^\ such that 
IIC/T, - , / i^ , / ( N ) >l lH„ + L A S 11(1 - Q ) < 0 , . . . , 0 , /<">>| |H n + u+l/AT. 
This means, however, that A2n+2 — A is C-closable, for it follows from Corollary 1 
that 
l l ( i - Q ) < o > • • • ; O > / ) I I H „ + U = 
= (G42 n + — ( | ( H „ _ ! + L„_ 1)_1/2(B„_ ! + D „ _ i ) | 2 / , / ) = ( C / , / ) . 
Suppose, conversely, that H„+ 1 is positive and A2n+2—A is C-closable. The 
above argument can be traced backwards to conclude that the shift operator S 
n+l 
is symmetric and closable in (®ft)H„+1- L e t E(^) be the spectral function in 
n+l 0 
( ® f t ) H n + i for S, guaranteed by Proposition 2. Then it follows, for j , k ê n + l , 
(Aj+J, g) - (S'( / , 0, ..., 0>, S i ( g , 0, ..., 0 » H „ + 1 = 
= />J+kd{E(X)(f, 0, ..., 0>, 0, . . . , 0»H„+ , , 
— oo 
hence the expected spectral function E(A) can be given by 
(E(X)f, g) = (E(X)(f 0, ..., 0), <g, 0, ..., 
This completes the proof. 
Coro l l a ry 3. If the Hankel matrix H„+1 is positive, there exists a selfadjoint 
operator A such that 0^A^A2„+2 and the sequence {A0, ..., A2n+i, A} is a 
Hamburger moment sequence. 
Pr oof. Since H„+ 1 is positive, by Proposition 1 
A = I H - ^ B J 2 
is bounded. Then, with ^ = 0 , the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. 
Coro l l a ry 4. If the Hankel matrix H„+ t is positive and has a bounded inverse, 
then the sequence {A0, ..., A2n+2, A2n+3} is a Hamburger moment Sequence. 
II fm-fiM)\\2A2n + 2-A - 0 (N, M — 
\\fm\\A2n.2-A - 0 (N -
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Proof . Since |B*+1|2 is obviously Hn+1-bounded, the Hankel matrix H n + 2 r 
with A2„+4 replaced by |H~+X{2 B„+1 |2, is positive by Proposition 1. Now the assertion 
follows from Corollary 3. 
Coro l l a ry 5. {A0, ..., A2n+1} is a Hamburger moment sequence if the Hankel 
matrix H„ is positive, |C*_j|2 is Hn_i-bounded, and there exists a bounded operator 
X such that 
A2n+1 = B + (A2n-AY'2X, 
where 
A = ¡H-JpB^I2 and B = (H;_1(2Bn_ir(H^[2Cn_1). 
Proof . In view of Corollary 3, it suffices to show that the Hankel matrix 
H„+ 1 is positive for suitably chosen A2n+2. However, by Proposition 1 the positivity 
of H n + 1 is equivalent to the inequality: 
I H ^ P t B ^ ! , C„_j]|2 s 
or, with C = I H - j p C ^ j l 2 , 
l2n > 1 2n+ 1 
l 2n + 1 > A2„ + 2. 
A2„ 
A 2n+ 1 ' 
-A, A2n+1—B 
-B*, A2n + 2 — C 
3= 0. 
By Proposition 1 the last inequality means that |A 2 n + l — B*\2 is (A2„ — v4)-bounded, 
what is guaranteed by the existence of A'in the assertion of the corollary. 
4. Stieltjes truncated moment problem 
A finite sequence {A0, ..., Am} of bounded positive operators is called a 
Stieltjes moment sequence, if there exists a spectral function E(X) (0 S X S 
such that 
Ak = f AkdE(X) (k = 0,1, ..., m). 
o 
To a spectral function E(X) ( 0 S l S <=>=>), there corresponds a spectral function 
F(X) ( - » s i s » ) such that 
f k2k~dF(X)~ f XkdE(X) 
- c o 0 
and 
jX2k + 1dF(X) = 0 (k = 0,1, ...). 
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In fact, F(X) can be given, for instance, by 
m = { i £ ( c o ) - i £ : ( A 2 - 0 ) if i£(A2) + i£(oo) if ^ ë O . 
Conversely, to a spectral function F(X) ( - c o g l g » ) there corresponds a spectral 
function E(X) (OSA =2°°) such that 
Theorem 2. {A0, ..., A2„) is a Stieltjes moment sequence if and only if the 
Hankel matrices H„ and K„_ j are positive, and there exists a closed operator X 
such that 
A = IH-^B^I2 and C — A2n_1+A — \(K„_2 + L„_2)~1/2(C„_2+D„_2)\2. 
Proof . As remarked above, {A0, ..., A2„} is a Stieltjes moment sequence 
if and only if {A0, 0, Ay, 0, A2, 0, ..., A2n_i, 0, A2„} is a Hamburger moment 
sequence. The simultaneous row-column permutation: 
2k^k (k = 0, 1, ..., n - 1 ) and 2k- 1 n + k-1 (k= 1, ..., n) 
brings the 2n-th Hankel matrix for {A0,0,A1, ..., 0, A2„} to the form 
Under the same permutation the (2n~2)-th Hankel matrix for {At, 0, ..., 0, A2n} 
is transformed to 
f Xk dE(X) = f l2k dF(X) (k = 0,1, ...). 
o 
A 2» = A + \XC1/2\2 
where 
H„_ i 0 B„_ ! 
0 K „ _ ! 0 
B;_! o a2„ 
K „ - 2 o 
Similarly the (2n — 2)-th marginal matrices for {A0, 0, A1; ..., 0, A2n) and 
{Als 0, A2, . ., 0, A2n} are transformed respectively to 2> • 
and 
\ 
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Now the conditions of Theorem 1 for {A0, 0 , A 1 , . . . , 0, Aln) to be a Hamburger 
moment sequence are converted to the ones in the assertion of the present theorem, 
for the obvious permutation brings 
'H.-1 0 B„ 
0 0 
BiU 0 ¿2 
to 
H„ 0 
L ' o K „ _ t 
and the following relations hold: 
and 
m*-! o 
l l l o K „ _ 
0 -1/2 B„ 
0 K„ -1. 0 
0 " -2 0 
2. 
+ .0 L n-2 
= I H - J P B ^ I 2 
- 1 / 2 
( [ c . . J + [ D . _ J F = 
This completes the proof. 
In the similar way the following theorem and the corollary can be derived 
from the results of the preceding section. 
The 
orem 2'. {Aq, ..., A2N+±} a Stieltjes moment sequence, if and only if 
the Hankel matrices H„ andi,„ are positive and there exists a closed operator X such that 
A2n+1 = A + \XC^\2, 
where 
A = I K - J p C ^ I 2 and C = ^ 2 n + ^ - [ ( H „ _ 1 + Kn_1)-1 /2(Bn_1 + Cn_1)|2. 
Coro l l a ry 6. If both the Hankel matrices H„ and K„_j (resp. KJ are positive, 
there exists a bounded selfadjoint operator A such that 0 = A^A2„ (resp. SA2n+iJ 
and the sequence {A0, ..., A2„-1, A) (resp. {A0, ..., A2n, A}) is a Stieltjes moment 
sequence. 
5. Hausdorff truncated moment problem 
A finite sequence {A0, ..., Am) of bounded selfadjoint operators in a Hilbert 
space ft is called a Hausdorff moment sequence, if there exists a spectral function 
E(X) (0 s X S1) such that 
i 
Ak = f XkdE(X) (k = 0,1, ...,m). 
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Theorem 3. {A0, ..., AM) is a Hausdorff moment sequence, if and only if 
the Hankel matrices Satisfy the following inequalities: 
H„srO and K,,-! SL„_( SO (if m = 2n), 
or 
H „ s K „ s O (ifm = 2 n + l). . 
Proof . Suppose that {A0, ..., AM} is a Hausdorff moment sequence. As in 
the proof of Theorem 1, there exist a selfadjoint operator O s i s 1 on a Hilbert 
space ft and a bounded operator J from ft to A such that 
(H„</0, ... ,/„>, </o, . . . , /„» = II ¿A"-Jfk\\ . 
and 
( i N \ N • \ 
( K N ( f 0 , . . . , f N ) , ( f 0 , . . . , f N ) ) = (A [ 2 A k - J f K } , 2 A k - J f k ) , v k = 0 ' k=0 ' 
where N = n —I or =n according as m = 2« or, = 2« + l. Thus the Hankel 
matrix H„ is positive. The inequality K„_, ^ L„ _, follows from the following 
relation, based on the property O s ^ i s l : 
, { a ( Z ¿ k - J f k ) , Z A k - J f k ) - \ a ( Z A k - J f k ) f = 
v \=0 ' k= 0 ' " vfc=0 • 
— ( L „ - x ( / o > ••• > / n - l ) ; ( / o > ••• = / , - l ) ) -
The inequality H„gK„, in case m = 2« + l, follows from the relation: 
\ Z A k - J f i ^ { A ( Z A k - J f k ) , Z A k - J f k ) . 
"k=0 " 0 k=0 
Suppose, conversely, that m = 2n, H„sO and K„-1^LnL1. Consider the 
n 




— ( L „ - l ( / o > ••• , / n - l ) > C / o . ••• » / « - l ) ) S ( K ^ C / o , . . . , / „ _ ! > , ( / o , . . . , / „ - 1 ) ) = 
= (S</0, . . . ,/„_ 1 ; 0 > , < / o , . . . , / „ _ ^ O » ^ , 
n 
the operator S can be considered as a symmetric operator in ( © ft)n„' an.d admits, 
by Corollary 2, a selfadjoint extension O s S ^ l on ( © ft)H . Let E(A) ( O s l s l ) 
o. 
be the resolution of identity for S, then just as in the proof of . Theorem 1, 
10 A 
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{A0, ..., Am) is a Hausdorff moment sequence with respect to the spectral function 
E(X), defined by 
(£(*)/, g)=(E(A)(/, 0, ..., 0), (g, 0, ..., 0>Hn. 
Suppose finally that m = 2n + l and H „ s K „ s O . Then the Hankel matrix 
H„ + 1 with A2„+2=A2„+1 is positive. In fact, 
(Hn+l(/o, ••• >fn+l)>(fo> ••• j / n + l ) ) S ( K „ ( / 0 , . . . ,f„), ( / 0 , • • • , / „ ) ) + 
n n 
+ 2 (A n+l + kfk>fn+l)~^~ (fn+ 1 j An+ 1 +kJk) "I" i.A2n+lfn+ 1 >fn+ l) — k=0 k=0 
B+l 
Consider the truncated shift operator T in ( © ^)h„+1 : 
T</ 0 , ••••,/„> 0) = P ( 0 , / 0 , ... ,/„), 
where P is the. orthogonal projection onto the closure of the canonical image 
of © ft. Since 
o 
I I T / f f N\l|2 - — « 0 . / O . • • • >/N)> ( g o > • • • > Sn, 0))H„ + 112 l|T</o, . . . , /„ , 0>llä„+1 = SUP TJ- „ nXH2 -i K f o , 0 > | & n + I 
— "iin l ( K " < / o ' • • • ' / « ) ' (Zo> ••• >8n))\2 -g- (TT / f f \ / f fW — 
— SUP /TT / w VT — I » " 0 ' "•>/»/> V0 ' ••• '/n/J — 
»€« (*Wo , • • • > gn)> \go, • • • > gn>) 
= (T</o, . . . , / „ , 0), ( / 0 , . . . , /„, 0))H„+1, 
B + l 
© 
0 
the operator T is considered as a symmetric operator in (  ft)Hn+1 a n d admits, 
by Corollary 2, a selfadjoint extension O s t ^ L It follows that for j S n + 1 and 
k ^ n 
(Aj+kf, g) = (S*</, 0, . . . , 0), SJ'<£, 0 , . . . , 0))HII+1 = 
for 
T*(/, 0,..., 0) = S k ( f , 0,..., 0) (/eg») 
and 
Let E(A) (OSASI ) be the resolution of identity for f Then it follows that for 
j S 2 « + l 
( A j f , g) = ( T J ( f , 0,... ,0),(g,0, ..., 0»H n + 
= f M ^ ( E ( A ) ( / , 0 , . . . , 0 ) , ( g , 0 , . . . , 0 ) ) H n + 1 . 
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Now {A0, ..., A2n+1} is a Hausdorff moment sequence with respect to the spectral 
function E(X), defined by 
[E(X)f, g) = (E(A)(/, 0, ..., 0),.(g, 0, ..., Q))Hn+1. 
This completes the proof. 
R e m a r k 3. KREIN and KRASNOSELSKII [ 5 ; § 7] proved Theorem .3 only for 
the case m = 2n. 
6. Trigonometric truncated moment problem 
A finite sequence {A0, ..., A„} of bounded operators is called a trigonometric 
moment sequence, if there exists a spectral function E(X) ( — n S A S n) such that 
n 
•Ak= J eikX dE(l) (k = 0,1, ... , ri). 
It is a Krein.moment sequence, if E(l) can be taken as a function on [ — n/2, %/2], i.e. 
n/2 
Ak= f eikkdE(X) (k = 0,1, . . . . ,«). 
For a sequence {A0, A t , ...}, the Toeplitz matrix T„ and the shifted Toeplitz 
n 
matrix T„ + are the operators on © ft, given respectively by 
o 
T„ = 
A0 > At, A2, • J A„ 
AÏ A o, Au . • » An— ï 
A* si 2 > At, Ao¡Ai, . • > A, 2 
A* A* . A* 
and T„ + = 
Ai> A2, •••, An+1 
Aoj Ay, . • •, A„ 
..., A t 
T h e o r e m 4. {A0, ..., A„} is a trigonometric moment sequence, if and only if 
the Toeplitz matrix T„ is positive. It is a Krein moment sequence, if and only i f , in 
addition, the shifted Toeplitz matrix T„_1)+ has positive real part. 
Proo f . Suppose, that {A0,...,An} is a trigonometric moment sequence. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, there exists a unitary operator U on a Hilbert space 
ft and a bounded operator J from ft to ft such that 
( T „ ( / o ) • • • , / „ ) > < / o , • • • j/h)) — 2 û k - j f k k=0 
10* 
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and 
(T„-,, + </„, ...,f„-i),(fo, -,/„-,» - [ u ( 2 U k - j f k ) , 2 V k - j d . 
k= 0: ' k~0 ' 
Thus the Toeplitz matrix T„ is positive. In case of a Krein moment sequence, T„_j + 
has positive real part, for U has positive real part. 
If, conversely, the Toeplitz matrix T„ is positive, the shift operator V: 
V < / o , . . . , / B - 1 , 0 > = < 0 i / o , : . . , / . _ 1 > 
n 
is isometric in ( © hence there exists a spectral function E(A) ( — TZ^A^TI) 
71 ' 
n f* 
In ( ® $l)Tn such that J eikXdE(X) is an extension of V* for all k. It follows, as in the 
9 — 7T proof of Theorem 1, 
71 
Ak= feik>dE(k) (/c = 0 ,1 , . . . ,«) , 
— 71 
where E(X) is the spectral function in defined by 
[E{))f, g) = (E (;.)</, 0, ..., 0), <g, 0 , . . . , o»Tn . 
If, in addition, the shifted Toeplitz matrix T„_j + has positive real part, jt follows 
Re (V</0 , . . . , /„_ l f 0>, </0 , . . . , /„_ x ,0))Tn = ' 
.= (Re(T„_1 > +X/0 , . < / 0 , . . . , / „_!» SO, 
hence by Proposition 3 E(A) can be taken as a function on . [ — n/2, n/2]. This 
completes the proof. 
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Unitary dilations and coisometric extensions 
By JAMES A. D E D D E N S in Ann Arbor (Michigan, U.S.A.) *) 
Let § be a complex Hilbert space, and let ©(§) denote the algebra of bounded 
linear operators on For a subspace © i c § , let P w denote the projection of £> 
onto 99?. If 5" is a commutative semigroup with identity 0, then we say that 
3~={T{g)\ g$.S) is a semigroup of operators on if T(g)€©(§), T(0)=I, and 
ngl+g2) = T(gl)T(g2) for all gl;g2£S. We write ,r* = {T(g)*: g£S}.A semi-
group Ql of operators on is called a dilation of ST if T(g)~P^D(g)\$j for 
all g£S, while 3) is called an extension of ¿T if = for all g£S; here 
§ must be invariant for B(g). 
We first prove a theorem relating unitary dilations and coisometric extensions. The 
proof is an extension of a proof by SZ.-NAGY—FOIA§ [3, p. 12] for the semigroup 
S — Z+ (the additive semigroup of non-negative integers), and uses the following, 
theorem of ITO [2]: Every isometric semigroup has a unitary extension. 
T h e o r e m 1. A semigroup ST = {T(g): g£ S} of operators on § has a unitary 
dilation if and only if it has a coisometric extension. 
Proof . Let V* on be a coisometric extension of ST. By ITO'S theorem 
"K has a unitary extension °U* on But F(g) = {/(g)*!^ implies V(g)* — 
= P * i V t e m i - Hence 
T(g) = V(g)*= Ps(Pa, C/(g)l«i)|S - PsU(g)\<o. 
So is a unitary dilation of ST. 
Conversely, let on be a unitary dilation of ST. Def ined on 
" « i = V W S 
aes 
by = 
ftj is invariant for %* and includes Hence 
T(g) = p* u ( g ) = p j p ^ ¿ / ( g ) i « , ) | § = ^ v ( g m . 
*) This paper is part of the author's doctoral thesis, written under the direction of Dr. Peter 
Fillmore at Indiana University. 
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In order to prove tha fF* is an extension of ST we need only show that § is invariant 
for "f*. Let Q be the projection onto ©§ . If then 
V(g)x = T(g)*x + (V(g)-T(g)*)x. 
Hence 
QV(g)x = {V(g)-T(gY)x. 
Since 
V(gl)(V(g) - T(g)*) = (V(gl +g) - T(gl +gy)-(V(gl) - T(gl)*)T(gy 
and because 
= v QV(g)Z = V (V(g)-T(g)*)$,, 
96S ges 
S\t Q§) is invariant for "K, or equivalently, is invariant for "V*. 
For a set A, we now consider the special semigroup 
S=Z+(A) = {finitely non-zero functions from A to Z+}. 
For g£S, supp (g) = {CO£A: g(CO) ^ 0 } is a finite set. For v a finite subset of A, 
let x v £S be defined by: 
Xv(a>) = 1 if o£v, and = 0 otherwise, 
and let |u| = the number of elements of v. If — {T(g): g£ S} is a semigroup 
of operators, we write Tm = for OJ <Z A. We say that is a *-commuting 
semigroup of operators, if TaTl = T*Tm for all co, A £ A, co?£/1. 
Our next theorem relates a particular kind of unitary dilation to an extension 
to a particular kind of coisometric semigroup. The former is called a Sz.-Nagy— 
Brehmer dilation [1] or a regular dilation [3] in the literature. It is natural to call 
the latter a ^-commuting coisometric extension. 
Theorem 2. If ST is a semigroup of operators on H with S = Z+iA), then 
the following are equivalent: . 
(i) there exists a *-commuting coisometric extension of 
(ii) there exists a unitary dilation of ST satisfying 
. n g l y T(g2) = PHU(g2)U(gl)*\n 
for Si, with disjoint supports; 
(iii) for all finite subsets F of A, 2 ( - 1 )M T(xv)* T(xv) S 0. 
ucF 
Proof . That (ii) and (iii) are equivalent is Theorem 9. 1 in SZ.-NAGY and 
FOIA§ [3]. We. will prove that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
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Let V* be a *-commuting coisometric extension on of ¿T. Then by 
ITO'S theorem there exists a unitary extension V on of " f . If gl,g2£S 
have disjoint supports, then 
Tig^Tigd = • v ( g 2 m = p ^ v ( g l ) v ( g 2 m 
= by *-commutativity 
= • U(gim№ = P6U(g2)U(gir 
so that °U is a unitary dilation of ST satisfying (ii). 
On the other hand, let on z) § be a unitary dilation of ST, which satisfies (ii). 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, if 
(1) = V and V(g) = U(gf 1«! 
g£S 
then 
(2) . n g ) = 
Thus V* on D § is a coisometric extension of ST. We need only show that 'V* 
is a *-commuting semigroup. 
If Si > #2 £ S have disjoint supports, then, by (ii) and (1), 
(3) T(gl)*T(g2) = Pi>U(g2)U(gi)*\9) = PS:>V{g2fV(gi)\§. 
Also, by (2) 
(4) T(giyT(g2) = PzV(gl)\<b-V{g2T\9) = P^V{gi)V{g2T\^. 
Subtracting (3) from (4) we obtain 
(5) . Pz{V(gi)V(g2T-V(g2rV{gi№ = 0, 
for g i , g 2 £ S with disjoint supports. 
We claim that for all g£ S 
(6) PzV(gy{V(g1)V(g2y-V(g2fV(gl))\Z = 0. 
We first remark that it is sufficient to prove (6) for g such that g and g l have disjoint 
supports. (Note that V(g)*V(g1) = V(g')*V(g']) where g' and g[ have disjoint 
supports. In fact take g' = g - m i n (g, g j and g[ = gt - min (g, g j . ) Let g£S 
be such that supp(g) is disjoint from supp (gj). Then supp (g+g 2 ) is disjoint 
from supp (g,), so that (5) implies 
(7) P9(V(gJV(g + g2)*-Vte+g2)*V(g1))\$=-0, 
and 
(8) PljiV(g1)V(g)*-V(g)*V(g1))\$ = 0.-
Multiplying in (8) by F(g2)*|§ from the right, and subtracting from (7), we obtain (6). 
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Since "V* acts on 
«1 = V V(g)§> 
and since P K t o ) s =K(g)P s F(g)* , (6) implies 
(9) (V(gi)V(g^-V(g2)*V(g 1 ) ) | § = 0 , 
for gt, gz £ S with disjoint supports. 
We now claim that for all g £ S 
(10) • {VigJVigà* - V(g2f V(g}))V(g)\% = 0. 
As above we need only prove (10) for gÇ. S such that g and g2 have disjoint supports. 
We use (9) to obtain 
(11) {V(gl+g)V(g2r-V(g2)*V(g1+g))\§> = 0, 
and 
(12) (V(g)V(g2)*-V(g2)*V(g))\$> = 0 . 
Multiplying in (12) by V(gl) from the left and substracting from (11) we obtain (10). 
But (10) implies 
r<Zi)V(gJ*-V(g2)*r(gi) = 0, 
for gi,gi£S with disjoint supports. In particular for gt = *{t0}, g2 = x{X) with 
w, 1Ç.A, (0 9* L Thus "V* is a ^-commuting coisometric semigroup. 
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On operator representations of function algebras 
By D U M I T R U GA§PAR in Timijoara (S. R. Roumania) 
In this note we are going to study contractive representations of function 
algebras. We shall determine the structure of the representations of a special class 
of function algebras. The final result is a generalization of those given by D . SARASON 
in [8]. 
§ 1. Introduction 
1. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, C(X) the algebra of all continuous 
complex functions on X, and A a function algebra on X (i.e. a closed subalgebra 
of C(X) which contains the constants and separates the points of X). Denote by 
MA = M the maximal ideal space, by A the image of the Gelfand representation 
of A. Suppose that each complex homomorphism of A has a unique representing 
measure. Fix 6 in the Gleason part 0> of M, and denote by m its representing measure. 
We write A0 for the kernel of 9. H°°(pi), Hq(WI) are defined (as usual) as the 
vv*-closure of A, A0, respectively, in L°°(m). For l S p < ™ , Hp(m), Hp(m) are 
also defined as the closures of A, A0 in Lp(m), respectively. 
Let Fbe the space of the maximal ideals of L°°(m), and identify L°°(m) with C(Y) 
via the Gelfand representation. Under this representation, i?°°(m) is mapped onto 
a subalgebra of C(Y). H°°(m) is logmodular on Y, and consequentely its 
Shilov boundary is exactly Y. It is known*) that each can be uniquely 
extended to a continuous linear functional # on H2{m), multiplicative on H°°{m). 
Also & = {%, is the Gleason part of H°°(m) containing 0. Denote by m the 
representing measure (which is supported on Y) for 9. 
The following result will play an important role in the sequel: 
If & is a non-trivial Gleason part of M, i.e. it consists of more than one point, 
then there exists an inner function Z £ H°°{m) such that //¿¡°(m) = ZH°°{m). (See [2], 
chap. VI th. 7. 1. and 7. 2.) 
We shall need the following: 
*) For references of this section see for instance [2]. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 1. The following are equivalent for a non-trivial Gleason part 0>\ 
(a) The map x : g —• where an= gZ"dm, is an isometric isomorphism 
o 
of IIe"(ni) onto the Hardy algebra i f " . 
(b) If J is the ideal of all g£H~(m) with g(x) = 0 for X£&, then J=0. 
(c) The linear span of {Z"}~ is w*-dense in H°°(m). 
Proof . This follows easily from [2], exc. 6. p. 141 and from discussion on 
p. 163 of MERRILL'S paper [4]. 
We note that there exist algebras. for which the conditions of proposition 1 
hold true. (See [4], §§ 2, 3.) 
Finally we note that for the function Z the following theorem holds: 
If there is a uniformly closed algebra B in L"(m)' strictly containing H°°(m), 
then Z~l Ç.B. 
The proof is similar to that of the theorem of section "Maximality" in [3], 
•chap. 10, and makes use of the relation: 
L\m) = H2(m)®H#m). 
2. We start this section with giving definitions concerning representations 
•of function algebras. (See [1], [5].) 
Let A be a function algebra on X, and H a complex Hilbert space. By definition 
a contractive representation of A on H is an. algebra homomorphism /-—7/ of 
A into the algebra 38(H) of all bounded linear operators on H such that Tx is the 
identity operator and 
<*) l|7>||S||/|| (fdA). 
The representation /->- Tf of A on H is called X-reducing if it is the restriction 
to A of a representation of C(X) on H. A subspace of H is called X-reducing if 
it reduces the representation / - * Tf to an X-reducing one. The représentation f -+Tf 
of A on H is called X-pure if {0} is the only Z-reducing subspace for it. The represent-
ation f—Tf is called X-dilatable if there exists a representation (p U^ of C(X) 
on K such that K contains H as a subspace, and 
Tjx — Pufx {fÇ.A\xÇ.H), 
where P is the orthogonal projection of K onto H\ the representation (p -» U^ is then 
called the X-dilation of the representation f—Ts. A contractive representation of 
A on H is X-maximal, if there is no algebra B distinct from A and C(X), satisfying 
AczBczC(X) and having a representation on H which coincides on A with the 
initial one. 
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. Now by the theorems of Hahn—Banach and Riesz—Kakutani, we observe 
that there exists a family {px<y} of measures on X such that 
(TjX, y) = Jf dpx,y ( f Z A ; . x , y Z H ) . 
Such a family {px,y} is called a family of elementary measures. By definition the 
representation f-»Tf is called continuous if there exists a family {px,y} of ele-
mentary measures such tha tp X i y is, for all x, y£H, absolutely continuous with 
respect to m. If there exists a family {px,y} of elementary measures such that pxy 
is, for all x, y£H, singular with respect to all representing measures for A, then 
the representation is called completely singular. 
A ^-continuous representation f~~Tf of A on H has the following properties 
(see [5]): 
(i)f-*Tf has a unique extension to a representation g ->- tg of H°°(m) on H; 
here ( * ) is to be replaced by 
(*.') Il^ll 35 M.= llsll (g£H-{m)): •;. 
(ii) There is a unique semi-spectral measure F on X, absolutely continuous 
with respect to m, such that 
. fg = JgdF (gdH~(m)). 
Therefore by Neumark's theorem f~*Ts is an X-dilatable representation. 
(iii) The extension g^-Tg is ^-continuous, hence there exists a semi-spectral 
measure F on Y, absolutely continuous with respect to m, such that 
Tg = fgdF (g 6(/;;))• 
We also mention the following supplementary properties: 
(iv) If the representation f— Tf is X-pure, then the extended representation 
g-*Tg is Y-pure. 
(v) This extension is Y-maximal if and'only if f z is a non-unitary contraction. 
Proof . Ad (iv). We suppose that Hu is a 7-reducing subspace for g—fg. 
Then g — f g = Tg\HU is an y-reducing representation, and for the continuous func-
tions on X we have: 
! / • - ! ?= \<PU^ M ; • 
so H" is an X-reducing subspace for the initial representation as well, and this 
is a contradiction. 
Ad (v). If the representation g~*Tg of H°°{m) is not 7-maximal, then there is 
an extension of the initial representation to a subalgebra of L°°(m) containing 
H°°(m). Then by the final remark of section 1, f Z - i makes sense and the relation 
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fztz.i = f z . i f z = I contradicts the non-unitarity of Tz. Conversely, if the repre-
sentation g-*fg is Y-maximal, then f z is non-unitary, since otherwise there would 
be an obvious extension of the representation g-+tg (g£H°°(m)) to the algebra 
generated by H°°(m) and Z - 1 , implying fz_i = t*. 
§ 2. The structure of the representations for some function algebras 
1. Let D be the open unit, disc, and si the algebra consisting of those functions 
continuous in the closure D of D which are analytic on D. It is known that D is 
the Gleason part containing the O-homomorphism, and the (unique) representing 
measure for 0 is the normalized Lebesgue measure p on the unit circle dD (which 
is the Shilov boundary of si). The algebra H°°(n) coincides with the Hardy algebra 
. II°° if we identify each function of H°° with its boundary values. (See [2], chap. 
II, sec. 4). Denote by F the maximal ideal space of L°°(ji). 
In this section'we prove: 
Theorem 1. Let g-*Tg be a contractive D-continuous representation of 
on a Hilbert space H. Then: 
(a) If T= Teit, then and 
Tg=g(T) (gtHn, 
where the right-hand term is defined by the functional calculus of [7] chap. III. 
(b) If the representation g Tg is T-pure, then T is a completely non-unitary 
contraction on H. 
Proof , (a) It is easy to prove that the restriction of the initial representation 
to si is a contractive representation of .s/ which is D-continuous. Then, by (ii), 
there exists a semi-spectral measure E on dD, absolutely continuous with respect 
to n, such that 
(Tgx, y) '= jgd(Ex,y) (geH"; x, y£H). 
Now by an easy computation we deduce: 
(1) T g r ^T g strongly as r - 1 , 
CO 
where gr{eu) = g{reu), g£H°°. Since the Fourier series 2a„emt of gr(e") is absolutely 
• o 
and uniformly convergent, it is immediate that 
(2) 
CO 
TBr = Z"„T" - gr(T). 
o 
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Then from the definition of H? *) it follows that g £ and by (1) and (2) we obtain 
Tg = g{T) (g£H~). 
Point (b) results easily from (a) and by the remark that the /"-purity of 
the representation g-*Tg implies the e)Z>-purity of its restriction to si. Now, the 
dD-purity of the representation / — f ( T ) ( / € ¿4) is equivalent to the fact that T is a 
completely non-unitary contraction (See [8]). 
2. Now we return to an arbitrary function algebra A. The notations and the 
hypothesis given in sec. 1, § 1 are the same. In the following we assume that the 
conditions of proposition 1 hold true for the non-trivial Gleason part 8P. If z* 
is the adjoint of the isometry z of proposition 1, then it is immediate that z*(MHJ) = 
= Afw~(m), and z*(r).= Y. Consequently z can be extended to an isometric iso-
morphism of LT(rri) onto L°°(ji). It is also clear that z*0) = 0>. 
Now let f-*Tj be a (contractive) representation of H°°(m) on H. Then it is 
obvious that the map: g-*Sg = T f , zf—g is a representation of H°° on H. The 
following lemma is almost immediate. 
Lemma 1. (a) If the representation f -*Tf is Y-pure, then the representation 
g — Sg is T-pure. 
(b) If the representation f—Tf is 2P-continuous, then g-+Sg is f)-continuous. 
Moreover if F is the Semi-spectral measure of the representation f — T f , then z*F 
is the semi-spectral measure for the representation g Sg. 
We are now able to prove our main result. 
Theorem 2. Let f—Tf be a 3P-continuous representation of A on the Hilbert 
space H, and g~*Tg the extended representation given in (i). If T—fz, then for each 
g d Hm(jn) we have zg£H^ and 
Tg = (zg)(T) (giH~(m)). 
If the representation is X-purejjhen: • 
(a) T is a completely non-unitary contraction on H; 
(b) the extended representation g—Tg is Y-maximal; 
(c) the semi-spectral measure F, defined by (ii), is equivalent to m; 
(d) for each x£H, x^O, the logarithm of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of 
(E(-)x, x) with respect to m is in L'(m). 
*) For the definition of H £ see [7] chap. III. 
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Proof . The first statement follows by combining (iii) and Lemma 1 with 
point (a) of Theorem 1. Since xZ=e u , point (a) follows by using Lemma 1 
and point (b) of Theorem 1. By (v), (a) implies (b). For (c), it remains only to 
prove that m is absolutely continuous with respect to F. If E is the semi-spectral 
measure (on dD) of T, one can prove easily (by using the uniqueness of elementary 
measures {(Fx, j>)} and point (b) of Lemma 1) that 
(3) J{¡j d(Fx, y) = Jit// d(Ex, y) (ip£L"(m); x,y£H). 
Now by (3) and by Szego's theorem, we deduce 
r d(Fx, x) (• d(Ex, x) , 
CXP Jlog dm = exp Jl0g dn 
Therefore by Proposition 6. 5, chap. II of [7] concerning ¿t-summability of 
d(Fx,x) 
log ——-— , (d) follows. Now(d) implies in particular that m is absolutely continuous 
dp 
with respect to F. This completes the proof. 
3. Point (d) in the preceding theorem is due to W. MLAK.*) Moreover 
W. MLAK indicated us the following direct proof of (a), (c), (d). 
Let / — 7 / be a contractive ^"-continuous, representation of A on H. According 
to Theorem 1 of [1], the representation /— Tf is a uniquely determined orthogonal 
sum of an X-reducing representation f—Tf and an Z-pure representation f-+Tf, 
corresponding to the decomposition H" © H° of H. On the other hand, by (ii), the 
representation f~*Tf is X-dilatable. Denote by (p — U^, this dilation, and by K the 
dilation space. We prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. If for some x£H: 
(?) i n f / | l - / | 2 r f ( F x , x ) = = 0 , , 
then W=\/ UnxaH". (Here U means Uz). 
ii — 
Proof . First we prove that (y) implies 
(5) ||r«*|| = ||*|| = ||r*"x|| (n — 0,1,2, ...). 
CO 
If f£A0cHo (m), then / = Zg, where g£H°°(m). Let R= V Unx, and let Q be the 
o . 
orthogonal projection of K on R. Then 
((I-Q)Ugx,y) = (Ugx-s,(I-Q)y) (sen, yeK). 
. *) Private communication. 
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Let £>0. By (c) of Proposition 1 there is an gt = ^ akUkx (finite sum) such that: 
(caO 
\{Ugx-st, ( / - Q)y)I = \{{g-2 akZk)h dm 
*so 
h = d{Fx,{I-Q)y)\ 
dm )' 
It follows that Ugx € i?. Consequentely x£ V U"x, by (y). Now by Lemma 6. 4, 
p. 44 of [6] and by obvious symmetry (<5) holds true. To obtain W<zHu, it is sufficient 
to prove (by (è)) that for z = Ufx (f£A) we have (7—P)z = 0. (Here P i s the ortho-
gonal projection of K onto H.) For s£H we have, for any y£K, ((I—P)z , y) = 
= Uz—s), (I-P)y). Let £>0. By (c) of Proposition 1, there is an ss = ^akJJkx ksO 
(finite sum), which by (6) is contained in H, such that 
|(z-,£, (I-P)y)I = \f(f-k2akZk)hdm\ < £ [h = d { F X ' ( j - P ) y ) \ . 
It follows by the arbitrariness of y that z = Pz. By symmetry we have Ufx Ç H, . 
which completes the proof. 
Now, if the representation f~*Tf is X-pure, then Lemma 2 implies that T=tz 
d(Fx,x) 
is c.n.u. and using Szegô's theorem we get that log —£L l(m) for any x£H, 
dm 
x^O. This last property shows that m is absolutely continuous with respect to F. 
4. Let {3?o)aii be the set of all Gleason parts of. the function algebra A, and 
{^a}ae/0 the set of those non-trivial Gleason parts for which the conditions of Propo-
sition 1 hold true. If a £ / 0 , then we denote by ra the isomorphism introduced in 
Proposition 1, corresponding to the Gleason part S?A. 
Let f^»Tf be a contractive representation of A on H, and 
Tf = Tf®Tf (f£A) 
its decomposition given by Theorem 1 of [1]. To the Z-pure representation / — 7 ^ 
we apply the Mlak's decomposition (see [5]) : 
T° = ©T;®77 ( f t A), 
ail 
where /— T* is the ^-continuous part (a £ I), and f-*T°f is the comletely singular 
part of the representation f—T°. Now for the ^-continuous parts we apply the 
Theorem 2 and finaly we obtain : 
T h e o r e m 3. A contractive representation f-*Tf of A on H is a uniquely deter-
mined orthogonal Sum of the form: 
Tf = 7}"© © (TJ)(TX)® © 7 7 0 77 ( f £ A), 
a£/o «Î/o 
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where f is an X-reducing representation, Ta are completely non-unitary 
contractions (oc£/0), f-*T} ( a a r e .¡Pa-continuous and X-pure representations, 
and f — Tj- is an X-pure and completely singular representation. 
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The Hilbert matrix as a singular integral operator*) 
By JAMES ROVNYAK in Charlottesville (Virginia, U.S.A.) 
In this note we show that the theory of the Hilbert matrix {l/(j+k +1)^=0 
can be derived from the theory of selfadjoint singular integral operators, i.e. 
operators in L2( — of the form 
+ < * > 
(1) S: F(x)-+A(x)F(x) + (ni)-i?.V. f ( x -
— oo 
where A(x), K(x)£L°° ( —oo, oo) and A(x) is real valued. 
If / ( x ) € JL2(0, its Mellin transform is 
l/o 
F(x) = lim f t~in+ixf(t)dt 
a^xO J a 
where the limit is taken in the metric of L2( — » ) , We have then 
+ A 
2nf(x) = lim f x~ll2~"F(t) dt 
A" <*> J —A 
where the limit is taken in the metric of L2(0, and 
| |F | | 2 = 2Tr | | / | | 2 . 
. The subscript " + " indicates that the underlying Hilbert space is L2(0, rather 
than L2( — oo). We also say that f (x), F(x) is a Mellin transform pair. 
Theorem. Let p(x), q(x)£L2(0, ») and let P(x), Q(x) be the corresponding 
Mellin transforms in L2( — °°,<=°). Assume P(x), 2(x)£L°°(—=•=>, oo) and P(x) is 
real valued (equivalently p(x) = x~1p(x~1)). For x >0 , 0 set 
oo 
L(x,t) = t~1p(xt~1) + 2 f q(tX)q(xX)dL 
(A) 7//(X)6L2(0, OO) then 
«*> 1/fl 
f L(x, f ) / ( 0 dt = lim f L(x,t)f{t)dt 
*) Research supported by NSF Grant GP 8981. 
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exists in the metric of L2(0, «), and the linear operator defined in L2(0, ») by 
oo 
T:f(x)~ f L(x, t)f(t) dt 
o 
is bounded and selfadjoint. 
(B) The operator T is unitarily equivalent to the singular integral operator S 
in L2( — co, oo) defined by (1) with coefficients 
A(x) = P(x) + \Q(x)\2, K(X) = Q(x). 
Proof . The Hilbert transformation in L2( — <=o, oo) is defined by 
+ CO 
H:F(x)^{7TÏ)_1P.V. f (x — t)~1F(t)dt. 
— oo 
Let J denote multiplication by the function 
.0 < x < 1 f 1, .  
< x < oo 
r 2f in L (0, oo). For any Mellin transform pairs / (x) , F (x) and g(x), G(x) we have then 
{HF,G) = 2n(Jf,g)+. 
See TITCHMARSH [8, Chapt. V]. 
If / (x) , F(x) and g(x), G(x) are Mellin transform pairs and F(x) is essentially 
bounded,then 
oo 
h(x) = f t-ifixt-^g^dt, H(x) = F(x)G(x) 
0 
is a Mellin transform pair. See e.g. [8, p. 90]. 
Let /(x), F(x) and g(x), G(x) be Mellin transform pairs. It is easy to see that 
B(f,g>= /[/t-lp(xt-i)f(t)dt^g(x)dx + 
oo / oo . \ / oo 
+ 2 / ( / < ? ( d ) / ( 0 d t j [ f 4 (* ' • )£ (* ) dX 
defines a bounded symmetric bilinear form on L2{0, oo). Therefore B(f g) = 
= {Tf,g)+ for some bounded selfadjoint operator T. If f(x),g(x) vanish outside 
a compact subinterval of (0, oo), then 
<27, g>+ = f i f L(x, t)f(t) dt] g(x) dx, 
0 J 
the rearrangement of integrals being justified by absolute convergence. From this 
we deduce (A). 
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In the same notation we have 
(Tf,g)+ = / /t-1p(xt-i)f(t)g(x)dtdx + 
0 0 
O© / ©O \ / CO \ 
+ 2 J | f q{tX)f(t) dtj | / q(xX)g(x) dxJ dX-
oo / oo \ / oo \ 
- / / q(tX)f(t) dt\\f q(xX)g(x) dx\dX + 
M / Cû \ / CO \ M oo 
+ f J q(tX)f(t)dt\ f q(xX)g(x)dx\dX = f f t'1 p(xt~1)f(t)g(x)dt dx + 
0 '•O ' ' 0 0 
+ / / q{tX)f{t)dt\ f q(xX)g(x)dx\dX-
0 Vo ^ 0 ' 
- /<J{X) |J q(tl)f(t) dt] | fq(xX)g(x) dxj dX = 
= (2n)-i{(PF, G) + (QF, QG) + (HQF, QG>} = (27t)-1<5F, G>, 
where S is the operator (1) with coefficients as in (B). The theorem follows. 
The Hilbert matrix. If p(x) = 0, q(x) = i e~x/2, then 
L(x,t) = {x + t)-1e-<-x+'»2. 
In this case the matrix of T with respect to the orthonormal basis in L2(0, 
consisting of weighted Laguerre polynomials rp/x) = Lj(x)e~xl2 (7 = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) 
is the Hilbert matrix { 1 / C / + & + L ) } ^ T = O - See ROSENBLUM [ 4 , 7 ] . By our theorem 
T is unitarily equivalent to the operator S defined by (1) with coefficients 
K(x) = 2~U2 + ixr(\+ix), A(x) = [K(x)\2 = in/coshnx. 
From the theory of singular integral operators (PINCUS [2, 3], ROSENBLUM [6] we 
see at once that the spectrum of S is purely absolutely continuous, it consists of 
the interval [0, n], and has uniform multiplicity 1 on the interval. In particular 
this gives a new proof of Hilbert's inequality 




and the fact that n is the best constant (see HARDY, LITTLEWOOD, and POLYA 
[1, Chapt. IX]). ROSENBLUM [5] diagonalizes the Hilbert matrix by a different method. 
His method has the advantage that it can be adapted to the generalized Hilbert 
matrix {l/(j+k+i — v)}"(i=0 where v is a real parameter which is not a positive 
integer. 
it* 
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Miscellaneous examples. (1) If /?(x) = 0, q(x) = 2~i (1 + x ) _ 1 then 
L(x,t) = (x-O-MogfCl+z-^/O+x-1)]. 
In the theorem 
K(x) = 2'1/2 jr/cosh nx, A (x) = K(x)2 = |Tt2/cosh2 TLX. 
So T has absolutely continuous spectrum with uniform multiplicity 1 on [0,7i2]. 
(2) If p(x) = 0, q(x) = 2~ll2e~x2 then 
L(x, t ) = (x2 + i 2 ) - 1 ' 2 erfc ((x2 + l2)U2) 
where 
erfcx = J e~12 dt, x > 0. 
X 
We have 
K{x) - 2 - 3 ' 2 r ( i + i-/x), A{x) = 2 - 3 | r ( i + iix)|.2 
The operator T has absolutely continuous spectrum with multiplicity 1 on [0, c] 
where 
c = T(l/4)2/4= 3.28626 
(3) II' p(x) = 0, q(x) = 2"*(I +X2)"1 then 
L(x, t) = [x arc cot x — t arc cot i]/(x2 — t2), 
K(x) = i7i/[cosh (i nx) + / sinh ( i nx)], A(x) = ¿7r2/cosh (nx). 
The operator T has absolutely continuous spectrum with multiplicity 1 on [0, ^7r2]. 
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Zum globalen Saturationsproblem der Folge der Bernstein-
operatoren 
Von R O M A N SCHNABL in Wien (Austria) 
G. G. LORENTZ [5] bestimmte 1963 die Saturationsklasse der Folge der Bernstein-
operatoren. Im folgenden wird eine neue Methode zur Lösung dieses Problems 
angegeben. Sie beruht auf einer Modifizierung der Bernsteinoperatoren und auf 
der Verwendung der Theorie der stetigen Halbgruppen. 
Bezeichnungen. Im folgenden bezeichne n eine natürliche Zahl, k eine nicht 
negative ganze Zahl, C[0, 1] den Banachraum der auf [0, 1] definierten, stetigen 
und reellen Funktionen, versehen mit der Supremumsnorm, und C(t)[0, 1] die 
Menge der Ar-mal stetig differenzier baren Funktionen aus C[0, 1]. Ferner sei LipM 1 
die Menge der Funktionen aus C[0, 1], die auf [0, 1] einer Lipschitzbedingung mit 
der Lipschitzkonstanten M- genügen und Lip 1 die Vereinigung der Mengen 
LipM 1, M > 0. SPk ist der lineare Raum der Polynome höchstens k-ter Ordnung. 
Das «-te Bernsteinpolynom von/ist definiert durch Bn(f)(x) = 2 
und <p bezeichne im folgenden stets dir Funktion q>(x) — % x(l — x) ( O S x S 1). 
Modifizierte Bernsteinoperatoren und zugeordnete Halbgruppe 
Def in i t ion . Wir definieren durch 
Cn(J) = (p-iBn(cpf) 
den w-ten modifizierten Bernsteinoperator auf C[0, 1]. 
Satz 1. Die Folge {C„}"=1 besitzt folgende Eigenschaften: 
(1.1) C„ ist ein positiver, linearer Operator mit | |CJ = 1— I . 
(1 .2) C „ 0 N ) I ^ , Ck+2(C[0,1]) Q 0>k. 
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(1. 3) C„( 1) = 1 und für y(t) = t gilt 
(1.4) lim | |C„ ( / ) - / | | = 0, für alle f£C[0,1]. 
tt-*eo 
(1.5) Ist f£C[0,1] in x0 € [0,1] zweimal differenzierbar, dann gilt 
lim « (C„ ( / ) - / ) ( x 0 ) = (<p/)"(x0). n~+ CO x 7 
Beweis. (1. 1)—(1. 3) folgt unmittelbar aus der obigen Definition und den 
entsprechenden Eigenschaften der Bernsteinpolynome [6]. (1.4) folgt aus (1.1) 
und (1. 3) nach dem Satz von BOHMAN—KOROVKIN [2], [4]. (1. 5) ist ein Satz vom 
Voronovskaja-Typ und folgt für x0 £ (0, 1) aus dem Satz von VORONOVSKAJA für 
die Bernsteinpolynome [8]. Nach diesem Satz gilt lim n(Bn(q>f) — (pf)(x0) = 
= (p(x0)((pf )" (x0). Daraus folgt (1.5), indem man mit <p(x0)-1 multipliziert. 
Für x0 = 0 gilt lim n{CH(f) —/)(0) = lim« [ / ( I | f l - - 1 - / ( 0 ) 1 = / ' ( 0 ) - / ( 0 ) = 
n-°= ( (n J( n) ) 
= (<pf)"(0). Für x0 = l schließt man analog. 
Nach Satz 1 ist {G„} eine Folge von Approximationsoperatoren. Der folgende 
Satz zeigt, daß sie durch zwei Grenzwertsätze mit einer stetigen Halbgruppe von 
Operatoren verknüpft ist. 
S a t z 2. Es existiert eine Familie { FP" 10 S í S von positiven, linearen Operatoren 
von C[0, 1] in C[0, 1] mit folgenden Eigenschaften: 
(2. 1) W° = I, W~ = 0, \\W'\\ = e~', W'( 1) = e~', und für y(x) = x gilt 
W'(yKx) = e-3'x + ^(e-'-e-3'), 
W'(y2)(x) = e~6'x2 + (e~3' — e~6t)x + ^(3e~' — 5e~3' — 2e~6'). 
(2. 2) WSW' = Ws+t für j,/sü, 
(2. 3) hm \\W\f) - / I I = 0 für alle / € C[0,1], 
(2. 4) Ist Osigco und {.?(«)} i eine Folge natürlicher Zahlen mit 
lim s(n) 
n-»oo H = a, dann gilt für /€C[0,1]: lim | |Q(">(/)-fF«(/)|f = 0 
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lim 0. 
lim = 0. 
und 
— i _ ( / + C „ + C„2 + - + C n s ^ ) ( / ) - / W"'(f)dt í(«) + l J 
Beweis. Sei 0 S a < D ( f ) = (cpf)" und Cn>k = Cn\0>k die Einschränkung 
von C„ auf SPk. Dann gilt für En¡k = n(C„ik - D) und / £ 0>k nach (1. 5) lim ||£„iS(/)|| = 0. 
Da &k endlichdimensional ist, folgt lim \\E„¡k\\ =0. Daraus folgt nach einem Satz 
des Verfassers ([7], Hilfssatz 1), lim || C?j> - eaZ>|| = 0 und 
tt— ©o * 
7(J)TTC"'k + c"'"k>)~ / £ a ' ü d t 
Damit ist (2. 2) und (2. 4) für f£0>k mit W*\0>k = exD gezeigt. Da mit C„ auch die 
i 
Operatoren exD und f e*,Ddt positive, lineare Operatoren sind und da 
( 1 )s(n) lim IIC^U s l i m 1 — = e~" 11— OO ' 11 —~ ^ n ) 
ist, existiert genau ein Operator W" von C[0, 1] in C[0, 1] mit der Eigenschaft 
Wa\3Pk = e',x>. (2. 2) und (2. 4) folgt nun aus obigem durch Ausdehnung vom Raum 
der Polynome auf C[0, 1]. Für a = °° folgt wegen | | Q | | s | l — — | unmittelbar 
(2. 4) und W°° = 0. (2. 1) errechnet man leicht aus (2. 4) und (1. 3). Mit dem Satz 
von BOHMAN—KOROVKIN ([2], [4]) folgt (2. 3) aus (2. 1). 
Im folgenden Satz 3 werden der infinitesimale Erzeuger der Halbgruppe 
{W'\ t^0} bestimmt und notwendige und hinreichende Bedingungen dafür ange-
geben, daß für eine Funktion /€C[0 , 1] ein globaler Satz von Voronovskaja-Typ 
gilt. Für den Beweis von Satz 3 benötigen wir folgenden Lemma: 
L e m m a . Sei (J(g))(x) — /1 _/* g(v) dv^ du—x J J g(v) ifoj du und Fn(g) = 
= n(C„-r)((p-1J)(g) für geC°[0,l]. Dann gilt: 
(LI) F„ ist ein positiver, linearer Operator von C[0,1] in C[0,1]. 




 2 1 
(L3) lim ||F„(g)-g|| = 0, für alle g£C[0,l]. 
x + 6 n2' 
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Beweis. 1st g £ 0 , dann ist ( / ( g ) ) " = g £ 0 und J(g)(t) - J(g)(x) -(t-x)• ' 
•(/(g))'(X) —O. Daraus folgt, indem man bei festgehaltenem x den «-ten Bernstein-
operator B„ auf die letzte Ungleichung anwendet, B„(J(g))—J(g)^0. Daraus folgt 
unmittelbar F„(g)s0. Damit ist (LI) gezeigt. (L2) errechnet man leicht aus (1. 3). 
(L3) folgt nun aus (LI) und (L2) nach dem Satz von BOHMAN—KOROVKIN [2], [4]. 
Satz 3. Sei A mit dem Definitionsbereich D(A) der infinitesimale Erzeuger der 
Halbgruppe und seien f , g€C[0, 1]. Dann sind folgende Aussagen 
äquivalent: 
(3.1) Op/)£C<2>[0,1] und (<pf)" = g. 
(3.2) lim ||n(C„ —/)( / ) —g|| = 0. 
OO 
(3.3) lim inf ||/r(Cn —/)( / ) —g|| — 0. II-+ oo 
(3.4) f£D(A) und A ( f ) = g. 
Beweis, a) Sei (3. 1) erfüllt. Dann ist <p~iJ(g)=f und aus dem obigen Lemma 
folgt (3. 2). 
b) Aus (3.2) folgt unmittelbar (3.3). 
c) Sei (3.3) erfüllt und | | n ( C , , - / ) ( / ) - g \ \ = z„. Dann ist lim inf z„ = 0, 
r-»- oo 
und es gilt, da ||CJ S 1 ist: 
||«(C2 — C„)( / ) —C„ (g)|| S zn, 
IIn{C3 — C 2 ) ( / ) — C2(g)|| S z „ , 
Daraus folgt mit Hilfe der Dreiecksungleichung 
\\n(c°+i - 1 ) ( / ) - ( / + C„ + C 2 + • • • + C„s)(g)|| S ( i+ l )z„ . 
Sei nun a > 0 fest gewählt und s = s(n) = [an]. Dann ist lim = a und n 
lim inf 
oo 
Nach (2. 4) folgt daraus 
Ä lim inf z„ = 0. 
i f l p - T X / ) - jw*'(g)dt = 0 für alle a > 0 . 
Daraus folgt nun ([3], Chap. 1) f£D{A) und A(f)=g, d.h. (3. 4). 
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d) Sei nun (3. 4) erfüllt, dann folgt aus dem Lemma und aus a)—c) 
D(Ä) 5 { /£ C[0, \]\{<pf) € C(2)[0, 1]} = 35 
und 
A((p-1J(g))=g für alle g£C[0, 1]. 
Damit ist A eine Abbildung von 3) auf C[0, 1]. Die Abbildung A ist eine eindeutige-
Abbildung, denn aus A ( f ) = 0 folgt W(f)=f für alle ¿SO und daraus folgt 
/ = 0 wegen | | / | | = WWy) | | S c " ' | | / I l . Daraus folgt T ) = Z > . Sei nun f£D(A) und 
A(f)=g. Dann folgt C®[0,1] und g = A ( f ) = A ^ J ^ f ) " ) ) = (<?/)",. 
also (3. 1). 
Damit ist Satz 3 bewiesen. 
Bemerkung. Aus Teil c) des Beweises ergibt sich, daß in (3. 2) und (3. 3} 
die Normkonvergenz durch die schwache* Konvergenz ersetzt werden kann. Ins-
besondere folgt: Existiert eine Folge natürlicher Zahlen nk mit — f ü r » 
derart, daß die Folge {nk(C„k —/)(/)} schwach* gegen 0 konvergiert, dann i s t / = 0. 
Aus Satz 3 folgt unmittelbar: 
F o l g e r u n g 1. /ÉC[0, 1] und lim.inf | |n (C„- / ) ( / ) || = 0 impliziert f= 0. 
Fo lge rung 2. Die Folge der Approximationsoperatoren {Cn}™=l ist saturiert mit 
der Saturationsordnung . Die triviale Klasse besteht nur aus der Funktion f = 0. 
Satz 4. Sei A mit dem Definitionsbereich D(A) der infinitesimale Erzeuger 
der Halbgruppe { W'\t^0}, und / £ C [ 0, 1]. Dann sind folgende Aussagen äquivalent: 
(4.1) ( < ? / ) € 1 ] und (<?/)'<ELipM 1. 
(4. 2) \(<pf)(x + 2h) - 2(<pf)(x + h) + (cpf)(x)| =1 Mh2 für alle Paare (x, h) für die 
x, x + 2h£[0, 1]. 
Bestimmung der Saturationsklasse 
(4.4) liminf \\ACn(J)\\^M. 
(4.5) \\n(Cn-I)(f)\\sM. 
(4.6) lim inf ||«(Cn—/)(/)|¡ S M. 
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(4.7) | | ( ^ - / ) ( / ) | | 3 = A f / für alle <£0. 
( 4 . 8 ) Es existiert eine Folge {/„}„" t /«¡7 f„£D(A), \\A{fn)\\ g l / ¿ f r « = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
lim II / n - / | | = 0. 
rt —co 
Beweis. H . BERENS [1] bewies einen Saturationssatz für Folgen von paar-
weise kommutativen Approximationsoperatoren. Dieser Satz kann auf die Folge 
{C„}, da die Operatoren C„ nicht paarweise kommutativ sind, nicht angewendet 
werden. Gewisse Teile des Beweises von H . BERENS, die die Kommutativität der 
Approximationsoperatoren nicht benützen, lassen sich aber übertragen. So sind 
die Einbeziehung von (4. 3) in den Satz 4 und die folgenden Beweisschritte d), g) 
durch den Beweis von H . BERENS angeregt. 
a) Aus (4. 1) folgt mit dem Mittelwertsatz der Differentialrechnung, ange-
wendet auf (<pf) (x + h) — (q>f) (x), unmittelbar (4.2). 
n2B„-2{g) für « = 3,4, ..., mit b) Aus (4.2) und (^(g))* = | i _ I 
g ( x ) = g ( ( l - f ) x + | ) - 2 g ( ( l - ^ ) x + l ) + g ( ( l - | ) 4 O s x s l , 
und durch direktes Nachrechnen für « = 1, 2 folgert man leicht (4. 3). 
c) Aus (4. 3) folgt unmittelbar (4. 4). 
d) Sei (4. 4) erfüllt. Dann gilt 
IKC„-/)(/)II S \\n(Cn — I)Ck(f)\\ + | | « ( C „ — / ) ( / — C T ( / ) ) | | 3= 
35 | |«(C„ — I) (<p ~1 JACk(/)|| + 2 « II/— Ck(/)|| = 
= \\F„(ACk{f))\\+2nII/—Q(/)|| S UFJI llACk(f)U + 2 n U f - C k ( f ) l 
Daraus folgt für k — da | |FJ = 1, 
K C „ - / ) ( / ) | | S liminf M Q ( / ) | | S M. 
k - * oo 
Damit ist (4. 5) gezeigt. 
e) Aus (4. 5) folgt unmittelbar (4. 6). 
f) Aus (4. 6) folgt (4. 7), indem man analog zu Teil c) des Beweises von Satz 3 
schließt. 
t • 
g) Sei (4.7) erfüllt. Für 0 sei f , = t~l f W(f)du. Dann gilt 
o 
shm -/)(/,) = jslim i j\W^"-W»){f)du = 
= 7 HIIL 7 f ( W , + v - W v ) ( f ) d v = \ { W ' - I ) ( J ) . t s-»0+ s x t 
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Daraus folgt, daß f,£D(A) und A(ft) = t-l(W'-I)(f). Da nun lim | [ / t - / | | = 0 
und \\AUdW^M ist, folgt (4.8). 
h) Sei (4. 8) erfüllt. Dann gilt mit geeignetem R > 0 
Daraus folgt 
\(q>fn)(x + h)-(<pfn)(x)\^R\h\ für x,x + h£[ 0,1], 
und für n -«-°o 
'M){x + h)-{<pf){x)\^R\h\. 
Also ist (q>f) absolut stetig und folglich existiert (<pf)'(x) für fast alle x£[0, 1]. 
Seien x,x + h£[ 0, 1] zwei Punkte, in denen (<pfY existiert. Dann gilt für hinreichend 
Meine t 
|(cpf„)(x + h + t) - (<pfn)(x + h)~ {cpftt){x +t) + (<pf„)(x)\ áM\h\ \tI, 
und für n °° 
\(cpf)(x + h + t)-(.(pfKx + h)-((pf)(x + t) + (<pf)(.x)\^M\h\ \t\. 
Für t— 0 folgt daraus 
\(cpf)'{x + h)-(cpf)'(x)\^M\h\. 
Es existiert also eine Funktion g£ LipM 1 so, daß g(x) = ((pf )' für fast alle x£[0, 1]. 
Da nun (cpf) eine Stammfunktion von g ist, folgt (cpf)<zCw[0, 1] und g = ((pf)'£ 
€LipM 1. Damit ist (4. 1), und Satz 4 vollständig bewiesen. 
F o l g e r u n g 3. Die Saturationsklasse der Folge der Approximationsoperatoren 
{C„}£Li ist identisch mit der Saturationsklasse der Halbgruppe [JV'\t^0}, nämlich 
die Funktionenklasse { /£ C[0, 1]| (cpf) £ C(1)[0, 1] und (<?/)' € Lip 1}. 
Beweis des Satzes von G. G. Lorentz 
Satz 5 ( G . G . LORENTZ [5]). Sei f£C[0,1]. Dann sind folgende Aussagen 
äquivalent: 
(5.1) / € C(1)[0, 1] und / ' £ L i p M l . 
(5.2) \n(Bn-I){f){x)\^ix(\-x)M, O^x^l, n = l , 2 , ... . 
Beweis: a) Sei (5. 1) erfüllt. Dann erfüllt 
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die Bedingung (4. 1). Daraus folgt (4. 5) und, indem man mit cp multipliziert, 
auch (5. 2). 
b) Sei (5. 2) erfüllt. Ist g wie in a) erklärt, dann gilt 
fa-ißM-g^Mn-1 für « = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
Daraus folgt g£C[0, 1] und \\n(C„-I){g)\\^M. Also ist für g (4. 5) erfüllt und 
daher auch (4. 1). Daraus folgt nun (5. 1). Damit ist Satz 5 bewiesen. 
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On the uniform convergence of Fourier transforms on groups 
By CONSTANTINE G E O R G A K I S in Chicago (Illinois, U.S.A.) 
Let G be a non-discrete LCA (locally compact abelian) group with Haar measure 
dt. Let / £ LP{G), 1 < p < Lq{G), p + q = pq, and write (f, y) for the image 
of an element t in G under the character y in the dual group F of G and fx for the 
translate of the function f . For each element x in G, the function <P(x, t) = fx(t)g(t) 
belongs to L\G) and, by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, its Fourier transform 
4>(x,y) = Jfx(t)g(t)( — t,y)dt converges to zero at infinity on F. In this article 
G 
we show, in particular, the convergence to be uniform with respect to all x in G; 
that is true also for p = 1 if G is compact. This is a special case of the more general 
result Theorem 1, which was first proved by A . PLESSNER for G = T, T being the 
group of real numbers modulo 2TT ([2]). In a sense, Corollary 1 and 2 provide an 
abstract analogue for LCA groups of the classical Riemann—Lebesgue localization 
principle for Fourier series (see [5]). We need the following theorem of R. R. GOLD-
BERG a n d A . B . SIMON ([1], p . 39) . 
Theorem A. Let G be a LCA group with character group F. For each neigh-
borhood V of the identity of G, there exists a compact set K in F such that, if y (J K, 
then Re (t, y) S 0 for some t£V. 
Theorem I. Let X be an arbitrary set and G a LCA group with dual F. Let 
<P(x, t) be a complex function on XX G such that f \<P(x, t)\dt < <=« for each x£X, 
G 
and suppose f j<I>(x, t + s) — 4>(x, t)\dt converges to zero as s tends to the identity 
uniformly for x € X. Then the Fourier transform $(x, y) = f <P(x, t)( — t, y)dt 
G 
converges to zero at infinity on F uniformly for x£X. 
Proof . Let £>0. There exists a symmetric neighborhood V of the identity 
of G so that /\<P(x, t-s)-$(x, t)\dt<e for all s£V and x£X. By Theorem A, 
G 
to this neighborhood V there corresponds a compact set K in F so that, if y $ K, 
there exists an element s0£V for which 1 — Re (JQ, y ) S l . Then we have 
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(s0,y)$(x, y) = f $(x,t)(-t + s0,y)dt = f $(x,t-s0)(-t, y)dt, 
G G 
$(x,y){l-(s0,y)} = J {<P(x, t)-$(x,t-i0)}(-1, y) dt, 
G 
for all and x£X. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let G be a LCA group with dual F, 1 /gLF{G), p + q = 
— pq and g£Lq(G). Then the Fourier transform fxg converges to zero at infinity 
on r uniformly for x£G. 
Proof . Put. <P(x,t) = fx(t)g(t) =f(x + t)g(t) and X=G. Then for each 
5 and x in G, we have 
f\9<x,t+S)-$(x,t)\dt = J \fx(t + s)g(t + s)-fx(t)g(t)\dt ^ 
G G 
S f\Mt + s)-fx(t)\ |gs(OI dt+f |/x(0| |ft0)-g(0l dt s 
G G 
^ 1 1 / * + s -fx\\p l i f t I I , + W f x W p l i f t - s l l , - I I / . - - / l i p l l s l l , + l l / l l P l i f t -
Since the mapping s£G to fs£Lp(G) is continuous [3], for each e > 0 , there exists 
a neighborhood V of the identity of G so that | | / s—/| |p<e/2| |g | | s and H&—g||9< 
<e /2 | | / | | p . Hence, 
J + dt < e for all s£V and x£G, 
G ' 
and the conclusion follows from Theorem 1. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let G be a LCA group with dual r, f£L1(G) and g£L°°(G). 
fig converges to zero at infinity on F, if (a) or (b) or (c) below holds: (a) ||gs— gIL 
converges to zero at the identity, (b) gf_Lp(G) for 1 § / ) < » ; (c) for each e > 0 
there exists a compact subset F in G such that ess sup |g(OI 
tiF 
Proof , (a) The case "f£L1(G), g£L°°(G) and | | g s - g | L - 0 at the identity" 
can be handled by the argument for Theorem 2. 
(b) Let now f£Ll(G) and g$Lr(G)C\Lp(G) for 1 For e > 0 there 
exists h£Cc(G) — the set of continuous functions on G with compact support -— 
such that II/—/i||i <e/| |glL. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain 
/10{x,t + s) - *{x, 01 dt s Il/X+, •-fx\w llglU +1 / / , ( 0 t e , ( 0 - s ( 0 > dt\ ^ 
s l lZ-ZIUIIg lU + l / ^ i O i f t i O - ^ O i ^ l + l / i / ^ O - ^ i O X f t C O - ^ ) } ^ ! S 
G G 
S l l / s - / l l 1 l |g lU+ll f t -gl lPPII 4 + 2 | | / - /zl |1 ' | |g |U< a 
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for all x£G and s£V, where V is an appropriate neighborhood of the identity 
and p + q = pq. Hence, the conclusion follows by Theorem 1. 
(c) For a given e > 0 we choose a compact subset F in G so that 
ess sup |g(i)ll/lli <e/2. Let <;, and be the characteristic functions of F and its 
t$F 
complement. According to part (b), there exists a compact subset K0 in F such that 
\ 0 & i ) ( y ) \ < e / 2 for all x£G and y<lK0 in T. This implies that | (£g)(y) |se/2 + 
+ \\fxg^2IIi^e/2 + l l /J i esssup |g(i) |<e for xiF in G and y$K0 in T. Since 
iCAĝ Xy) — (Vxj^Cy)! ^ I1A — I I ill̂ llo» and F is compact, there exist elements x-( 
in F, a neghborhood V of the identity, and compact subsets Kt in F (i = 1, 2, ..., n) 
such that \(£g)(y)\<e/2 for x£xt+V, y £K i in F, and Fez U (x; + V). This 
i = l 
shows that |(£g)(y)|<e for all x£F and U Kt in F. Therefore, if K= U K,y 
¡=1 i=0 
l(£g)(y)l~=e for all x£G and y$K in F. 
Coro l l a ry 1. If f £ Ll{G) and g£ C0(G) (the set of all continuous functions 
on G vanishing at infinity), then Urn (fxg)(y) = 0 uniformly for x£G. 
rer 
Coro l l a ry 2. If G is compact, f£Lp(G) and g£L%G), then lim(jQ)(y) = 0 
y e r 
uniformly for x£ G. 
Proof . The case ! < / ) < « follows from Theorem 2 and the case p = I from 
Theorem 3. 
Remarks , (a) Theorem 2 extends to two parameters as follows: if f£L"(G)y 
g£Lq(G) and h£Lr(G), where l</>, q, r<cc, and p_i +q_i +.r~1 = 1, then the 
Fourier transform of the function fxgyh converges to zero at infinity on F uniformly 
for x and y in G. This follows from Theorem 2 and the inequality 
-Lgyhw i s n/iiP iign q\\hs - hi+ii/n, H«-, - g||9 ii/.-ziipkiui^. 
(b) Theorem 2 remains true also if we replace L"(G), Lq(G) by a pair of normed 
homogeneous spaces A, B of functions on G such that WfgWi S||/ |U||g||B. (A normed 
space A of functions on G.is homogeneous if its norm is translation invariant and 
the mapping of taking translates is continuous ([4]).) 
(c) Our results show that the technique of R. R. GOLDBERG and A. B. SIMON [1] 
is useful for obtaining refinements of the Riemann—Lebesgue theorem. 
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Elementary estimates for certain types of integers 
By E C K F O R D C O H E N and K. JOSEPH DAVIS in Greenville (North Carolina, U.S.A.) 
1. Introduction. For each integer let Lk represent the set of positive 
integers n such that each prime factor of n occurs with multiplicity at least k. Let 
lk{n) denote the characteristic function of the set Lk, and for real x ^ l , let Lk(x) 
be the number of integers contained in Lk and not exceeding JC. Let Q be the set 
of squarefree integers and q{n) the characteristic function of Q. The Riemann zeta-
function will be denoted £(s) for real s. 
The starred references of this paper refer to the bibliography of the paper [2] by 
the first author. All O-constants which occur are understood to depend upon k. 
In 1934 ERDŐS and SZEKERES [5*] obtained the following estimate for Lk(x): 
(1.1) Lk(x) = ckxilk + 0(xlKk+1>) 
where ck is a constant. This was proved by elementary means without any essential 
use of Dirichlet series. Later BATEMAN and GROSSWALD obtained (1. 1) in the 
stronger form 
(1.2) Lk(x) = ckxilk + ckxlKk+i) + 0(xlKlk+1)), 
where ck, like ck, is independent of x. While the Bateman—Grosswald proof is 
elementary, it makes use of the uniqueness theorem for Dirichlet series (see 
Remark 1 below). 
It is the purpose of the present paper to establish certain weaker estimates 
for Lk(x) by strictly elementary methods. In particular, we show in §6, without 
appealing to the uniqueness theorem, that 
(1.3) Lk(x) = ckxílk + ckxíKk+l) + 0{x^k+1)). 
The argument used in the paper is an elaboration of the method of ERDŐS 
and SZEKERES [5*]. We require, in addition, estimates for some special sums (§ 4) 
and an asymptotic formula for the average of a certain divisor function (§ 5). In § 7 
we give a simple, independent proof of the slightly weaker form of (1. 3) with the 
O-term 0(xlKk+2)\og x). 
12 A 
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R e m a r k 1. The case k = 2 is exceptional with respect to the above discussion 
of ( 1 . 2 ) . In fact, an elementary proof of ( 1 . 2 ) in this case has been given by 
BATEMAN [1*]; also see [2] and [3, § 3]. 
2. Density of L^. Our first estimate for Lk(x) is given in the following theorem. 
Let L2=L. 
Theorem 1. The set L has density 0; that is, 
x 
Proofs of this result have been given by FELLER and TOURNIER [6*, § 9] and 
SCHOENBERG [10*, § 12]. The corresponding result for Lk, k^2 follows immediately. 
3. 0-estimate for Lk(x). We first prove a characterization of the set Lk. 
Lemma 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that an integer n be in Lk is 
that it admit a representation of the form 
(3.1) n = didl-..diz\dk, d^.-.d^^d. 
Proof . Suppose n can be written in the form (3. 1), and let p\n, p prime. 
Then p\d and hence pk\n. This proves the sufficiency. 
Now suppose n£Lk, n=p\' ... p f , e^k (i = \,...,s) where pis ...,ps are 
the distinct prime divisors of n. Now et = qjc + r¡, #¡>0, 0^rt<k (i= 1, ..., s). 
Therefore peh = (pffip]'' for each i, from which it follows that n is expressible in 
the form (3. 1) in such a way that d=p\' ... pf and d1...dk_1 is the product of 
those pi for which the corresponding rt > 0. 
We are now in a position to prove the following result. Throughout this paper 
the symbol Z' will indicate that the sum is taken over integers in Lk. Let [JC] denote 
the largest integer ^ x . 
Theorem 2. For xSi, 
(3.2) Lk(x) = 0(xllk) as • 
P r o o f . Let 5 = dtd2 ...dkll. By Lemma 1, 
Lk(x) = 2 i s 2 1 nSx idk^x 
where the last summation is over all ^-tuples of natural numbers dt, d2, ...,dk^l, 
d such that D = did2d3...dk_l divides d, DN=d. 
Thus 
Lk(x) = 2 2 i . 
ssx dksx/a 
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Summing over N, we see that the interior sum has the value, 
[x1'k/dl+u><di+2lk... d^lk-i)lk\. 
Hence 
Lk(x) s x1/k 2(di+1/kd2+2/k •••dk+i(k~iyky1 = 0(x1/k), 
d^x 
and the theorem is proved. 
A different proof of (3. 2) is indicated by HORNFECK in [8*, Lemma 2]. 
4. Lemmas. This section contains two lemmas which will be needed in the 
last two sections. 
Lemma 2. (a) For 0<s<l/A:, 
( 4 . 1 ) 2 > ± = o ( x ^ s ) , x s l . 
nsx « 
(b) For s = l/k, 
( 4 . 2 ) = ° ( l o g * ) > 
n s * ft 
(c) For s > 1 Ik, 
( 4 . 3 ) = 
Proof . By partial summation and the definition of lk(n), 
hence, by Theorem 2, since (1 + l/«)s = 1 + 0(1/«), 
2'n~s = o(2n-s-(k~m)+o(xllk-s). 
nSx nsx 
If s ̂  l/k, the first 0-term in the last expression is 0(xllk~s) or 0(log x) according 
as s<l/k or i = l/k. This proves (a) and (b). 
Similarly, for ks> 1, we have with y 
y m i i x t w l « s (« + 1)SJ ( M + l ) 5 ( [x l + l ) s 
and since both 0-terms are 0(xllk~") the lemma results as y -*• <». 
We define a*(s, n) to be the sum of the s-th powers of the square free divisors 
of n, and o{s,n) to be the sum of the j-th powers of all divisors of «. Place 
0(n) = o*(0, n). 
12* 
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Lemma 3. If 0<a <(k-l)/(k + 2), then 
(4- 4) 2 = 
«€tk+2 
P r o o f . Place 
nsx '» 
n € Lit + 2 
where e. = k + 2, t = 2k + \. We estimate S(a,x) first and then reduce the estima-
tion of S*(a,x) to that of 5(a, x). It is convenient to use <k in place of the 0-symbol 
below. 
Noting that a*( — a, n") = <r*( — a, n)Scr( — a, //), one obtains 
= 2 2 rf"a(i/<5)~c(a+1)/' = 21 ^"°t_e(a+1)/' 21 ¿-e(a+1)/i. 
nsx1/' dd=n dsx1/« d^xl/o/d 
Since (£ + 2) (a +1) < 2k +1 , it follows that 
i " Y l / < A l - e ( « + l ) / < S ( a , X ) « 2 d — « ( « + 1 > / M - ^ r < < x ( l / e - ( a + l ) / 0 2 d " « " 1 « 
dsx1/" \ " ) dsx1/' 
^xWe-i'+DIt) 
in view of the positivity of a. 
We observe that every integer n of Lk+2 has a unique representation of the 
form n=pmk+1, where p=pc1'pc?---pcr, Pi, p2, • • P, being distinct primes, 
Pi^Pi-z Pr> and 1-2, (fc + 2) does not divide e,, p( does not divide m, 
for each i. Therefore, 
Piim 
where the second summation is over all ordered /--tuples of natural numbers 
e1} e2, ..., er such that e does not divide e;, e,->e (/'=1, ..., r) and all /-tuples of 
prime numbers plt p2, ...,pr such that PI<P2< ••• <pr (being vacuous in case 
r = 0). By the multiplicative nature of a*, a*( — a, mcp) = er*( — a, me)a*( — a, p). 
After applying this property we drop the condition that pt does not divide m in the 
third summation, getting 
S*(«, *) S 2 2 <y*(—a,p)S(a, x/p)/p<° 
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where the second summation is over the same natural numbers as before. By the 
above estimate for S(a, x), we get, dropping the condition that e does not divide 
ei but retaining the other conditions, and placing 
r = 0 P n = 0 n n = 0 n 
n € Lo + l n € ie +1 
It follows that it suffices to show the convergence of the series on the right. 
A formal computation gives 
« 6 Le +1 
Observing that ( 1 s ( l - 2 " 1 / e ) _ 1 for all p, it follows that the product, 
and hence the series, converges. 
5. A divisor function. We first recall a known estimate for the Legendre 
totient function (p(x,n), which denotes the number of positive integers S x prime to n. 
Lemma 4 (cf. [1]). If 0 S a < l , then 
(5. 1) cp(x,n) = cp(n)x/n + 0 (xarj*( — a, «)), 
where cp(n) = (p(n, n), uniformly in both x and n. 
The case a = 0 of the following lemma is Lemma 3. 1 of [4]. The general case 
is proved similarly except that the 0-term of formule (3. 5) of that paper is replaced 
by 0(x'~s) in the proof. 
Lemma 5. If ^>0 , 1, x £ l , then for l > a S 0 , 
(5. 2) Ns(x, r)= Z 1 /ns = tts)<Ps(r)lrs-<p{r)lr(s-1)**"1 + 0(jc—<T*(-a, r% 
nsx 
(",<•)=1 
uniformly in x and r, where (ps(r) = £ ¡¿(d) (r/dy, <pi(r) = (p(r), H denoting 
d\r 
the Mobius function. 
Now suppose a, b, h and m to be positive integers. For positive integers n, 
let x™'* (n) denote the number of decompositions of n in the form n = d"fb where 
(d, m) = ( f , h) = l. We now are ready to prove the main result of this section, an 
estimate for the summatory function T™'bh(x) of T™'*(/?). 
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Put c = a + b, r = a/b, s = b/a. 
Theorem 3. (cf. 4, Theorem 3. 1 in case m = h) If b>a^\, r > a s O , then 
for x^l 
•Ttf(x) = a,„ihx1 la + bmj,xl/b + O (x<-"+l)/c gx(h, m)), 
where ga(h, m) = max (CT*( — a, h), o*( — a, m)), 
am,h = C (i) <p (m) <ps (h)l mhs, ¿>m_;, = C(r)(p(h)<pr(m)/hmr. 
Proof . We have 
= 2 *&*(«) = z 1 
nsx . d ' f ' S x 
where in the last sum, (d, m) = ( f h) — \. 
Thus 
( 5 . 3 ) T t f ( x ) = 2 1 + 2 1 - 2 1 -
dsx1!" djux1/* 
Since d and / in the summation cannot both simultaneously be >x 1 / c . Each sum 
of course still has the conditions d"fh^x, (d, m) = ( f , h) — \. Let these three sums 
be denoted by I t , I 2 , Z3 , respectively. 
For the first summation one obtains by Lemma 6, since aa /6<a 2 / 6 2 < 1, 
(xllb ) 
2t= 2 <P\z?r>h \ = xllb(p(h)Nr(x1,c, m)/h + Ox^a+ 1),c ff* (—a, h). 
i s i ' / « \ a ) 
(d,m)= 1 
Application of Lemma 7, gives 
(5. 4) 2i = x^C(r)<p(h)cpr(m)/hnf- lc + 0(Qa(h, 
and on applying a similar argument to I 2 and Z3, 
(5.5) = + 
(5.6) 2 a = + 
The theorem results on the basis of (5. 3), (5. 4), (5. 5), and (5. 6). 
6. Asymptotic estimation of Lk(x). We first introduce some notation and point 
out a few elementary facts that will be useful for the later discussion. We denote 
by Ak, Bk the sets of those positive integers all of whose prime divisors have mul-
tiplicity on the ranges k + 1 S t < 2k, and k + 2 S t < 2k, respectively, with B2 = {1}. 
Note that BkQLk+2. 
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Remark 2. If a£Lk, then a has a unique factorization a — dke where e£Ak. 
R e m a r k 3. If e£Ak, then e has a unique factorization e = gk+lh, where 
g£Q, h£Bk and (g,h) = l. 
The following result is well known. 
R e m a r k 4. For positive integers n, q{n) — 2 M(e)-
d2e=n 
The proof of our main result depends upon the following representation of lk(n). 
Lemma 8. 
4 («) = 2 
dke2k + 2fk+ lh = n 
where the summation is over integers d, e, f and h such that h£Bk and (e, h) = ( / , h) — 1. 
Proof . By Remarks 2 and 3 
/*(«)= 2 i = 2 i = 2 q(g), 
due^n <lV + 'h = n dkgk*ih = n 
eiAk g(.Q 
the last two sums with the conditions h£Bk,{g,h)=\. The lemma results by 
Remark 4. 
The folowing expansion will be needed (Cf. [4], (3. 4)): 
(6. 1) 2 KnW = rsIC(s)<Ps(r) (.S > 1). 
n=l 
(n,r)=l Since (ps («) = ns J] (I —1 jps) we have 
Pin 
Lemma 9. If s£ ' l , then (ps(n)/ns is bounded; for (ps(n)/ns is bounded 
away from zero. In particular, for each i>l, <ps(ri) has the order of magnitude of 
ns as n -«>. 
Put r = k + \, t = 2/fc + l. 
Theorem 4. If x^2, then 
(6.2) Lk(x) = ckxllk + c'kxllr + 0(x^k+2^, 
where ck and ck are defined by 
and ah = al h, bh = bi h are defined as in Theorem 3. 
Remark 5. Note that ah and bh are bounded. 
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Proof . By Lemma 8. 
(6.3) Lk(x) = 2 2 № 
hSx e2rdkf^x/h 
with h£Bk in the first sum and (e, h) = ( f , h) = \ in the second sum. Let the inner 
sum of (6. 3) be denoted by I*, h ^ x . Then 
2* = 2 Me) ttfix/he2'), 
e3(x/Ji)1/2r 
(e,«= 1 
from which, by (6. 1) and by Theorem 3, (m = 1, a = k, b = k+ 1) with k/r>aSO, 
2* = ah(x/h)llk 2 4 J + ' 
+ b„(x,hyi' 2 "ke)le2 + 0((xlh)(-°+1V'o*(-<x,h)) = 
em(x/hW2r . 
fjl/k ( Iflr \ 
Substituting this into (6. 3) one deduces by Lemma 9, Remark 5, and the fact that 
Pk = Lk+1, 
Lk(x) = ckxllk + 0{x1/k 2 h-1'k) + ckxllr + 
h>x 
h£Lk + 2 
a*(~a,h)) 
+ o(xllr 2 h-V')+o\x^» 2 
H^-X HSX 
h£Lk + 3 /ietfc + 2 
By Lemma 4c (with k replaced by k + 2) the first two 0-terms are 0(x1/(k+2)) 
and by Lemma 5 (restricting a further to 0 < a < (/: — l)/(k + 2)) the last is also 
0(x1Kk+2)). This proves Theorem 4.. 
7. A weaker form of the main result. The argument used to prove Lemma 5 
yields the following result for the case a = 0 of the sum in (4. 4) : 
(7. 1) 2 - r S i j - = 0 ( ^ / ( t + 3 ) - 1 / ( " + 1 ) I o g * ) , 
nsx « 
This result and case a = 0 in Theorem 3 yield, on the basis of the argument in the 
preceeding section, the following slightly weaker asymptotic evaluation of Lk{x): 
(7.2) Lk(x) = c ^ + cixW+v + Oix^+Vlogx). 
This is of interest, in the first place because only the regular form (a = 0) of Lemmas 6 
and 7 are needed for the proof, and in the second place because (7. 1) can be proved 
independently in a much simpler way than the corresponding result in Lemma 5. 
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To prove (7. 1) we recall that 9(n) denotes the number of square-free divisors 
of n. By the fundamental theorem of arithmetic, there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the square-free divisors of n and the so-called unitary divisors of n (the 
divisors d of n such that (d, njd) = 1); hence 0(n) is the number of unitary divisors 
of n. With t = 2k + \ and e = k + 2, we have 
6(n) J_ _ 1 y 1 y 1 
ni/t n*» £„ «4 m u t d1" s£/d s1" ' 
n£La niL, (i.a)= 1 dSiL. d£L, 
(d,8)= 1 (d,S)= 1 
by the fundamental theorem of arithmetic. We may drop the condition (d, = 1 
provided the last equality is replaced by inequality ( s ) . Lemma 4(a) is then applicable 
(with k replaced by k + 2) and its application gives 
y l H " " 1 " lie —lit 
n f x n'" A dV'\d) <<X £ x dU* ' 
and (7. 1) results on applying Lemma 4(b). 
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Bibliographie 
N. Bourbaki, Éléments de mathématique. Fasc. XVII: Théorie des ensembles. Chapitre I: De-
scription de la mathématique formelle. Chapitre II : Théorie des ensembles (Actualités scientifiques 
et industrielles, No.1212), third revised and corrected edition, iv+141 pages (1 foldout), Paris, 
Hermann, 1966. 
The original edition appeared in 1954 and was the first systematic treatment of the elements 
of set theory from an axiomatic angle. Though the book does not presuppose any preliminary 
knowledge, it may be advisable that one should not start reading without a minimal background 
in intuitive set theory and, perhaps, in logics. In evaluating the presentation of the material one 
should take the governing principles of the Bourbaki series into account. According to these, the 
treatment of the subject is very abstract, and the aim of obtaining quickly the largest possible number 
of results dominates over didactical considerations. Nevertheless, the examples interspersed in 
the text largely extenuate the problems arising from this, particularly if the reader has some back-
ground knowledge of the subject. The style is clear but one cannot help mentioning the slight overuse 
of symbols. Incidentally, the most outrageous example of this in the first edition, the pairing symbol 
D, has been eliminated. This occurred only four times in the whole volume, and did not play an 
important role. 
The first chapter presents a variant of first order functional calculus with equality. Hilbert's 
e (here denoted by r) is introduced along with another sign • ; this latter symbol may be used to 
eliminate variables from formulas. Formal systems are dealt with; here the interesting feature is 
that the notion of theorem is described as contingent upon the actual knowledge that a formal 
proof exists. The Appendix, inserted between the two chapters of the book, characterizes the terms 
and relations of a formal theory with the aid of free semigroups. Finally, the second chapter describes 
a variant of Zermelo—Fraenkel's set theory supplemented with the abovementioned symbol T. 
Here stress is laid on the extensive treatment of elementary notions like those of relation (here called 
graph), function, union, intersection, complement, Cartesian product, and equivalence relation. 
The excercises, which in the first edition were placed at the end of larger sections, have been 
removed to the end of the two chapters of the book. 
A. Máté (Szeged) 
N. Bourbaki, Éléments de mathématique. Fascicule XXI, livre V: Intégration. Chapitre V: 
Intégration des mesures, 2ième édition, revue et corrigée, 154 pages, Paris, Hermann, 1967. 
Dans ce chapitre du livre sur l'intégration on considère la relation 
/ f(s) dfl(s) = /dv{X) / /(,) duK{s), 
X T X 
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où T et X sont des espaces localement compacts, n et (A € T) des mesures sur X, v une mesure sur 
J e t / u n e fonction sur X. On démontre dans une grande généralité le théorème de Lebesgue— 
Nikodym, le théorème de Lebesgue sur la décomposition des mesures en leurs partie absolument 
continue et partie singulière, le théorème sur la dualité des espaces L p , le théorème sur le changement 
de variable dans l'intégrale de Lebesgue, et le théorème de Lebesgue—Fubini sur les intégrations 
successives. Comme c'est général dans la série Bourbaki, on ajoute au texte un grand nombre 
d'exercises. 11 y a une note historique relative aux chapitres II—V. A la fin on trouve une table 
de concordance de la première et de la seconde édition de ce livre. On suppose une connaissance des 
chapitres précédents. 
J. Szűcs (Szeged) 
Mathematical Aspects of Computer Science, Proceedings of Symposia in Applied Mathema-
tics, Vol. XIX) edited by J . T. Schwartz, V+224 pages, American Mathematical Society, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, 1967. 
The book contains abstracts of lectures held at a symposium of the American Mathematical1 
Society on mathematical aspects of computer science in New York City in 1966. 
The volume containing eleven papers comprises a wide circle of problems of the sort announced 
in the title. J . A . ROBINSON gives a well-selected review on automatic theorem-proving. R . W . F L O Y D 
outlines a variant of formal definitions of the meanings of programs in appropriately defined program-
ming languages, so that a rigorous standard is established for proofs about computer programs, 
including proofs of correctness, equivalence and termination. The paper of J . M C C A R T H Y and 
J . PAINTER contains a proof of correctness of a simple algorithm for compiling arithmetic expres-
sions into machine language. The study of J . HARTMANIS deals with the close relationship between 
context-free languages and Turing machine computations. S . K U N O ' S paper is a survey containing 
a large material on computer analysis of natural languages. In his paper M . O. R A B I N gives a survey 
on the most important aspects of algebraic automata theory. The central theme of the study of 
M . MINSKY and S. PAPERT is an appropriate classification of certain geometrical properties accord-
ing to the type of computation necessary to determine wether a given figure has them. Some further 
papers ( P . SWINNERTON D Y E R , M . E. M A H O W A L D and M . D . M A C L A R E N , C . E. LEITH, J. F . T R A U B ) 
are devoted to the special applications of computer technique in different fields of sciences. 
I. Peak (Szeged) 
L. S. Pontriagin, A course in ordinary differential equations (International Monographs on 
Advanced Mathematics and Physics), X+333 pages, Delhi, Hindustan Publishing Corporation 
(India), 1967. 
The monograph under review was first published in Russian in 1961 and is based upon lectures 
given by the author at Moscow State University. His point of view and his organization of the 
material, though preserving the essential classical features, differ often from what is usual, above 
all in paying special attention to the theory of oscillations and of automatic control, which seem to 
have the most important applications in engineering. 
Thus the most exciting part of the work is the chapter discussing stability questions, and 
giving a full discussion of the behavior of the Watt regulator and of the applications to vacuum-
tube circuits by ANDRONOV. 
Much of this material is not easily accessible in the original', hence its inclusion in the book 
is welcome. 
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Written in a lucid style and omitting some refinements which have only theoretical importance 
(e.g. the Lipschitz condition), it gives also the main ideas of many complicated proofs. So the proofs 
are presented in a very clear and natural way. It is a pleasure not to meet here the vague phrases 
"it is easy to see" or "by well-known methods we have", which in many other books appear and 
sometimes require from the reader a lot of work of clarification. 
In summary the book can particularly be recommended to those who wish to be acquainted 
with the main classical and modern results, methods, and applications of ordinary differential 
equations. 
There are six chapters: 1. Introduction. 2. Linear equations with constant coefficients. 3. Linear 
equations with variable coefficients. 4. Existence theorems. 5. Stability. 6. Certain results from 
linear algebra. 
L. Hatvani—L. Pintér (Szeged) 
V. I . Arnold—A. Avez, Ergodic problems of classical mechanics (Mathematical Physics Mono-
graph Series), IX+286 pages, New York—Amsterdam, W. A. Benjamin, Inc., 1968. 
This valuable book contains four Chapters and 34 Appendices, the latter being devoted to 
examples and detailed proofs of the theorems occurring in the text. 
Chapter 1 (Dynamical Systems) introduces the notions of classical and abstract dynamical 
systems. The classical dynamical system is a smooth manifold M with a measure ft on M defined 
by a continuous density and a one-parameter group of measure preserving diffeomorphisms <t>t of M. 
An abstract dynamical system is a measure space (M,fi) equipped with a one-parameter group 
{(¡>c) of authomorphisms (mod//) of (M,/;). In both cases 0 , depends measurably on t, where t 
varies over the reals or the integers. In this chapter and in the Appendices we find several examples 
of dynamical systems such as the geodesic flow of the torus, the pendulum motion, Bernoulli schemes, 
and the so-called baker's transformation. 
Chapter 2 (Ergodic properties) begins with the individual ergodic theorem of G. D. Birkhoff. 
It continues with ergodicity, mixing properties, spectral invariants, the discrete spectrum theorem, 
Lebesgue spectrum, iT-systems, and entropy. The authors prove that Bernoulli systems are ^ s y s -
tems and sketch a proof of the assertion that X-systems have denumerably multiple Lebesgue 
spectrum. This chapter contains the famous theorem of Kolmogorov: The entropy of an auto-
morphism is equal to the entropy of a generator with respect to this automorphism. The authors 
also prove that the entropy of -XT-systems is positive and establish the theorem of Kouchirenko: 
Classical dynamical systems have finite entropy. In the Appendices to this chapter proofs of the-
orems occurring in the text and other questions are studied, such as the fine analysis of the convergence 
of the averages, the ergodic properties of the translations of tori, conditions for classical dynamical 
systems to be ergodic, the asymptotic distribution of the first digits of 2", the mean motion of the 
perihelion, the notion of skew-products of dynamical systems and that of the conditional entropy of 
arbitrary measurable partitions, the discrete spectrum of classical dynamical systems, and an example 
for a mixing endomorphism. 
Chapter 3 (Unstable systems) studies highly unstable systems, i.e. systems for which two 
orbits with close initial data are exponentially divergent. Here they are called C-systems, with a 
preference for Anosov's terminology to the name [/-systems, widespread in the English literature. 
The unstability property implies the asymptotic independence of past and future, and hence C-auto-
morphisms are ergodic, mixing, have Lebesgue spectrum, positive entropy, and, in general, are 
AT-automorphisms. In this chapter and in its Appendices we find the definition of a C-diffeomorphism 
and of a C-flow with illustrative examples, the theorem of Lobatchewsky and Hadamard on the 
geodesic flow of compact, connected Riemannian manifolds of negative curvature, Sinai's theorem 
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on the two foliation of a C-system, and the question of structural stability and ergodic properties 
of C-systems. This chapter also contains Anosov's theorem on the structural stability of C-systems. 
The proofs are also elaborated in the text or in the Appendices. The authors remark that with the 
aid of the generalization of the theory of C-systems Sinai proved the Boltzmann—Gibbs ergodic 
conjecture. The proof is omitted because it would require "hundreds of pages". 
Chapter 4 (Stable systems) studies systems "the orbits of which, with remarkable stability, 
fail to fill up the 'energy level' H=Ct ergodically and remain (to the end) in their particular 
corner of phase-space". The systems that are close to an integrable one and the systems to which 
the theory of perturbations of Celestial Mechanics applies are such systems. The authors report 
on the elements of the theory of these questions and on the present state of these problems, thereby 
giving an introduction to the famous works of Siegel and Kolmogorov, which gave the essential 
impetus to remove the theory from its previous resting point. 
The book is a translation from the French edition (1967) and is based on lectures delivered 
during the spring and fall of 1965 by V. I. Arnold. This translation contains also new results which 
have appeared since the French edition. The work supposes some familiarity with differential geo-
metry, measure theory and classical mechanics, and is written for physicists, astronomers, mathe-
maticians, „ graduate students and research workers in these fields. It is well readable and contains 
an index and a medium-size bibliography. 
J. Sziics (Szeged) 
Jun-iti Nagata, Modern general topology (Bibliotheca Mathematica, Vol. 7), VIII+353 pages, 
Amsterdam, North-Holland—Groningen, Wolters-Noordhoff, 1968. 
The book, as is claimed in the introduction, is intended to serve both as a textbook and as 
a reference book. The way these two objectives are simultaneously achieved is the following: Though 
a large amount of material is amassed in the book, it is so arranged that different groups of readers 
may have their choice; various instructions given in the introduction are helping the reader in what 
to choose to read first and what to skip or put off for a later occasion. The double aim of the book 
also influenced the way in which the material is presented. Namely, priority is given to concrete and 
vivid methods against the perhaps more effective, but more abstract methods, which are less digest-
ible at least for the beginner. 
The book is divided into seven chapters, each of which ends with intstructive (and not too 
difficult) excercises, and contains an extensive bibliography. The chapter headings are the following: 
I. Introduction, II. Basic concepts in topological spaces, III. Various topological spaces, IV. Com-
pact spaces and related topics, V. Paracompact spaces and related topics, VI. Metrizable spaces and 
related topics, VII. Topics related to mappings. 
Chapter I develops the basic tools of set theory necessary for later discussions. Cardinal and 
ordinal numbers are introduced, and Zermelo's "Wohlordnungssatz" and Zorn's lemma are 
established. (The inclusion of these in the material clearly demonstrates that no preliminary factual 
knowledge is necessary for reading this book.) Finally, a description of the topology of the Euclidean 
plane is given. 
Chapter II describes the underlying concepts of topology such as neighborhood, closure, 
convergence of filters and nets. Various kinds of space obtained form other spaces are considered: 
e.g. product space, quotient space, and inverse limit space. The chapter concludes with a study of 
connectedness. 
Chapter III deals with spaces satisfying various degrees of separation {Tt, T2, regular, com-
pletely regular, normal, and fully normal spaces), introduces compact, paracompact, and metric spa-
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ces, and various axioms of countability are described. In this context Urysohn's imbedding theorem 
and Baire's category theorem are proved. 
The first section of Chapter IV contains Tychonoff's theorem on the compactness of products 
of compact spaces and some of its applications, e.g. the derivation of the Stone—Cech compacti-
fication theorem. In a new section, compactification is discussed at length, Shanin's theorem is 
proved. The lattice of bounded continuous functions on compact and completely regular spaces is 
studied, and various extensions of the concept of compactness are considered (sequential compact-
ness, countable compactness, pseudo-compactness, 6-spaces). 
Chapter V is a rather detailed account of paracompact spaces. Stone's fundamental theorem 
opens the row, further miscellaneous properties are investigated, countably paracompact spaces 
are discussed, and various other modifications of the concept of paracompactness are presented 
(strong paracompactness and collectionwise normality). In the last section here paracompact T2 
spaces are characterized as those spaces the product of which with any compact T, space is normal 
(Tamano). 
Chapter VI starts with several comprehensive metrization theorems, among them Alexan-
droff—Urysohn's and Nagata—Smirnoff's, and Cech's theorem on metrizability with a complete 
metrics; then imbedding of metrizable spaces into given concrete metric spaces, metrizability ques-
tions involving the image and union of metric spaces are studied. Various extensions of metric 
spaces (uniform spaces, proximity spaces, P-spaces) are discussed at considerable length. 
Chapter VII is a medley of topics related to mappings. It starts with the classical ways of 
introducing topologies on the set of mappings from one space into another, like weak topology 
and strong topology (these are familiar from the theory of bounded linear[Banach-space operators), 
compact open topology, topology of uniform convergence. The discussion continues with rather, 
new subjects, like how a continuous mapping transfers certain kinds of spaces (metric or para-
compact) and how to characterize a space as the inverse limit space of simpler spaces; and finally 
a rather abstract account is given of the theory of extension of continuous mappings. 
The style of the book is clear; the understanding of the text is facilitated by the many interspersed 
examples. The publisher should also be praised for contributing to the intrinsic value of this book 
by supplying it with a neat form. 
A. Máté (Szeged) 
S. Sternberg, Celestial Mechanics, Part I (Mathematics Lecture Notes Series), XXI +158 
pages, New York—Amsterdam, W. A. Benjamin, Inc., 1969. 
This book is the first part of a very sketchy survey of the historical developments of astronomy 
in an up-to-date and self-contained presentation with valuable mathematical material. It does 
not contain the results of recent works of Kolmogoroff, Arnold and Moser. These results will be 
contained in Part II. 
Chapter 1 starts with the notion of almost periodic function as an idealization of the motion 
of planets. The author develops the basic properties of almost periodic functions and presents the 
Bohr approximátion theorem. This theorem can be considered as a justification of the method of 
epicycles used by Hipparchus and Ptolemy. Then he presents the results of ancient astronomers 
on the motion of the moon, the sun and the planets. The proof of the Bohr theorem is given in 
Appendix to Chapter 1, using the Peter—Weyl theorem, for which a proof based on the existence 
of an invariant mean on almost periodic functions is elaborated. The existence of such a mean is 
proved by a method of A. Weil reducing the problem to construct the Haar integral on compact 
groups. The existence of the Haar integral on compact groups is proved by using a version of the 
mean ergodic theorem. For this theorem and for the individual ergodic theorem a proof is also 
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given. E. Hopf's maximal ergodic theorem is proved by the method of Garsia. In the Appendix the 
existence of the mean motion of a planet, represented by a non-harmonic trigonometric poly-
nomial, is also proved by the Kronecker—Weyl theorem. The Appendix, contains also Wintner's 
formula. 
As the author writes in the Introduction: "the main purpose of Chapter II is to show how 
number theoretical considerations (known as 'small divisors') entered into the field of Celestial 
Mechanics". This chapter begins with Kepler's investigations and Kepler's elliptic motion. — Accord-
ing to the opinion of the author, Kepler's work was the turning point in the development of physics 
and astronomy. —• A sketch of the Lagrange's method for the three body problem and that of Hill's 
lunar theory is given. Hill's theory is, in a sense, the origin of the qualitative theory of differential 
equations, a good bit of functional analysis, and a substantial portion of algebraic topology. The 
book ends with a sketch of the general theory of relativity and its most famous consequence in 
astronomy: the advance of the perihelion of Mercury. 
It is remarkable what the author writes about the practical importance of the classical results 
of astronomy. Since the advent of radar astronomy and space probes we can give, with the aid 
of high speed computers, far more accurate predictions of planetary positions than anything pro-
vided by classical perturbation theory. However, the qualitative predictions of perturbation theory 
are still of importance in plasma physics. (These results will be given in Part II.) 
The book is very well readable, and in spite of its relatively small size it gives a valuable in-
sight into the history of the astronomy (in this Part up to the beginning of the 20th century). 
The work is developed from lecture notes for a course given at Harvard University during 
the spring of 1968. Prerequisite is only the standard material in an introductory analysis course, 
except the section on general relativity where some familiarity with differential geometry is also 
required. The book can be used as a guide to a graduate-level course in Celestial Mechanics. 
J. Szűcs (Szeged) 
Jean-Luis Krivine, Théorie axiomatique des ensembles (Collection „Les précis de l'enseignement 
supérieur: Le mathématicien"), 120 pages, Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 1969. 
This is a small pocket-size book, requiring only little preliminary knowledge from logic, 
that provides an excellent introduction into axiomatic set theory. Its main concern is to present 
several classical consistency and independence proofs that open up the way towards the study of 
modern results due to Cohen and his followers. The reader may find the relative consistency proofs 
of the axiom of foundation, of the assertion that each cardinal is accessible, of the axiom of choice, 
and finally of the continuum hypothesis. Also, the independence of the axiom of infinity and that of 
the axiom of choice are verified; the latter only in case when the axiom of foundation is omitted, 
and the proof utilises a model of Fraenkel and Mostowski. 
A. Máté (Szeged) 
Joel W. Robbin, Mathematical logic. A first course (University Mathematics Series), xii + 212 
pages, New York—Amsterdam, W. A. Benjamin, Inc., 1969. 
Apart from serving as an introductory textbook on mathematical logic for individual readers 
who are supposed to have high mathematical maturity but no specified preliminary knowledge, 
the book intends to provide a guideline for courses in logic for various ranges of people who might 
have some interest in the subject; these are students of mathematics, philosophy, linguistics, computer 
science and engineering. Since the reasons why these people are interested in logics are different, istruc-
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tions are given how the book can be used for such a course, what selections of the topics might 
be preferred for various purposes. From the mathematician's point of view the clear style that ren-
ders possible a wider use of the work is in no way a disadvantage. In order to engage the interest 
of the readers with higher mathematical aspirations, the excercises, some of them quite difficult, 
provide the material for a more profound study of the subject. To the more difficult excercises the 
answers can be found at the end of the book. To make the task of the readers not trained in mathe-
matics easier, the work contains an Appendix so as to make it self-contained. At the end, under 
the title "suggested reading", an excellent guide is given to the more interested students who want 
to specialize or deepen their knowledge in various parts of logics. 
The six chapter headings are: 1. Prepositional calculus, 2. First-order logic, 3. First-order 
recursive arithmetics, 4. Arithmetization of syntax, 5. The incompleteness theorems and other 
applications of the liars paradox, 6. Second-order logic. 
Though the unification of such diverse purposes as the author attempted was not a simple 
task, we feel that, to say the least, the mathematics student reading this book will not suffer in any 
way from the fact that the author does not appeal exclusively to him. 
A. Máté (Szeged) 
J. T. Marti, Introduction to the theory of bases (Springer Tracts in Natural ..Philosophy, Vol. 
18), IX+149 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 1969. 
In his famous book "Théorie des opérations linéaires", BANACH raised the question whether 
or not every separable Banach space possesses a basis. Although this problem has not yet been 
solved, there are at present a few hundred publications in existence on the theory of bases. This 
tract is an excellent attempt to collect and systematize the essential results of the subject. 
The book consists of nine chapters, a comprehensive and exhaustive bibliography, and an author 
and a subject index. The reader is supposed to be familiar with the notion of linear vector spaces, 
algebras, etc., and with some fundamental theorems such as the Hahn—Banach extension theorem, 
the so-called "resonance theorem" of BANACH and STEINHAUS, the theorem of ALAOGLU on the 
compactness in the weak topology of the unit ball of a conjugate space, etc. 
By the nature of the problem, the methods of proof used in the theory of bases are those of 
functional analysis. Chapter 1 is devoted to listing these basic definitions and facts. The theorems 
are given here without proofs, and the reader is referred to one of many good introductions to func-
tional analysis. 
For a vector space X of infinite dimension the concept of basis is closely related to the conver-
gence of the series that uniquely correspond to each point of X. Accordingly, Chapter 2 deals with 
the relations among different types of convergence of series in Banach spaces. The definitions and 
properties of the most important types of bases for Banach spaces can be found in Chapter 3, to-
gether with examples of bases in several well-known spaces. Two sections are devoted to shrinking, 
boundedly complete and unconditional bases, and interrelations among them. Chapter 4 con-
cernes the connections of bases, projections and orthogonality, as well as equivalent bases for 
Banach spaces. 
Chapter 5 discusses the conclusions that can be drawn about the structure of X if one assumes 
the existence of a basis of a certain type for X. The assertions concern weak sequential complete-
ness, separability, reflexivity, dimension (finite or infinite), etc. Chapter 6 takes up bases for Hil-
bert spaces. 
Chapter 7 contains a generalization of the concept of basis for a Banach space, or more generally, 
for an F-space X, in which one considers a sequence of linear subspaces of X instead of a sequence 
13 A 
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of elements -of X, Ih this[wa'y one obtains decompositions of these spaces which exhibit, socp$ propr 
erties similar to those of the b^ses. 
Chapter 8 presents fine applications of both bases and decompositions to the theory of Ba-
nach algëbràs. THese' applications include, among'others, the approximation problem of compact 
linear operators by" linear operators of finite* rank, and "-thè íheóry of proper rc-rings. Ï ' R ' ' ' . 
In the'final chapter further generalizations of bases are treated for arbitrary topological vector 
spaces viâ discarding the idea* of a series expansion and consjdering instead certain biorthogonal 
systems {xx, f x ) as generalized ba.ses or, dual generalized-bases, respectively. It is worth poting that 
the basis problem is now answered for separable localiy convex linear topological spaces in the 
negative direction. 
The presentation of tfye book is concise but always, clear and well-readable. It will be useful 
both for advanced mathematicians as a monograph and for able students as an excellent introduction 
to the theory>of bases. , ' ,. : 
,, ¡i j- , <) • ' ï Fer?nc Móricz (Szeged) 
Underwood Dudley, Elementary number theory, IX+262 pages, San Francisco, W. H. Free-
man and Co., 1969. 
This work is an introduction to some elementary chapters of number theory. No special pre-
liminary mathematical knowledge is needed for its reading (except for sections 21 and 22), therefore 
it is very useful for students intending to get acquainted with classical results of number theory. The 
mentioned sections contain the Mills formula which provides all prime numbers as well as a weakened 
form of the prime number theorem. _ , 
The book is well readable, due to the simple, and easy-flowing style of the author. Let us men-
tion that he gives short information on the history of the treated problems. In addition, the book 
contains over a thousand exercises (thé more difficult problems are given with hints and solutions). 
These properties make possible fór teachers of mathematics to use this book effectively in 
their work. 
B. Csákány {Szeged) 
Mathematische Hilfsmittel des Ingenieurs. Herausgegeben von R. Sauer, und I. Szabó, unter 
Mitwirkung von H. Neuber, W. Nürnberg, K. Pöschl, E. Truckenbrodt und W. Zander, Berlin— 
Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Vej-lag. , i 
Teil I (1967), verfaßt .von G. Doetsch, F. W. Schäfke und H. Tietz, XV+496 Seiten, 103 
Abbildungen. Inhalt: Komplexe Zahlen, Theorie der komplexen,Funktionen, konforme Abbildung; 
spezielle Funktionen (Gamma-Funktion; Zylinder- und Kugelfunktionen, orthogonale Polynome, 
Mathieusche Funktionen, usw.); Fourier-, Laplace- und Mellin-Transformationen, einseitige 
und endliche Form dieser Transformationen (mit Tabellen); Theorie der Distributionen. 
Teil II (1969), verfaßt von L. Collatz, R. Nicolovius und W. Tömig, XX+684 Seiten, 148 
Abbildungen. Inhalt) ¡Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen (auch im Komplexen) mit numerischen 
Lösungsmethoden, partielle Differentialgleichungen erster und zweiter Ordnung; Randwertaufgaben 
bei gewöhnlichen Differential- und Integralgleichungen, sowie bei einigen Typen partieller Differen-
tialgleichungen; Potentialprobleine; Eigenwertaufgaben bei Differential- und Integralgleichungen, 
exakte und Näherungsverfahren zur Lösung solcher Aufgaben; Grundbegriffe und Anwendungen 
der Variationsrechnung. 
- Teil IU (1968), verfaßt von T. P. Angelitch, G. Aumann» F. L. Bauer, R. Buliersch, H. P. 
Kiinzi, H. Rutishauser, K. Samelson, R. Sauer, I. Stoer, XYIII+534 Seiten, 101 Abbildungen, 
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' Inhalt: Algebraische Strukturen 'uii'd Gleichün'ien(hier sind die Sätze' l l lO.ia.und 3.1.8. unrichtig), 
• lineare Algebra; affine.und projektive.Geometrie, Nomographie; sphäriscljefTrigortometrie; Vektor-
L, algebi;a und -analysis, Differentialgeometrie der Kurven und Flächen, Tensorkalkül; Interpolation 
durch Polynome und durch rationale Funktionen;.numerische Quadratur; Approximation von 
Funktionen; Darstellung von Funktionen durch Rechenautomaten; lineare Optimierung (mit 
Ausblick jn-die jiichtlineare); Rechenanlagen. , , , 
Teil IV in Vorbereitung, __ i . , , 
Der rasche Fortschritt der Technik hat dazu geführt, daß für die Bearbeitung technischer 
Probleme, immer umfassendere mathematische Hilfsmittel benötigt werden. Das vorliegende, auf 
vier Bände angelegte Werk behandelt diejenigen mathematischen Disziplinen, die für die Ingenieur-
praixi's Von Bedeutüng'sind oder von Bedeutung zu werden versprechen. Obwohl es in erster Linie auf 
die Bedürfnisse der Ingenieure, ausgerichtet ist, können es auch Mathematiker und Naturwissen-
schaftler mit Nutzen verwenden, i . . . г 
In jeder dQr behandelten Disziplinen bringt das Werk nicht nur die erforderlichen Formeln, 
sondern auch die grundlegenden Definitionen und Sätze, und zwar in einer anschaulichen Darstel-
lung; gute Abbildungen erleichtern das Verständnis der mehr abstrakten Begriffe und Sätze. Es 
wird stets erläutert, aus welchen physikalischen oder technischen Gründen das betreffende mathe-
matische Problem und die eingeführten Begriffe entstammen. Beweise werden nur dann gebracht, 
wenn sie zum tieferen Verständnis eines Satzes oder eine Methode notwendig sind. Um die Anwen-
dung der mathematischen Theorien auf die Ingenieurpraxis zu zeigen, werden auch einige konkrete 
technische Probleme ausführlich behandelt. 
In jedem Kapitel sind die konkreten numerischen Methoden in den Vordergrund gestellt. 
Die Genauigkeit der Näherungsmethoden wird durch Tabellen veranschaulicht, in denen die ge-
nauen und die durch Annäherung gewonnenen Werte miteinander verglichen werden. In der Inge-
nieurpraxis sind zahlreiche Rechenverfahren allgemein gebräuchlich, die nur unter gewissen Bedin-
gungen richtig sind; solche Verfahren werden hier mit mathematischer Genauigkeit diskutiert und 
die Bedingungen, bei' dehen das betreffende Verfahren ein richtiges Resultat ergibt, werden fest-
gestellt. Stehen mehrere Methoden für die Lösung desselben Problems zur Verfügung, so werden 
die verschiedenen Methoden meistens aus dem Standpunkte der Vorteile und Nachteile beim tat-
sächlichen Ausrechnen untersucht. Auch die ALGOL-Programme der wichtigsten Methoden sind 
angegeben. " 4 
Einige grundlegende Begriffe werden in mehreren Kapiteln, von verschiedenen Standpunkten 
aus untersucht. In solchen Fällen.streben die Verfasser auf keine gekünstelte Uniformisierung 
der Terminologie, sondern weisen sie auch auf die anderartigen Bezeichnungen oder Benennun-
( gen hin. . I 
• Am Ende jedes Kapitels findet sich ein reichliches Literaturverzeichnis, das die weitere Orien-
tierung ermöglicht. . . . 
G. Szäsz (Budapest) 
• • • . ( • . . .M •: 
K. Zeller—W. Beekmann, Theorie der Limitierungsverfahren (Ergebnisse der Mathematik 
und ihre Grenzgebiete, Band 15), XII+314 Seiten, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-
Verlag, 1970. 
i . 
Dieses Buch ist die zweite, erweiterte und verbesserte Auflage der Monographie von K . ZELLER, 
die im Jahre 1958 mit demselben Titel veröffentlicht wurde. Die erste Auflage wurde in diesen Acta, 
22 (1961), 152—153, ausführlich referiert. 
Im originellen Text wurden — ohne wesentliche Änderungen — gewisse Verbesserungen vor-
genommen: Diö' Bibliographie wurde mit zahlreichen neuen Literaturangaben aus den Jahren 
13» 
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1956—1968 ergänzt. (Dieses ergänzende Schriftenverzeichnis füllt 43 Seiten aus!) Weiterhin, am Ende 
des originellen Textes ist ein von W. BEEKMANN stammendes neues Kapitel (27 Seiten) hinzugefügt, 
in welchem die neueren Entwicklungen skizziert sind. 
Die Ergänzungen geben dem Leser einen raschen Überblick über die in der Periode 1956—1968 
in den verschiedenen Teilgebieten der Theorie der Limitierungsverfahren erzielten Fortschritte. Die 
originelle Zielsetzung und Betrachtungsweise des Buches sind bei der neuen Auflage unverändert 
geblieben. 
Käroly Tandori (Szeged) 
M. Gross and A. Lentin, Introduction to Formal Grammars, IX+231 pages, Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1970. 
The theory of normal grammars and formal languages was initiated one and a half decade 
ago by N O A M CHOMSKY and it has since then developed rapidly. Formal grammars are in fact special 
kinds of semi-Thue systems, playing an important role in the study of the structure of natural lan-
guages as well as in the construction of various kinds of programming languages. 
The work of M. GROSS and A. LENTIN is an english translation of the book Notions stir les 
grammaires formelles (Gauthier—Villars, Paris, 1967), and it can serve both as an excellent intro-
ductory course and as a survey on formal grammars and formal languages. It consists of three 
parts and an Appendix. 
The first part contains the algebraic and logical preliminaries. Chapter I defines a formal 
language as a part of a free monoid and a grammar as an algorithm which allows the words of a 
language to be enumerated. Chapter II introduces the concept of formal system and illustrates it 
by a presentation of a formalized variant of the propositional calculus. Chapter III discusses dif-
ferent types of productions and deals in general with semi-Thue, Thue and normal systems. Chap-
ter IV illustrates the role of algorithms in mathematical linguistics and introduces the concepts 
of computability and Turing machine. Chapter V is devoted to the operations on computable func-
tions, Gödel's techniques, recursive stes, recursively denumerable sets and the equivalence of com-
putability and recursiveness. Chapter VI shows that every recursively denumerable set can be gener-
ated by a combinatorial system. 
The second part is devoted to the study of some important classes of formal languages. The 
row is opened by Chapter VII, where the class of context-free grammars and languages is defined 
and some decidable properties of them are presented: such are e.g. the property of the generated 
language being empty, finite or infinite, and the property of a sentence belonging to the given lan-
guage or not. Here are also discussed some closure properties of context-free languages with respect 
to several simple operations studied. Chapter VIII deals with a few undecidable properties of context-
free grammars. Chapter IX establishes that the class of context-free languages is identical to the 
class of languages accepted by push-down automata. Chapter X formulates the well-known 
connection between regular languages and finite automata, and Chapter XI is devoted to the study 
of languages obtained by the solution of different kinds of interesting systems of equations. Finally, 
Chapter XII deals with the context-sensitive grammars and proves the Kuroda—Landweber theo-
rem: the class of languages generated by context-sensitive grammars coincides with the class of 
languages accepted by non-deterministic linear bounded automata. 
The third part contains further, purely algebraic, studies about formal grammars and languages. 
Chapter XIII sets forth some concepts of semigroup theory. Chapter XIV gives algebraic charac-
terizations of regular languages, and Chapter XV presents the fundamental theorem for context-
free languages, according to which every such language can be obtained by a homomorphism from 
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a suitably chosen standard context-free language. Chapter XVI contains applications of formal 
power series to the study of formal languages. 
Appendix deals with transformational grammars and some problems related to transfor-
mations. 
As was remarked above, the book has an overwhelmingly introductory character. It re-
ports many facts without proofs and refers the reader to the appropriate source in the bibliography. 
Students of higher courses, programmers and researchers in mathematical linguistics will 
find the work very valuable. It is of great interest also for those in other fields of mathematics 
wanting to consult basic results on formal languages. 
I. Peak (Szeged) 
H. Cramér, Random variables and probability distributions (Cambridge Tracts in Mathema-
tics and Mathematical Physics, No. 36), third edition, IX+118 pages, Cambridge University 
Press, 1970. 
This tract, now in its third edition, is devoted almost entirely to problems connected with 
the Central Limit Theorem and some of its generalizations and modifications in various directions. 
The subject is developed in a pure-mathematical aspect of probability theory, without any reference 
to applications. It should perhaps be recalled that the book, when originally published, was one 
of the earliest works that were concerned with questions of this field in the light of the axiomatic 
foundations introduced by A. KOLMOGOROFF in his book "GrundbegrifTe der Wahrscheinlichkeits-
rechnung". 
The book consists of three parts amounting to ten chapters, a list of abbreviations and no-
tations, a short but effective bibliography supplemented with the data of some recent works. 
The first part contains the axioms and preliminary theorems of probability theory, treating it 
as a branch of the theory of completely additive set functions. 
The second part deals in great detail with distributions of sums of the type Z„ = Xy+... + X„, 
where the are independent random variables, including the most important theorems of J. W. 
LINDEBERG, P. LEVY, W. FELLER, the author, etc. The contents of Chapter VII are fundamental 
for the theory of error estimation and asymptotic expansions. This part of the first two editions 
of the book contained Liapounoff's classical inequality. For the third edition this chapter has been 
partly rewritten, and now brings a proof of the sharper inequality due to BERRY and ESSEN. In 
Chapter VIII some theorems of the preceding chapters are extended to stochastic processes with 
stationary and independent increments. . . 
The object of the third part is to generalize the results obtained for distributions in 7?! to 
R k . The author restricts himself to a brief discussion of some typical generalizations of this kind. 
The book is well readable, and there are several valuable historical comments in the foot-
notes. It is warmly recommended to everybody who intends to become familiar, with a compara-
tively sparing effort, with the most essential notions and results of the field known as the Central 
Limit Theorem. 
Ferenc Móricz (Szeged) 
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